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Preface

In the last years, the astonishing growth of the Japanese industry in
producing a substantial number of consumer appliances using Fuzzy
Controllers put Fuzzy Logic on the focus of the scientific community. At the
beginning, the most popular applications of Fuzzy Logic were found in the
domain of Control System. Nowadays, the application of this soft-computing
technique has been extended to other fields such as Signal Processing, Image
Processing and Switching Power Control, for instance. As real-time
applications need ever faster, more autonomous and less power-consuming
circuits the choice of on-chip controllers becomes an interesting option. The
attractiveness of analog circuits for implementing Fuzzy hardware relies on
its natural compatibility with most used Fuzzy algorithms and the
needlessness of A/D and D/A converters for interfacing sensors and
actuators.

This book deals with the implementation, test and application of
programmable and reconfigurable Analog Fuzzy Logic Controllers in
standard CMOS technologies in three fundamental stages.

In the first part, the analysis and design of basic analog building blocks
have been addressed. Main topics concerning their accuracy,
programmability, interfacing and VLSI compatibility for CMOS
implementation have been focused. Some novel circuits are presented while
others are optimized towards an improved behavior.

The second part comprises the implementation and test of programmable
and reconfigurable mixed-signal architectures being capable of emulating
Zero and First-Order Takagi-Sugeno algorithms. In the realized prototypes,
signal processing is carried out in the analog domain whereas the system
parameters and configuration are digitally programmable. The applied
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testing strategy was oriented to characterize the DC and transient behaviors
of the controllers as well as the statistic spreading between samples.

Finally, in the third part, a real-time application of Fuzzy Logic is
undertaken in the Analog Signal Processing field: a knowledge-based
technique for time-domain signal analysis is discussed. The general idea
consists in building an "on-chip oscilloscope", which, based on Fuzzy Logic,
could infer assertions that can be used for adaptation, testing, detection, etc.
This technique has been used in a digital equalization system based on the
Eye Pattern. For this purpose, a preliminary prototype comprising the Fuzzy
Controller and the equalizing filter has been fabricated and tested whereas
the methodology has been validated by simulations for cable equalization.

This book results from the first author's PhD thesis. It is mainly
addressed to researchers, undergraduate and postgraduate students working
in the field of analog VLSI implementation of Fuzzy Systems and their
applications. However, the analysis and synthesis of the circuits presented
herein is wide-ranging. Their use exceeds the topic of Fuzzy Logic since
they can also be employed in other kind of applications in the field of
Analog Signal Processing (i.e. Neural Networks, Non-Linear and Linear
Adaptive Filtering, Analog Computation, etc).



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Motivation and goals of this book

1. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy Logic was originally developed in the early 1960’s by Professor
Lotfi Zadeh, who claimed for a new kind of computational paradigm capable
of modeling the own uncertainness of human reasoning. In 1965, Zadeh
published the first ideas on fuzzy sets, the key concept in Fuzzy Logic (FL).

The acceptance of this soft-computing technique by the highly
"deterministic" scientific community was not immediate. At the beginning,
the most popular applications of Fuzzy Logic were found in the domain of
Control System. On one hand, many conservative engineers in such area
claim that Fuzzy Control does not convey to better solutions than the
classical ones and that Fuzzy Logic is just a marketing hype. On the other
hand, several non-specialist researchers misinterpret the fact that Fuzzy
Logic deals with uncertainness claiming that ” fuzzy systems reason as
humans do ”, as they use to say. This misunderstanding leads some people to
believe that Fuzzy Logic is a kind of cure-all that can solve any kind of
problem.

Away from any kind of fanaticism however, Fuzzy Logic is a rigorous
mathematical field [Godj97]. Fuzzy reasoning is nothing else than a
straightforward formalism for encoding human knowledge or common sense
in a numerical framework. In a Fuzzy Controller, human experience is
codified by means of linguistic if-then rules that build up a so-called Fuzzy
Inference System, which computes control actions upon given conditions.

Fuzzy Logic has been applied to problems that are either difficult to face
mathematically or applications where the use of Fuzzy Logic provides

1



2 Chapter 1

improved performance and/or simpler implementations. One of its main
advantages lies in the fact that it offers methods to control non-linear plants,
known difficult to model.

Since the first reported application of Fuzzy Logic [HoOs82], the number
of industrial and commercial developments, covering a wide range of
technological domains, has grown incessantly. Nowadays, countless
researchers from different areas are hardly working on the subject while
contributing with smart and interesting solutions for engineering. Table 1.1,
which summarizes the historical development of Fuzzy Logic, highlights
some of its most significant milestones as reported by [KaLa98].

In the last years, the astonishing growth of the Japanese industry in
producing a substantial number of consumer appliances using Fuzzy
Controllers put Fuzzy Logic on the focus of the scientific community. In
1990, the market of Fuzzy Logic based products was estimated nearly equal
to $2 billion [Paty92]. According to an investigation of the Market
Intelligence Research Co. of California, in 1991 Japan captured 80% of the
worldwide market. In 1992, the return in fuzzy products doubled with
respect to the previous year, whereas companies, like OMROM, held about
700 patents at that date. Germany, India, France, Korea, Taiwan and China
follow Japan in Fuzzy Logic R&D projects.
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This economical success is said to be mainly due to the short
time-to-market needed by the development of Fuzzy Controllers for these
particular applications [ChCh95] [DrHe93]. However, this is true if
sufficient expertise coming from skilled designers is available [Godj97].

In early Fuzzy Logic applications, empiricism was the main method for
selecting the parameters of Fuzzy Controllers. Recent methods for automatic
identification of parameters in Fuzzy Systems from training data paved the
road to the application of Fuzzy Logic to systems where human knowledge
is not available [BeKh92] [Jang92] [HiSu92]. Most of these are inspired
from Artificial Neural Network learning techniques and lead to the
development of the so-called Neuro-Fuzzy Systems [BrHa94]. The
integration of fuzzy and neural techniques is nowadays an active area of
research. It brings together the best features of Fuzzy Logic and Neural
Networks. It provides knowledge-based systems that can be adapted or
optimized according to sample data. In summary, a Neuro-Fuzzy System can
codify structured knowledge as a Fuzzy System while preserving the
adapting and learning capabilities of Neural Networks. To be effective, such
a Neuro-Fuzzy System must hold, at least, the following basic aspects
[Vida96]:

Succinct and appropriate representation of structured knowledge.
Tuning capabilities for parameters adaptation and identification.
Straightforward relationship between the above parameters and the
structured knowledge.

In this way, using a Neuro-Fuzzy System, the extraction of linguistic
rules from the adapted parameters also gives designers the possibility to
verify and/or rectify their prior knowledge [HiSu92] [Godj97]. A clever
solution for this purpose was found by [Jang92] who managed the
representation of a Fuzzy System by means of a multi-layer feed-forward
network called ANFIS (Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System).
ANFIS is able to learn from data by using the gradient descent algorithm. A
remarkable feature of ANFIS is its fast learning rate when compared, for
instance, with feed-forward perceptrons Neural Networks. This is due to the
previous encoded knowledge before learning starts [Mend95].

Finally, let us summarize the major advantages and disadvantages of
Fuzzy Logic reported in the literature. The main features of Fuzzy Logic
encouraging its use are:

Fuzzy Logic provides a systematic framework to incorporate imprecise
information from a human expert. In this way, the control strategy of an
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operator can be easily integrated in an automatic control system, for
instance [Neye97].
In most Fuzzy Control problems, the exact model of the plant is not
needed for designing the controller provided that further adjustment can
be made during operation of the system [Neye97] [Godj97].
A Fuzzy Inference System is a Universal Approximator. It allows
modeling non-linear functions of arbitrary complexity. One can create a
Fuzzy System to fit any training data set by means of adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy techniques like ANFIS [JaGu95].
Fuzzy Logic can be combined with classical control techniques [JaGu95].
A common trend that illustrates this is to use a Fuzzy Controller to
supervise a conventional adaptive controller, whose adapting strategy is
encoded into the rule base of the Fuzzy Controller.

In spite of its success and popularity, Fuzzy Control has some remarkable
drawbacks too:

In some cases, it is difficult to warrant the consistency of the rule base
[Godj97]. Conflictive rules may appear, specially when the input space
has a considerably large dimension.
There is no generalized criterion to formally demonstrate the system
stability. This has been addressed in particular cases only [Neye97].
There is a lack of systematic methods to translate human knowledge into
the rule base. Moreover, the expert knowledge is sometimes incomplete
or vaguely defined. There is no clear-cut procedure for choosing the
suitable number of rules as far as the many factors involved [Godj97].

Nonetheless, many researchers succeeded in automating the modeling
and optimization processes of Fuzzy Systems. A comprehensive work in this
area can be found in [SuYa93]. In this, as an extension of the classical
System Identification methodology used for linear systems [GeBa94], a
three-step identification procedure is proposed:

Variables identification: means to identify the input variables, among a
set of candidates, that play an important role in the process to control.
Structure identification: means to identify the appropriate number of
rules and membership functions per input/output and the correct fuzzy
partition type (i.e. grid, tree or scatter partition).
Parameters identification: means to identify the proper shape and position
of the membership functions.

1.

2.

3.
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Apart from the high computational efforts demanded by the above
methodology, its success relies mainly on availability of the measured
sample data.

1.1 R&D Fields of Fuzzy Logic

As already stated above, the applications of Fuzzy Logic (FL) to Control
Systems and Process Control where the mathematical model of the plant is
unknown, complex, ill defined if not time varying, were developed in the
beginning. Nowadays, the areas where Fuzzy Control has been applied
comprise a wide variety of applications, with different complexity and
performances. We can find Fuzzy Controllers in washing machines,
automatic focusing for video cameras, automatic TV tuner, servo motor
control, automotive anti-skid brake, and many others consumer appliances.
At present, the application of Fuzzy Logic exceeds the control domain since
it is also employed for others knowledge-based decision making tasks.
Among the latter, we can mention medical diagnosis, business forecasting,
traffic control, network management, image processing, signal processing,
computer vision, geology and many more [CoG195].

Table 1.2 covers a range of research areas related to Fuzzy Logic as
reported in the IEEE 2001 International Conference on Fuzzy Systems.
Table 1.3 refers to some reported applications in different domains, wherein
the use of FL offered considerable advantages.
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Notice from the latter table the increasing number of applications in the
domain of Image Processing, Signal Processing and Power Electronics that
have been reported in the last decade. Most of them need real-time
processing, fast transient behavior, low-power consumption and/or
autonomy. In such cases, the implementation of a Fuzzy Controller on an
ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) is justified, even more if cost
effective volume productions are desirable.

1.2 Fuzzy Controllers Implementation Choice

A comprehensive taxonomy of the commonly used approaches for the
physical implementation of the fuzzy reasoning algorithms can be found in
[CoG195]. In order to situate this work within the context of the different
hardware alternatives the main conclusions of the latter mentioned reference
are summarized herein.

Typically, a Fuzzy Controller is composed by a set of if-then rules
involving three basic operations:

Fuzzification: is the operation that translates crisp input data into a
membership degree by means of the so-called membership functions.
Fuzzy Inference: this operation uses the membership degrees to deduce a
fuzzy output for each rule and a final fuzzy output of the controller.
Defuzzification: is the operation that translates the final fuzzy output into
a crisp value, compatible with the deterministic external environment.

The computational complexity of a fuzzy rule base can be quantified by
means of several parameters such as: the number of inputs, the number of
outputs, the number and shape of the membership functions per input/output,
the number of rules, the rule inference method, the defuzzification algorithm,
and the precision needed. The system response time (i.e. input to output
delay) is also used as a performance parameter for comparisons. Figure 1.1
a) shows a classification of typical control problems depending on the
complexity (i.e. number of rules) and the system response time.

Apart from the always-possible software implementation of fuzzy
inference rules in a workstation, which offers the highest flexibility but the
largest response time, the relative simplicity of the fuzzy algorithms makes
attractive the use of hardware structures for implementing Fuzzy Controllers.

[CoG195] identifies four classes among the different hardware
implementation alternatives:

1. General-Purpose Processors: implementation of fuzzy algorithms on
standard microcontrollers is the most widely used technique.
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General-Purpose Processors with dedicated fuzzy instructions: still
maintains general-purpose computation capabilities by employing
general-purpose processors (i.e. CISC and RISC) with the addition of a
few specialized instructions to accelerate the fuzzy operations.
Special-Purpose Coprocessors: these are special-purpose processors
dedicated to fuzzy computations. They cannot implement the entire
control system by themselves due to the lack of general-purpose
computation capability, but still provide some flexibility and
configurability features.
Dedicated ASICs: direct implementation on silicon of fuzzy algorithms
by using high-level or full-custom synthesis techniques (i.e. analog,
digital or mixed-signal). The FPGA-based implementations also fall in
this category.

Chapter 1

Figure 1.1 b) shows a qualitative allocation of the different classes in the
space complexity-time response. Table 1.4 summarizes the main advantages
and disadvantages in each alternative.

It is evident that speed, complexity, flexibility, interaction requirements,
real-time constraints, prototyping and production times will strongly
influence the choice of the implementation option. Certainly, an optimal
solution for the whole application range does not exist, but the different
approaches should be considered according to the requirements of a given
design.

2.

3.

4.
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1.3 Objectives and Plan of this Book

The signals, which a Fuzzy Controller deals with, are analog in nature.
Fuzzifiers, Inference Operators and Defuzzifiers handle continuous
variables. Therefore, designing fuzzy hardware should be oriented towards
the analog domain mainly. Digital Fuzzy chips provide enough potential for
general applications but their speed is limited. Furthermore, the use of
Analog-to-Digital and Digital-to-Analog converters becomes mandatory for
interfacing sensors and actuators in a real application. Consequently a further
speed deterioration together with an increased complexity can be expected.
On the other hand, it has been shown in the previous sections that in the last
years the use of Fuzzy Logic has been extended beyond the classical Control
field. Signal Processing, Image Processing and Power Electronics seem to be
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possible niches where this soft-computing technique can meet a broad range
of applications. Hence, as those real-time applications need ever faster, more
autonomous and less power consuming circuits, the choice of analog circuits
becomes an interesting option, specially in the cases where embedded
applications are being contemplated.

Motivated by the above realities this book focuses on the design,
implementation and test of programmable analog Fuzzy Controllers using
standard CMOS technologies for applications of medium to high-speed. For
this purpose, the rest of this book is organized in five chapters as follows:

Chapter 2: it presents a general overview of Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy
Systems in order to familiarize the readers with the subject. The
fundamental topics of Fuzzy Logic theory are introduced: fuzzy sets,
operation with fuzzy sets, fuzzy operators, linguistic variables, fuzzy
propositions, linguistic rules and approximate reasoning. The structure
of a Fuzzy Controller supporting different kinds of fuzzy algorithms is
described together with a succinct review of the general guidelines for
designing and optimizing Fuzzy Controllers. Finally, in the frame of
supervised learning, the usefulness of ANFIS is demonstrated through an
example.
Chapter 3: in this chapter the analysis and design of the basic analog
fuzzy building blocks is addressed. Main topics concerning systematic
errors, mismatch errors, programmability and interfacing are focused.
Some novel circuits are presented while others previously reported are
optimized towards an improved behavior. Despite the fact that only
discretely programmable demonstrators have been integrated, the
electrical tuning capabilities of the fuzzifiers and consequents are also
considered. This would make feasible the implementation of fully analog
programmable Fuzzy Logic processors in technologies where analog
storage devices are available.
Chapter 4: it comprises the implementation and test of programmable as
well as reconfigurable mixed-signal architectures for Zero and
First-Order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy algorithms. Two controllers have been
implemented. In the first one, a small singleton controller intended for
embedded applications, antecedent and consequent parameters can be
programmed whereas the number of rules, of inputs and outputs is fixed.
In the second general-purpose programmable MIMO (Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output) controller, reconfiguring capabilities are introduced by
allowing to choose the number of inputs, the number of outputs and the
number of rules. In addition, a particular innovation has been
implemented in the latter controller, since it is able to easily synthesize
the First-Order Takagi-Sugeno algorithm.
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Chapter 5: in this chapter a real-time application of Fuzzy Logic is
considered on the Analog Signal Processing field. A knowledge-based
technique for time-domain signal analysis is discussed. This leads to the
idea of the "on-chip oscilloscope" that can be used for adaptation,
detection, testing, etc. As an example, this methodology is used in a
self-adaptive cable equalization system based on the Eye Pattern. To get
primary insight about its feasibility, a preliminary prototype comprising
the Equalizing Filter and the Fuzzy Controller has been fabricated and
tested. Finally, the methodology was validated by simulations of the
complete system.
Chapter 6: in this last chapter we summarize the main achievements and
discuss future improvements and open challenges.
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Chapter 2

FUZZY LOGIC AND FUZZY SYSTEMS
A survey

2. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy Systems deal with human reasoning from a high level of
abstraction point of view. A Fuzzy Inference arrangement intends to
reproduce algorithmically the structured human knowledge by encoding it
into a set of "if-then" rules. Each rule represents an action to execute when a
certain condition is met. This remarkable feature distinguishes Fuzzy
Systems from Artificial Neural Networks. The latter intends to reproduce a
human brain in a low level of abstraction approach (i.e. by means of
massively interconnected elemental processing units) [Verl92].

The information processing mode based on structured knowledge was
widely focused a long time ago by means of Artificial Intelligence
engineering. Expert Systems process inference rules, which are logic
implications associating actions to conditions, by means of symbolic
representations. Symbols model thinking or short-term memory whereas the
relation between symbols models the long-term memory. Instead of learning
there is programming and the logic inference replaces the non-linear
dynamics of Artificial Neural Networks [Kosk92].

However, since symbols cannot be mathematically handled, hardware
implementation of expert systems cannot be efficiently afforded as such. In
contrast, Fuzzy Systems codify structured knowledge supported on a
numerical framework, so that they can be physically implemented either
with digital or analog circuits [Vida96].

Expert Systems, Artificial Neural Networks and Fuzzy Systems share the
property of being model-free approximators, which means that no exact

13



14 Chapter 2

mathematical model of the physical system to control or to approximate is
needed. Table 2.1 summarizes the taxonomy of the model-free
approximators [Kosk92].

The key concept that makes the numerical processing of the structured
knowledge possible in Fuzzy Systems is the Fuzzy Set Theory. This chapter
presents a general overview of the basic concepts of Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy
Systems. The fundamental topics of Fuzzy Set Theory are first introduced:
fuzzy sets, fuzzy operators, linguistic variables, fuzzy propositions, linguistic
rules and approximate reasoning. Finally, the structure of a Fuzzy Controller
supporting different kinds of Fuzzy reasoning algorithms is described
together with the general guidelines for designing Fuzzy Controllers.

2.1 From Sets to Fuzzy Sets

A fundamental concept in mathematics is the notion of set. A set is a
collection of specific, discernible objects. A set can be finite, countable or
uncountable and it can be described in three ways:

By naming all its elements:

By stating a property for all its elements:

By defining a Characteristic Function for all the elements x of the
Universe of Discourse U, the latter being a set that contains all objects
related to a given context. The set U is also called the Super Set, the
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Universal Set or the Referential Set. Therefore, for a set A belonging to
U, the Characteristic Function is defined as:

This function is called membership function in Fuzzy Set Theory. For
instance, in the latter mentioned example, assume that U is the set of all
positive integers denoted as Thus, the set of elements A={x | x>3}, is
associated to the characteristic function shown in Figure 2.1.

The above defined classical sets are commonly called crisp set to
differentiate them from fuzzy sets. Let us summarize the main operations that
can be performed on crisp sets. Given two sets A and B belonging to the
same Universe of Discourse U:

The symbols and will also be used along this work to denote
intersection and union respectively. The main properties of the above
operations on Crisp Sets are: Commutative, Associative and Distributive. De
Morgan Laws are sustained.

2.1.1 Fuzzy Sets

The fundamental concept in Fuzzy Set Theory is the idea of fuzzy set: "a
fuzzy set is a class of objects with a continuum of grades of membership.
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Such a set is characterized by a membership (characteristic) function which
assigns to each object a grade of membership ranging between zero and
one" [Zade65]. A fuzzy set F is entirely defined by the set of ordered pairs:

where x is an element of the universe of discourse U and is a membership
function that assigns a degree of membership to each element x of F.
The membership function of a fuzzy set F corresponds to the
characteristic function of a crisp set. However, while the characteristic
function of a crisp set can only take values 0 or 1, the membership function
of a fuzzy set can take any value from the interval [0,1]. Thus, a fuzzy set is
a generalization of the crisp set.

2.1.1.1 Representations of Fuzzy Sets.
Similar to crisp sets, fuzzy sets can also be defined by extension. For

instance, given the Universe of Discourse and the fuzzy
set F of U defined as:

one must understand that "a" belongs to F with a "degree" of 0.32, "b" with
0.15, etc.

When the Universal Set U is continuous or uncountable rather than
discrete, membership functions can be expressed analytically by using
continuous or piece-wise explicit mathematical functions. Figure 2.2 depicts
some commonly used membership function shapes.

2.1.1.2 Operation on Fuzzy Sets.
The operations on fuzzy sets are defined by means of their membership

functions so that the definitions of those operations generalize their
equivalents in crisp set theory. This is to say, if the membership degrees
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were constrained to adopt only the values 0 and 1, the fuzzy operators would
give identical results as the crisp ones. Most important operations on fuzzy
sets are defined in the following.

Complement: given the fuzzy set A defined in the Universe of Discourse
U, its complement is the fuzzy set:

where denotes the "fuzzy negation" of a membership function,
coincident in this case with the complement operator for crisp sets. There are
others complement operators In general, they are called C-Norms.

Intersection: given the fuzzy sets A and B, defined in U with
membershipfunctions and their intersection is the fuzzy set:

being the symbol to denote the fuzzy intersection or "fuzzy and".
Intersection operators belong to the class of the so-called Triangular

Norms or T-Norms. These are binary operators defined in the interval [0,1]
satisfying the following properties:

a)
b)
c)
d)

T(0,1) = T(1,0) = T(0,0) = 0, T(1,1) = 1; (agreement with boolean AND).

Several operators have been proposed as T-Norms. We will mention only
the most used ones:

Union: given the fuzzy sets A and B, defined in U with membership
functions and their union is the fuzzy set:

being the symbol to denote the fuzzy union or "fuzzy or".
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Union operators belong to the class of the so-called S-Norms or
Triangular CoNorms (T-CoNorms). These are binary operators defined in
the interval [0,1] satisfying the following properties:

a)
b)
c)
d)

S(0,1) = S(1,0) = S(1,1) = 1, S(0,0) = 0; (agreement with boolean OR).

Several operators have been proposed as T-CoNorms. The most used are
ones:

Figure 2.3 shows a graphical representation of these three basic
operations. The main properties of the above defined operations on fuzzy
sets are: Commutative, Associative and Distributive. In addition, De Morgan
Laws are sustained.

2.1.1.3 A Clarifying Example.
Fuzzy sets intend to model the idea of uncertainty or vagueness

associated to the natural human reasoning, which is based on linguistic
words and sentences rather than in mathematical expressions and relations.
For instance, assume two complementary crisps sets, A and B, defined in the
Universe of Discourse U={"the population of Louvain-la-Neuve"}:
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Figure 2.4 a) shows the characteristic functions for the two sets above. A
"fuzzy" definition of those previous sets could be:

Figure 2.4 b) shows the membership functions for AF and BF together
with their intersection that has been performed by using the "min" operator
as T-Norm. Notice that the intersection between the crisp sets A and B is the
null set In contrast, the intersection between AF and BF is
another, not null, fuzzy set that can be interpreted as: "the people of L-L-N
that are neither young nor adult". This is a remarkable characteristic of
fuzzy sets that strengthens the idea of "imprecision": "the intersection
between any fuzzy set and its complement is not null"

2.2 Approximate Reasoning

Approximate reasoning or fuzzy reasoning is a mode of reasoning which
is neither exact nor inexact [Zade75]. It is supported on the Fuzzy Logic
theory and it offers a realistic framework for representing human reasoning.
Approximate reasoning is the fundament for Fuzzy Inference Systems. To
fully understand how it is performed three basic concepts should be clarified:

Linguistic Variable.
Fuzzy Proposition.
Linguistic Rule.
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A rigorous mathematical explanation of the above concepts can be found
in [Godj97]. Based on the latter, we present in the following a brief
conceptual interpretation.

2.2.1 Linguistic Variable

A linguistic variable is a variable whose values are words or sentences in
a natural or artificial language rather than numerical [Zade75]. According to
[Godj97] a linguistic variable is defined by:

Its name: "x".
Its term set: "TS(x)", which is the set of linguistic values or labels of "x".
The base variable "u", which supports the linguistic values of "x". In
others words, the membership functions for the linguistic values of "x"
are defined in the domain of "u".
The universe of discourse "U" associated with the base variable "u".

"x" should not be confused with "u": "x" is the name of a linguistic
variable (i.e. distance, angle, etc) whereas "u" is the name of the base
variable giving physical sense to "x" (i.e. meters, degrees, etc). In physical
applications, "x" may adopt linguistic values (i.e. small, very large, etc)
whereas "u" may adopt numerical values (i.e. 100m, -30°, etc). However, it
is very common in the literature to use the same nomenclature to make
reference either to the linguistic variable or its base variable. In some part of
this text, we will do it.

In a Fuzzy Controller, inputs and outputs are defined as linguistic
variables. For instance, suppose that we design a controller to guide a
vehicle towards a reference point in a plane. The inputs of the controller are
the distance between the reference point and the vehicle and the speed of the
vehicle. The output of the controller is the power supplied to the vehicle’s
engine. The term set of the linguistic variable distance, for instance, can be
defined, as:

Since the distance is a length, the base variable "u" associated with the
linguistic variable distance may adopt values expressed in terms of length
units. Assuming that the length measurement ranges from 0 to 1000 cm, the
Universe of Discourse is U=[0,1000].

A linguistic value belonging to TS(distance) makes physical sense
through the definition of its membership function that confines its domain in
terms of the variable "u". This restriction is the "meaning" of such a
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linguistic value. As an example, let us suppose that the "meanings" of the
labels small, medium and big are restricted by the following bell-shaped
membership functions defined in the domain of u:

By using linguistic modifiers (i.e. very, more, close to, a sort of, etc) and
linguistic connectives (i.e. and, or, not, etc), the original term set
TS(distance) can be extended to support more linguistic values such as: very
small, close to medium, etc. One can estimate the membership function for
two new linguistic values very small and very big, for instance, by halving
the scaling parameter of the argument "u" in the expression of the
membership functions of the labels small and big, respectively. Thus:

Any mathematical transformation being capable to produce shape
compression could be used to perform the linguistic modifier "very".
However, the choices of the distribution, the shape and the modifier
operators of the membership functions depends on the application and is a
matter of optimization. Figure 2.5 shows the membership functions of the
extended term set TS(distance).
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2.2.2 Fuzzy Proposition

A fuzzy proposition is a statement expressed in a natural or artificial
language. In contrast to classical logic propositions, a fuzzy proposition may
adopt a truth-value from the interval [0,1] [Godj97]. For the former example
on vehicle guidance, the following sentences are fuzzy propositions:

where the meanings of these propositions are determined by the
corresponding membership functions defined in Figure 2.5.

Fuzzy Controllers normally deal with several input variables defined in
different Universe of Discourses. Therefore, the compound fuzzy
propositions that are formed using linguistic connectives as and, or, not, etc,
are more frequently encountered. For instance, in the former example on
vehicle guidance compound fuzzy propositions should look like:

2.2.3 Linguistic If-Then Rule: Syntax, Meaning and Evaluation

According to [Godj97], a linguistic if-then rule has two parts:

antecedent part (premise), expressed by: if <fuzzy proposition>,
consequent part, expressed by: then <fuzzy proposition>,

where the fuzzy propositions at the antecedent and consequent parts may be
simple or compound. In a Fuzzy Controller, the antecedent part is related to
the inputs of the controller whereas the consequent part is related to the
outputs.

Let us reconsider the former example on vehicle guidance. Suppose that
in the corresponding controller there is a fuzzy rule defined as:

This rule relates the input variable distance to the output variable power.
This is defined in the domain Y=[0,1] of the base variable "y". Its term set is:

What is the "meaning" of the rule R provided that the actual input
distance is a crisp value "do"? That is, if distance were equal to the fuzzy set
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S, the rule says that power must be equal to the fuzzy set L. However, to
what extend does the actual "inferred" output of the rule differ from L when
the actual input differs from S? To solve this problem, the "meaning" of the
rule is evaluated by using the so-called fuzzy implication (fuzzy inference),
which can be stated as:

Premise (actual input): distance is "do".
Rule: If distance is S (small) then power is L (low).
Consequence (inferred output): power is L*;

where L* is the modified consequent fuzzy set different from the original L.
From the theory of Fuzzy Logic it can be formally demonstrated that L* can
be calculated using the following two steps:

1. Fuzzification: determines the degree of membership to the fuzzy set S of
the crisp input "do". It simply means calculate for u=do. In this
particular case, since there is a simple fuzzy proposition at the antecedent
part of the rule, this value also represents the so-called firing degree or
firing strength of the rule:

2. Consequent Modulation: according to the obtained value in the
previous step calculate the modified output fuzzy set L* by using a
modulation operator. Several modulation operators have been reported in
the literature. The two most used ones are the "min" (clipping) and the
"scalar product" (scaling). Thus, the membership function of L* may be
given by:

The evaluation of the rule R is graphically represented in Figure 2.6
where the "min" clipping operator was used. It can be noticed that the output
"inferred" by the rule (i.e. L*) is still a fuzzy set and cannot be directly used
in the real world (i.e. to steer the vehicle). Therefore, it must be transformed
into a crisp value by means of the so-called defuzzification operation. This
will be presented later.

In the more general case of n-input, m-output Fuzzy Controllers (MIMO
controllers), a fuzzy rule looks like:
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The "and" connective operators in the antecedent part of the above rule
must be interpreted as the intersection operations. Hence, any T-Norm
operator can be used to evaluate this compound fuzzy proposition. In this
case using also the "min" operator as T-Norm, given the crisp input vector
(x1o,x2o...xno), the firing degree of the rule is given by:

The modified fuzzy set "inferred" at each output yi is calculated as in
(2.19). Thus, using the min clipping operator the membership function for
each modified output fuzzy set Bi* is given by:

For the sake of the demonstration let us include a second output variable
in our example on vehicle guidance: the steering angle of the wheel. Let us
consider the following rule in the controller:

Figure 2.7 illustrates the graphical representation of this rule together
with the modified output fuzzy sets PB* and L* obtained after evaluating the
rule for the actual crisp input values "do" and "so". Therefore, accordingly
with (2.21), the firing degree of Rl is given by:
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2.2.3.1 Complementary Fuzzy Membership Function.
Frequently in Fuzzy Controllers, instead of working with the actual

Fuzzy Membership Functions defined for the input variables in the
antecedent parts of the rules, it is more practical to use the complemented
versions of the membership functions. In this text we call the latter as
Complementary Fuzzy Membership Function (CFMF). They are obtained by
applying the complement operator defined in (2.6) to each predefined Fuzzy
Membership Function (FMF).

However, to fully sustain a mathematical equivalence with (2.21) De
Morgan’s law must be applied. For this purpose, a T-CoNorm (S-Norm)
followed by complementation must be used rather than a direct T-Norm. In
this way, using the "max" operator as T-CoNorm and the CFMFs, equation
(2.21) can be reformulated as:

where is the complement of for i=1...n. The application of
(2.25) to the former example is graphically explained in Figure 2.8.

The main reason to use (2.25) instead of (2.21) resides on the fact that
"max" operators are easier implemented than "min" operators with analog
current-mode hardware.
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2.2.3.2 Takagi-Sugeno’s If-Then Rules.
To conclude this section dedicated to Fuzzy Rules, let us introduce the

Takagi-Sugeno’s if-then rules model [SuYa93]. Because of its simplicity, it
is the most used fuzzy reasoning method. It can be easily implemented using
analog or digital hardware. The antecedent part of this kind of rules has
fuzzy sets as in the classical Fuzzy Controllers discussed above. In contrast,
the consequent part is described by a linear combination of the actual, non
fuzzy, inputs of the controller. Assuming for clarity that the controller has
only one output, the general form of Takagi-Sugeno’s rule is:

where coefficient ao...an are crisp real constant values. Notice in this case at
the consequent part of the rule that the terms x1...xn refer to the numerical
base variables rather to the equally named linguistic variables. The controller
defined in terms of Takagi-Sugeno’s rules performs approximations by
interpolating the hyperplanes represented by the linear expressions at the
consequent parts of each rule.

When, with the exception of ao, all coefficients in the linear output
expressions are identically zero, the controller is called "Zero-Order" or
"Singleton" Takagi-Sugeno’s controller. Otherwise, it is called "First-Order"
Takagi-Sugeno’s controller.
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2.2.4 Set of Linguistic Rules, Fuzzy Reasoning Methods and
Defuzzification

The design of a Fuzzy Controller involves the design of a set of linguistic
rules that are evaluated concurrently [Godj97]. Consider the following set of
linguistic rules for a 2-input, 1-output, n-rule controller:

If a crisp input (xo,yo) is presented at the inputs (x,y), each rule infers a
clipped fuzzy set (i.e. Ck*) as shown in the previous sections. On the other
hand, since the rules are connected by "or" operators it turns out that the
final output inferred by the whole set of rules will be the union of the
individual clipped fuzzy set inferred by each rule. Thus:

The latter operation is also called aggregation. In the latter expression, C
is the aggregated fuzzy set at the output of the controller whereas Ck* is the
clipped output fuzzy set at the k-th rule. Using the "max" operator as
S-Norm (or T-CoNorm) for the connectives "or" and the clipping operator
"min", the membership function of C can be calculated as:

For a given crisp 2-input value (x,y)=(xo,yo), the final fuzzy set inferred
by the whole set of rules is the aggregation (union) of all clipped fuzzy set
of each rule. Therefore, the membership function of this aggregated output
fuzzy set is given by:

The above detailed procedure corresponds to the Mamdani’s fuzzy
reasoning method. In the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy reasoning algorithm, each
linear expression at the output of each rule is multiplied by the
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corresponding firing degree of each rule. Then, the resulting weighted linear
expressions are aggregated by means of the algebraic sum.

Figure 2.9 gives a graphical insight of both Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno
algorithms. The antecedent part of the rules is identical for both cases. The
"min" operator is used as T-Norm for the evaluation of the firing degree of
the rules.

Given the crisp inputs "xo" and "yo", after calculating the firing degrees
of each rule as explained in previous section (i.e.
and the fuzzy inference process is completed as
follows:

1. For Mamdani’s controllers, all clipped fuzzy sets at the consequent part
of the rules (i.e. C1* and C2*) are aggregated by using the "max" (union)
operator to generate the final aggregated output fuzzy set For
Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers, all weighted linear expressions at the
consequent part of the rules (i.e. w1z1 and w2z2) are simply summed
yielding the final expression called weighted sum (i.e. w1z1+w2z2).
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2. The last step is the so-called defuzzification. It consists in generating a
crisp output value in the domain of the output variable z that best
"represents" the aggregated output fuzzy set in Mamdani’s controllers, or
the weighted sum in Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers. For Mamdani’s
controllers, the crisp defuzzified output "zo" is calculated as the Center of
Gravity (COG) of the output fuzzy set by using the expression
shown in the Figure 2.9. For Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers, the crisp
defuzzified output "zo" is calculated as the Averaged Weighted Sum
(AWS) or Normalized Weighted Sum by dividing the weighted sum
calculated in step 1 by the sum of the weights w1, w2, as shown in the
same figure.

Obviously, considering the aggregation and defuzzification processes in
both kind of reasoning, Mamdani’s controller demands more computational
efforts than Takagi-Sugeno’s controller does. This is the main reason why
Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers are preferred for hardware implementation.
Table 2.2 summarizes the main advantages of both methods [JaGu95].

2.2.4.1 A Numerical Example.
Following with the example on vehicle guidance let us evaluate a fuzzy

rule set intended to control the power supplied to the vehicle as a function of
the actual speed of the vehicle and the distance to the reference point. The
input variables are: distance associated with the base variable
and speed associated with The output variable is power
associated with Both fuzzy reasoning methods, Mamdani and
Takagi-Sugeno, will be considered.

For the Mamdani algorithm, the term set TS for each input/output
variable comprises three fuzzy sets represented by triangular membership
functions equally distributed along the domain of the corresponding base
variable. Therefore, the linguistic values that each variable may adopt are:
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For the Takagi-Sugeno algorithm, only the term set for the output
variable power is different. Assuming a Zero-Order controller, the
consequent singletons are set to a constant value representing numerically
the concept of low, normal, high, such as: L=0; N=0.5 and H=1. For both
algorithms, the set of rules is detailed in Table 2.3.

When the input space is bi-dimensional, another way for representing the
rules set is through the so-called rules map, as illustrated in Figure 2.10 a).
In the latter, the membership functions of the input variables are drawn along
the corresponding base variable axis. Each rule (or fuzzy cluster) is defined
by a pair of membership functions, each one belonging to one input variable.
This compact representation gives a graphical idea about the partition of the
input Universe of Discourse performed by the fuzzification of the input
variables. In this case, all possible combination between the labels (or
fuzzifiers) defined for the input variables have been considered and the
partition is called grid partition. This allows sharing the membership
functions by different rules, but the total number of rules needed to cover the
input domain grows geometrically with the number of inputs of the
controller. There are other kinds of input partitions, tree and scatter
partitions, which convey to decrease substantially the number of rules
[JaSu95]. In these cases, the membership functions for each input are
defined after identifying the clusters in the output surface that can be
represented by each rule. Nevertheless, sharing membership functions may
become impossible and the total number of fuzzifiers may increase
considerably when using the latter kinds of partitions [Vida96].

After performing step by step the reasoning algorithms explained in
Figure 2.9 for all pairs (u,w) belonging to the input space a non-linear
relationship y=g(u,w) is established. The results are plotted in Figure 2.11 a)
and b) for each case. It can be noticed that these surfaces, also called output
control surfaces, differ in their values at each point of the input space, but
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their gaits resemble in such a way that they convey to similar control
policies.

First-Order Takagi-Sugeno algorithm could be also used to perform the
above control task. However, the identification of the coefficients
multiplying the input variables in the linear expression of the consequents of
the rules is not immediate. It is difficult to establish a relation between a
hyperplane (i.e. ao+a1u+a2w) and a linguistic value. Nevertheless, it has
been shown that for the same output surface needed for a given control
policy, First-Order controllers can realize better approximations, with
smoother transitions, while demanding a much reduced rules set than the
Zero-Order counterparts [GoAl01].
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2.3 Design and Optimization Issues for Fuzzy
Controllers

The design of a Fuzzy Controller involves the correct choice of: the
linguistic variables (i.e. process states, input and output variables), the set of
linguistic rules, the kind of fuzzy reasoning method and the defuzzification
strategy. A design and optimization methodology suitable for Fuzzy Control
is presented in [Godj97]. It is illustrated in Figure 2.12, which shows the
block diagram of a Fuzzy Controller inserted in closed loop together with the
Plant under control.

Physically, the controller itself corresponds to the shaded block, wherein
the three basic fuzzy operations are highlighted, in agreement with the
algorithms presented in Figure 2.9. The Knowledge Base provided by an
expert is also represented in Figure 2.12. It comprises a Data Base and a
Rule Base. The first provides the linguistic variables, their term sets, the
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membership functions shape and position, the inference method and the
defuzzification method. The Rule Base includes the source and the contents
of the set of rules, which can be derived from modeling the human
operator’s actions or from the linguistic description of the controlled plant
(i.e. a kind of "fuzzy inverse modeling"). Finally, a Learning or Tuning
Algorithm adapts the parameters of the controller by minimizing, for
instance, the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) between the desired and
actual outputs of the plant.

The design and optimization procedure can be summarized as follows:

1. The know-how coming from an expert is codified in a set of initial
linguistic rules.
The rules are implemented by setting initial values of the controller’s
parameters (i.e. antecedent and consequent parameters).
The controlled plant is set operating in closed loop.
Following a gradient descent criterion (in order to find the minimal

the parameters of the
controller are updated during plant operation as time goes on [RoMo51].
If the results are not satisfactory, steps 2 to 4 are repeated but changing
some initial guesses, i.e., the number of rules, the number of fuzzifiers
per input, the shape of the fuzzifiers, etc.
When the results are acceptable, more accurate linguistic rules than the
ones initially assessed by the expert in step 1 can be extracted. This
allows the expert to redefine and expand his knowledge about the system.
In this way, steps 1 and 2 could be reformulated and a finer tuning cycle
could be started.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

2.3.1 Learning in Takagi-Sugeno’s Controllers: ANFIS

Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy reasoning can be represented as a special kind of
Neural Network called ANFIS (Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference
System) [Jang92]. A network structure facilitates the computation of the
error gradient vector for adapting the parameters of the controller. Hence, it
can be tuned by applying the gradient descent algorithm based on some
collection of input-output data [Verl92].

Figure 2.13 shows an example of an ANFIS network for a 2-input,
1-output, 2-rule Zero-Order controller. We will summarize briefly the fuzzy
operations performed at each layer:

Layer 1: performs fuzzification. The outputs of the nodes at
this layer are the degrees of membership of the inputs according to the
defined input membership functions.
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Layer 2: performs the T-Norm operation evaluating the firing strength
(firing degree) of each rule (i.e. w1 and w2).
Layer 3: performs the normalization of the firing strengths of the rules.
That means w1N=w1/(wl+w2) and w2N=w2/(wl+w2).
Layer 4: Multiplies each normalized firing strength by the corresponding
consequent singletons a01, a02, which have been defined for each
consequent part of the rules.
Layer 5: realizes the aggregation (sum) of the output "inferred" by each
rule. It outputs the final crisp defuzzified value.

The design of controllers by using ANFIS in an iterative way is very
easy. The adapting procedure [Godj97] can be summarized as follows:

1. Initialization of parameters:
- Consequent parameters are randomly initialized.
- Choice of antecedent parameters (membership function parameters).
Set the input vector and the desired output vector of the controller.
Computation of the actual outputs and learning errors.
Adaptation of the consequent parameters (i.e. a01, a02).
Adaptation of the antecedent parameters (i.e. A1, A2, B1, B2).
Evaluation of the learning RMSE.
Restart from step 2 until the above RMSE is smaller than a tolerable
value, which is preset according to the application requirements.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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If the attained performance is still poor, we can start again from step 1
but choosing now a new structure for the controller (i.e. different number of
rules, different input partition, etc).

Finally, to illustrate the design philosophy using ANFIS we present in the
following an example. The goal is to approximate the function:

in the domain: The target function is drawn in Figure 2.14.

After a visual inspection of the function to approximate, we estimate in a
first trial that the input space could be partitioned in nine clusters. So we
initialize the controller with three membership functions per input equally
distributed along the input domain of X and Y. We start the learning
algorithm with all singletons at the consequents initialized at zero. After 60
epochs (i.e. epoch=learning period after a complete training data set is
processed), the RMSE remains stable with a final value of 0.082. Figure 2.15
shows the membership functions of input X before and after learning, the
evolution of the RMSE and the obtained surface after 140 epochs.

Not being satisfied with the results, we decide to repeat the former
experience but increasing to four the number of FMF per input. Thus, a
16-rule Zero-Order controller is initialized in the same way as before and the
experience was repeated once again. The results are shown in Figure 2.16.
The final RMSE is halved (i.e. 0.042) with respect to the first experience. In
this way, we could continue by modifying the structure of the controller in
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terms of the number of rules and membership functions per input until
reaching the desired accuracy in the approximation. Note the fast
convergence (i.e. <140 epochs) of the method in both cases, making it very
attractive for the iterative design of Takagi-Sugeno’s Controllers.

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the fundamental concepts of Fuzzy Logic, Approximate
Reasoning and Fuzzy Controllers have been presented. The notions of Fuzzy
Set, operations with Fuzzy Sets, T-Norm, T-CoNorm were first outlined.
Approximate reasoning was explained through the concepts of Linguistic
Variable, Fuzzy Proposition, Linguistic If-Then Rule and Fuzzy Inference.
The meaning and the evaluation of a single rule and a set of rules were
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focused. This lead to the description of the two most used Fuzzy Reasoning
algorithms: Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno.

The methodology for design and optimization of Fuzzy Systems
proposed by [Godj97] has been briefly introduced. It allows finding an
optimal Fuzzy Controller in an iterative way. Beginning with the know-how
provided by an expert the adaptation of the controller’s parameters is on-line
performed under the supervision of a learning algorithm. After learning is
accomplished, this methodology allows the expert to redefine or improve his
knowledge regarding the process by extracting rules that are more accurate.

Finally, regarding Takagi-Sugeno’s models, ANFIS [Jang92] provides a
network representation of the Fuzzy System allowing the use of the gradient
descent algorithm, the widespread adapting technique for Neural Networks.
The use of ANFIS was demonstrated through an example for fitting a
non-linear function. The usefulness of this technique can be appreciated by
means of the fast convergence of the system. This is due to the previously
encoded linguistic knowledge before learning starts [Mend95].
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Chapter  3

ANALOG BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS
A comprehensive analysis of circuits performances

3. INTRODUCTION

A direct mapping of the previously presented Fuzzy algorithms into
silicon requires the implementation of basic circuits for the computation of
"if-then" rules. According to Figure 2.9 these basic blocks can be grouped as
follows:

Fuzzy Membership Functions circuits (FMF and/or CFMF).
T-Norm and T-CoNorm circuits.
Consequent circuits (for Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers).
Defuzzifiers circuits (Normalizers).

This chapter deals with the analysis of the above building blocks in the
frame of analog realizations of Fuzzy Logic Controllers. For each circuit the
main items concerning its functional behavior, systematic errors as well as
mismatch errors due to technological parameter fluctuations will be
discussed. The analysis of the imperfections of the circuits developed in this
chapter is wide-ranging and can be applied for any degree of accuracy aimed
at a given implementation. However, features concerning the transient
behavior and sizing criterions will be discussed in Chapter 4 together with
the implementation of the Fuzzy Controllers.

In view of a broad flexibility that allows extending the range of
applications, programmable fuzzy chips are preferred. Therefore, tuning is
another important issue that has been specially considered throughout the
synthesis of membership functions and consequent circuits. Although the

1.
2.
3.
4.
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used CMOS process allowed us to fabricate only discretely-programmable
analog demonstrators, the latter mentioned blocks have been designed
following a continuous electrically-tuning philosophy. Thus, they can also be
used in the case where analog non-volatile memory devices are available.

Given that the defuzzifying procedure in the Mamdani algorithm
demands high computational efforts, its analog implementation becomes
cumbersome. For this reason only defuzzifier circuits for Takagi-Sugeno’s
(TS) controllers (i.e. averaged weighted sums) have been considered all
along this work. However, with the exception of the particular
implementation presented herein for the defuzzifier, all others circuits can be
used in any algorithm implemented in a Fuzzy Controller.

Based on previous related approaches [VaVi99] [Espe94], the last section
of this chapter presents a methodology for the error propagation analysis.
This technique enables designers to get insight on the global accuracy
attainable by a given configuration. Starting with the characterization of the
error introduced by each particular operating block, a comprehensive final
expression for the variance of the controller’s output can be obtained. This
expression involves the individual error contributions by each block and
permits to identify the critical sources of imperfections along the signal path.
This technique was applied to estimate the precision achievable by an
architecture built with the proposed circuits. Any realistic situation that can
be met during the execution of the fuzzy rules of most controllers can be
modeled.

3.1 Fuzzy Membership Functions

Fuzzifying is the first step in a Fuzzy System. This is carried out through
the Fuzzy Membership Function (FMF) circuits, which perform a non-linear
transform from their inputs to their outputs. In the previous chapter, the
possibility of working also with the complementary version of the
membership functions (CFMF) has been pointed out. In this chapter, we will
use sometimes the term FMF to refer either to the direct or to the
complementary membership function, or simply, we will call it membership
function (MF).

FMF’s inputs interact with the external environment from which signals
are normally supplied in voltage mode. On the other hand, it has been shown
that the processing steps following the fuzzification stage perform better in
current mode [BaHu97] [LePa94] [MaCo97] [MaFa94] [PaQu95] [VaVi99].
It turns out that the choice of transconductors for the synthesis of FMFs
circuits offers an optimal alternative for the input interface requirement.

The most popular transconductor used for the synthesis of FMFs reported
in the literature [Vida96] [SoQu98] [MaFa94] [GuPe96] [RoPe97] consists
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in the simple differential pair with saturated input transistors. The circuit is
shown in Figure 3.1 together with its large-signal DC transfer function
equations [LaSa94].

Because of the simplicity, its use is preferable when fixed dedicated
Fuzzy Controllers are contemplated. However, for general-purpose
programmable Fuzzy Controllers it presents some disadvantages, which are
summarized hereafter:

a) The tail current Io is the maximum current that a differential pair can
supply through one of its branches. Hence, Io represents the logical value
"1" in a membership function built by a differential pair and it must be
fixed to a reference level. In a Fuzzy Controller, all fuzzy operations
performed by any fuzzy block are carried out with respect to that
reference level (i.e. Io). Since the transconductance of the differential
pair depends on Io and of the size of the transistors, the slopes of the
membership functions cannot be electrically tuned. This is a substantial
weakness, specially when analog storage is available for on-chip
electrical tuning.

b) Consider the case where discrete programming of slopes is being carried
out by switching a set of differently sized input transistors. Calling S the
ratio between the maximum and the minimum desirable slopes, the ratio
between the maximum and minimum transistor size becomes

Thus, the total amount of silicon surface to build
a discretely-programmable transconductor may become very large as S
increases.

c) Low-power Fuzzy Controllers need relatively low tranconductance
values for their membership function circuits. For instance, to map input
voltages ranging from 0.3V to 3V into currents ranging from 0 to
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the transconductance should range from to As long as the
slopes of the FMF need to be small, very long channel saturated
transistors with increased active area (W×L) are needed.
Consequently, the input gate-to-source capacitance Cgs could result
considerably large and the transient behavior of the transconductor could
be degraded.

All previously mentioned shortcomings may be overcome if the input
transistors are constrained to operate in the triode region performing linear
(or quasi-linear) transconductors. In this way, their small signal
transconductance is equal to:

Equation (3.1) attests that triode transconductors meet smartly the
requirements for tunable FMFs in the following aspects:

a) Slopes could be electrically programmed by controlling the
drain-to-source voltage drops of triode transistors (Vds).

b) For digital discrete programming, the ratio between the maximum and
the minimum transistor size is equal to S, rather than for a given
desirable slope range. Therefore, FMF circuits result smaller leading to a
considerable saving of silicon area.

c) Small slopes are readily achievable by setting smaller Vds without the
need for very long channel transistors.

In the next sections, two kinds of FMFs built around a regulated-cascode
triode transconductor will be presented after the analysis and
characterization of the transconductors themselves.

3.1.1 Differential Regulated-Cascode Triode Transconductor

The circuit of a differential triode transconductor is depicted in Figure 3.2
a). It comprises two regulated-cascode loops (M1, Mc1, DA1 - M2, Mc2,
DA2). The drain-to-source voltage drops (Vds) across transistors M1 and M2
are kept constant over a wide range of the input voltage Vin. These Yds are
fixed by means of the artificially increased offset voltages of the differential
amplifiers DA1 and DA2 as will be explained later. Since these offsets are
smaller than the saturation drain-to-source voltage of
each input transistor, the latter are constrained to operate in the triode region.
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Thus, the transconductances and are given by (3.1) and can be
electrically tuned to an appropriate value provided that Vds can be
controlled. This is done by means of the feedback loops around Mc1 and
Mc2, which reproduce the gain-boosting circuit described in [BuGe90].

The loop differential amplifiers circuit is sketched in Figure 3.2 b). The
choice of the PMOS differential pair rests on the fact that the input voltage
range of the transconductor can be enlarged. Consequently, a level shifter
(Md6, Ip) must be inserted to reach the bias voltage level required at the gate
of transistors Mc1 and Mc2. However, a capacitor Ccomp is needed at the
gate of Md6 in order to compensate the DA and stabilize the loop.
Considering we are dealing with a tunable transconductor for a
programmable membership function; the stability conditions must be
guaranteed for every value of the tuning voltage source Vs. Allowing each
DA to be non-symmetrical [Anne98], its input voltage offset can be linearly
controlled by the voltage source Vs. Hence, choosing
and assuming all transistors being biased in strong inversion, we have:

Considering in Figure 3.2 a) symmetrical branches
Vds1=Vds2=Vds and and transistors Ml and M2 working
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in the triode region, we can write the following expressions for the currents
I1 and I2 and the common-source node voltage V:

Considering Vin as the input variable and Vk as a parametric threshold,
the latter three equations can be used to obtain the approximated DC
voltage-to-current transfer characteristic of the transconductor:

Figure 3.3 shows a graphical representation of (3.6) and (3.7)
superimposed to a hand-made curve that intends to represent the actual
behavior of the circuit. A disparity between both approaches is found when
currents I1 and I2 lie near either zero or Io. In those particular points, either
transistor M1 or M2 is driven through the saturation region because its
gate-voltage overdrive GVO is smaller than its Vds voltage drop. This
remains unchanged due to the regulation loop.

In spite of the above discussed local divergences, the approximate
expressions are fairly acceptable since the transconductor will be used to
build a FMF circuit, whose linearity is normally irrelevant.
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3.1.2 Single Regulated-Cascode Triode Transconductor

By replacing one of the regulated-cascode branches by a large size
transistor in the circuit of Figure 3.2 a), another transconductor, much
simpler than the previous one, is obtained. It is illustrated in Figure 3.4 a). A
significant saving in silicon area and complexity is thus achievable by using
this implementation.

In Figure 3.4 a), the large size transistor M2 is aimed for settling a
threshold voltage reference at the common-source node V. Considering that
Vk is constant, as long as M2 is being switched on the voltage V is kept
nearly invariant as the gate-voltage overdrive of transistor M2 is negligible.
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This condition is sustained even when M2 conveys the maximum current
(Io), provided that the latter transistor is large.

Figure 3.4 b) shows in dashed line a hand-made curve that intends to
represent the actual evolution of the output current I1 against Vin. In solid
line, a linear approximation is sketched. Like in the former transconductor
the differences appear around the knees because of the different conduction
modes that transistor Ml switches through. Particularly, between V1 and V3
M1 is saturated This explains the parabolic trace at this
interval.

Let us define the nominal threshold voltage for the transconductor as the
value at the intersection of the plain line (approximate behavior) with the
Vin axis, denoted V2 in Figure 3.4 b). It can be demonstrated that the value
of V2 is given by:

According to the latter equation, if is kept small and n, accounting
for the Body effect, rounded to one, V2 should be rather close to Vk. This
condition must be carefully respected during the design
in order to avoid transconductors whose knee threshold may depend notably
on its slope value for the same threshold voltage Vk (the slope of the
transconductor is given by

Finally, an approximate expression for I1 in Figure 3.4 a) is given by:

3.1.3 Complementary Fuzzy Membership Function Type-I

Two differential transconductors as presented in section 3.1.1 make up
the circuit drawn at Figure 3.5. It corresponds to a four-parameter
electrically tunable CFMF, whose shape is nearly trapezoidal. Two
independent slopes can be programmed by setting the voltage sources Vs1
and Vs2 to the corresponding values. Voltages Vk1 and Vk2 take care of the
placement of the fuzzifiers (labels) along the voltage range of Vin (i.e. the
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Universe of Discourse). Cross-sums of the transconductors currents give rise
to outputs Iout1 and Iout2. These, in turn, are sunk from the low-compliance
cascoded diodes built by transistors Mp1_1-Mp2_1 and Mp1_2-Mp2_2,
respectively. Mirror transistors should be employed to replicate the outputs
as many times as the same CFMF is being shared by different rules of a
Fuzzy Controller.

DC input-output relationships are graphically represented at Figure 3.6,
assuming the following settings: and

It is worth noticing that the circuit offers the possibility to synthesize
either Direct or Complementary Fuzzy Membership Functions, depending on
which output is being considered. Despite of this, only the behavior of the
CFMF will be discussed in this section. However, the results and
conclusions concerning the systematic errors and the mismatch errors could
be also extended to direct FMFs.
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3.1.3.1 Input Voltage Range of the CFMF Type-I.
Since a membership function is the first operational block in a fuzzy

processor, its input voltage range is a major concern for design. Given the
dynamic range for proper operation of the system and in order to relax noise
figures, a large input voltage swing should be attained. Moreover, some
applications need a fine partition of the input Universe of Discourse.
Therefore, the wider the input range, the more fuzzy labels could be
accommodated provided the minimum width of the fuzzifiers (FMFs or
CFMFs) are also technically constrained.

Figure 3.7 shows only one branch of a differential transconductor that
builds a CFMF Type-I. It illustrates the main devices conditioning both the
minimum and maximum allowable input voltage Vin. Since the differential
amplifier DA1 is built from a PMOS input pair, the minimum value for Vin
is limited by the minimum gate-to-source voltage needed to switch M1 on.
In addition, the voltage compliance demanded by the current source Io must
be added. Therefore:

To determine the upper limit for Vin we first assume that the current Io is
being steered throughout transistor M1, which is still in triode region.
Expressions (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) are used to determine the value of the
common-source node voltage V. This, added to the controlled Vds1 voltage
drop of M1, gives the voltage value of the gate of Md1 in DA1. From this
point, there are two possible paths towards Vdd to consider. The first one,
through transistor Mc1, limits the maximum voltage Vin to:
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The second alternative, through DA1, Vgs of transistor Md1 and of
Md5, constrain Vin to:

In the actual implementations, (3.11) is a little larger than (3.12) (i.e.
Therefore, the latter expression establishes the maximum allowable

value for Vin.
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3.1.3.2 Systematic Errors in the CFMF Type-I.
Systematic errors typify the deviations from the desired behavior a

particular circuit undergoes, assuming nominal values of the technological
parameters. They are due mainly to second order non idealities of the
devices (i.e. Early effect, Body effect, etc) and can be modeled
deterministically to some extend. Different circuit architectures
accomplishing the same function might be more or less sensitive to the same
non ideality. Consequently, systematic errors are also closely related to the
topology of the circuit itself.

On the other hand, one of the most frequently used FMF shapes at system
level simulation and modeling is the so-called bell-shaped FMF or CFMF
[Jang92]. Its mathematical expression is given by (3.13). In order to clarify
ideas about systematic errors it will be supposed in the following that we are
trying to fit a real CFMF circuit to this symmetrical function [Vida96]. Thus,
to perform the comparison let us relate the parameters of the ideal function
in Figure 3.8 to the actual parameters of the real symmetrical CFMF Type-I:

Figure 3.9 highlights two kind of systematic errors typically present in
most differential transconductors-based CFMFs [Vida96]. The ideal bend of
the curves is drawn in dashed lines. Notice in Figure 3.9 a) the shift of the
crossover points (i.e. when I=Io/2) for a given couple of thresholds Vk1 and
Vk2. These are now reallocated at Vk1' and Vk2' respectively. The nominal
width 2d and position xo of the membership function, as defined in
Figure 3.8, have also changed. This is a consequence of the Early effect at
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the transconductors’ branches. To understand the origin of this non ideality
let us assume in Figure 3.5 that we are using the simple differential pair of
Figure 3.1 in place of the differential regulated-cascode transconductors. Let
us just consider the left transconductor of Figure 3.5 that comprises
transistors M1_1 and M2_1, which are now saturated. In that case, the Early
effect in transistors M1_1 and M2_1 should not be neglected. Crossover
points take place when both inputs gate voltages at the pair are equal. When
this occurs, the current source Io is not equally split because the drain
voltages of M1_1 and M2_1 are different as they are tied to different nodes.
From Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 it is clear that the previous mentioned nodes
voltages differ. Fortunately, thanks to the regulated-cascode configuration
we have used to build our CFMF, this error becomes negligible.

The second kind of error shown in Figure 3.9 b) is a consequence of the
Early effect in the transistors delivering the tail current Io. From (3.5) it is
clear that the common-source voltage V in Figure 3.2 a) varies accordingly
to Vin and Vk. Thus, in Figure 3.9 b) depends not only on the input
voltage but also on the position of the fuzzifier along the input range of Vin.
Certainly, this current error reduces to a tolerable value as the finite output
conductance go of the current source Io is being decreased by cascoding.

In Figure 3.10, a CFMF holding the latter defect (in solid line) is
compared with an ideal symmetrical one (in dashed line), which is free of
Early effect at transistors supplying Io. Thus, the position xo and the width
2d spread out their nominal values as follows:
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In the above expressions, gm1 is the transconductance of all triode
transistors in Figure 3.5 (i.e. gm1=gm1_1=gm2_1=gm1_2=gm2_2).
Expressions (3.14) and (3.15) demonstrate that and are magnified for
wider and less raised CFMFs. Notice also the dependence of and on
the conductance go.

Another kind of systematic error is introduced by the loop amplifiers
DA1 and DA2 in each transconductor of the CFMF. Any current difference
between the branches of the DAs will cause Vds to move from its nominal
value given in (3.2). Consequently, the nominal slopes of the CFMF will
change. Figure 3.11 shows a branch of one of the triode transconductors of
the CFMF Type-I. It can help us to get insight about this systematic error.

If the drain voltages Vd3, Vd4 of transistors Md3 and Md4 are different,
a mismatch between currents Id1 and Id2 appears owing to the Early effect.
It follows that a must be added to the expression (3.2). This additional
drain-to-source offset is approximately given by:

where is the channel length modulation coefficient accounting for
the Early effect of transistors Md3 and Md4. Using (3.2), (3.5) and (3.16),
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assuming identical PMOS and NMOS threshold voltages and the input Vin
set to the crossover point value (Vin=Vk), we have:

where:

Since Vk appears in (3.18), the relative error of Vds depends on the
position of the CFMF along the input range of Vin. For a given current Io,
the aspect ratio of transistors Md6 and Mc1 should be chosen in order to
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minimize the term (Vd4–Vd3), for reducing this error. However, in order to
keep the transition frequency of the loop amplifiers DAs beyond the
bandwidth of the transconductor, the current Ip cannot be constrained to very
small values. Finally, Table 3.1 gives some typical values for the systematic
errors of this CFMF assuming Vdd=5V.

3.1.3.3 Mismatch Errors in the CFMF Type-I.
Technological parameters fluctuations around their nominal values lead

to device mismatch. Consequently, the performances of the circuits are
subject to some tolerance. Robust design strategies point at shortening those
tolerances as much as possible. The basis of matching properties of CMOS
transistors was exhaustively studied by [PeDu89] [KiSt96] and verified by
[Espe94] [Vida96]. Most relevant conclusions are summarized in the
following.

In MOSFETs, it is possible to distinguish three kinds of mismatches:

a) Mismatch of two transistors implemented on different wafers and
different batches: it gives information about the reproduction capability
of the circuits and it must be considered for industrial and commercial
developments. This is out of the scope of this work.

b) Mismatch of two transistors implemented on the same wafer and far from
each other: the variance of the parameters is proportional to the square
of the distance D between devices. For the threshold voltage and the
current gain the following expression for their variance agree with
experimental measurements:

c) Mismatch of two transistors implemented on the same wafer with the
same size, shape, orientation and close to each other: in this case the
variances are inversely proportional to the transistor area:
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where the coefficients and are process-dependent
constants.

In conclusion, the total variance for each class of parameter of devices
that belong to the same wafer is found by adding (3.19) to (3.20). However,
if small size transistors (or large size transistors split in smaller ones
connected in parallel) are only considered, the terms depending on the
distance D become smaller if compared to the one depending on transistors
size [PeDu89]. Consequently, we will consider through this analysis the
mismatch between close transistors only.

Coming back to the CFMF circuit under analysis, our goal is to find
expressions for the variance of the output current Iout1 in Figure 3.5. This
output current is considered now as a random variable whose mathematical
expectation is given by equations (3.6) and (3.7) for any value of Vin. To
facilitate the analysis we will concentrate only on symmetrical CFMFs but
the results could be easily generalized. It should be considered that each
edge of the CFMF in Figure 3.6 a) is yielded by a branch of one among the
two differential transconductors in Figure 3.5. For this reason we will focus
the analysis on one of the transconductors by using its input-output
relationships given by (3.2) to (3.5).

The policy is to find difference equations for the output current Iout1 as a
function of the technological variables (i.e. VT and of devices playing an
active role. Afterward, the variance of the current is found by taking the sum
of the squared terms of the expression, assuming the technological variables
are themselves statistically independent. With regards to Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.5 the following expressions are satisfactory for the variance of the
fraction of Iout1 supplied by only one of the transconductors:

where , gm1, gd1 and Vds1 correspond to transistor M1_1 in Figure 3.5,
and the variances for Io and Vds1 are given below by equations (3.22) and
(3.23), respectively. These equations are also applicable for the second half
of the CFMF by changing the subscripts of parameters and variables. Strictly
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speaking, when Iout1 is zero, its variance is equal to the leakage current
variance of the cut-off transistor M1_1 instead of zero.

One must add in (3.22) the effect of parameters fluctuations of the
cascode transistor Mn1 (see Figure 3.7). This effect was ignored so far
because it produces a small random shift of the drain voltage of the saturated
transistor Mn2. Moreover, in (3.23) we did not even consider the mismatch
of the current mirror Md3, Md4. The variance of the current at this mirror,
divided by the square of the transconductance of the feedback amplifier DA1
accounts for another term that must be added to Nevertheless, in the
actual implementations this quantity is negligible with respect to the
variance of threshold voltages VTp of the input differential pair of DA1. In
addition, the influence of the terms due to the transistors’ spreading in
(3.23) could be kept considerably small if Md5 is being biased in the
moderate inversion region (i.e. high In this way, the major
contributions to are due to the PMOS threshold voltage mismatch of
DA1, which in turn can be halved if the centroid layout technique is
practiced [PeDu89] [Vitt94].

Finally, the variances of the system-level parameters xo and d are given
by:
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Table 3.2 shows the mismatch parameters used to calculate the variance
of the threshold voltages and current gains of transistors. Figure 3.12 a)
shows a simulation of the standard deviation of Iout1 for a CFMF Type-I.
Two different slopes have been set: and Figure 3.12 b)
shows the individual contribution of each variable to the total variance of
Iout1 for the case of the smaller transconductance.

3.1.4 Complementary Fuzzy Membership Function Type-II

Two single triode transconductors as the one presented in section 3.1.2
build up the circuit of the CFMF depicted in Figure 3.13. This is also a
four-parameter fuzzifier. With proper design, slopes and positions can be
almost independently tuned.

As discussed in section 3.1.2, large size transistors M2_1 and M2_2 are
required. In Figure 3.14 the generic DC transfer characteristic is represented
together with some parameters definitions. For symmetrical membership
functions one must set It should be noticed that the
crossover points defined in previous section (i.e. Iout1=Io/2) do not coincide
with thresholds Vk1*, Vk2* like in the former CFMF (Vk1* and Vk2* are
the little shifted versions of Vk1 and Vk2, due to the small GVO of M2_1
and M2_2, respectively). As a result of the new allocation of the crossover
points, for the same pair Vk1 and Vk2, the width 2d of a symmetrical
membership function, as defined in Figure 3.8, will depend on the slope. In
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contrast, the expression for the position xo remains the same as in the CFMF
Type-I.

The minimum value for Vin is determined by the compliance voltage of
the current source Io and the threshold voltage of transistor M1_1. Assuming
a cascoded mirror supplying Io as in Figure 3.7:

3.1.4.1 Input Voltage Range of the CFMF Type-II.
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The maximum allowable value for Vin is given by:

The latter upper limit is also limited by the sum of the voltage drops along
the branch corresponding to the triode-transistor M1_1 through the
differential amplifier DA1 (see Figure 3.13).

3.1.4.2 Systematic Errors in the CFMF Type-II.
In contrast to the CFMF Type-I, this one is sensitive to the kind of

systematic error represented in Figure 3.9 a). In Figure 3.13, due to the
uncascoded branch of each single transconductor, the Early effect in M2_1
and M2_2 makes the crossover points shift. As a result, the expressions of
the parameters xo and 2d defined in Figure 3.14 must be updated including
the channel length modulation effect in transistors M2_1 and M2_2.
Therefore, for the position of the membership function we have:

where V1 and V2, shown in Figure 3.13, are the common-source node
voltages when both branches of the respective transconductors convey the
same current. The modified width of the fuzzifier is given by:
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In addition, in the above expression, Vds1_1 is the drain-to-source voltage
drop of triode transistors in both transconductors.

It is difficult to get closed form expressions for V1 and V2. However,
some useful conclusions by simple inspection of (3.27) and (3.28) can be
drawn. Owing to the Early effect of transistors M2_1 and M2_2 the position
of the CFMF is shifted left whereas its width gets smaller. However, as long
as the CFMF is being allocated at higher values on the input Universe of
Discourse both errors in width and position are diminished.

Concerning the other inaccuracy introduced by the Early effect at current
source Io (see Figure 3.10) the consequences are the same than in the former
CFMF. Expressions (3.14), (3.15) are also suitable for the correction that
must be introduced on the position and the width of the CFMF. In this case
however, for the same triode transistor sizes, slopes are doubled with respect
to the CFMF Type-I. As a result, we have:

Therefore, the total systematic errors for the position xo and width d are
calculated as the sum of the errors given by (3.27) to (3.30).

To conclude this section, let us consider the systematic errors in the
slopes introduced by the loop differential amplifiers. Notice that equations
(3.16) and (3.17) are also applicable in this case. However, considering the
left transconductor in Figure 3.13, (Vd4–Vd3) in (3.18) is given, for this
circuit, by:
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In the above equation, one must assume that Vin is set to the value
corresponding to the crossover point (i.e. I1_1=Io/2) whereas the PMOST
and NMOST threshold voltages values are identical. Notice the dependence
of this error on the placement of the CFMF along the range of Vin. Table 3.3
shows some typical systematic errors of this circuit for Vdd=5V.

3.1.4.3  Mismatch Errors in the CFMF Type-II.
Following the same procedure as described in section 3.1.3.3 and

appealing to Figure 3.4, the variance of the current supplied for each
transconductor of this CFMF can be expressed as:

In the above equation, and are also given by (3.22) and (3.23),
respectively. Simulation results concerning the mismatch errors of this
fuzzifier are shown in Figure 3.15 a) and b). Finally, the variance of the
position xo and width 2d are given by:
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3.1.5 Compact Fuzzy Partition Circuits

So far, we have discussed and analyzed FMF (or CFMF) circuits as
isolated operator blocks. Normally, in a programmable Fuzzy Controller,
individual FMFs (or CFMFs) are combined building up a bank of fuzzifiers.
As explained in Chapter 2, each FMF in the bank can be shared by different
rules. A degree of reconfigurability would be also attainable if the input of
each FMF is also left independently accessible. This arrangement provides
the maximum of flexibility in terms of number of inputs and fuzzifiers
(FMFs or CFMFs) per input for any particular application.

Many applications require only a fixed number of inputs and FMFs per
input without loosing the programmability capability of the fuzzifiers (i.e.
slopes and position). In such a case, a multiple-output compact fuzzy
partition circuit for each input is better suited than a bank of individual
membership functions (or fuzzy labels). In this way, a considerable saving in
silicon area and current consumption may be achievable.

In [CoCr99], a current-mode fuzzy partition circuit is presented. Slopes
and widths of the membership function are electrically tunable. However,
one main drawback is the need of voltage-to-current converters for the
inputs. Moreover, the circuit exploits the exponential relationships of
MOSFETs biased in weak inversion. Consequently, no high processing
speed may be expected from this particular implementation.

The VLSI-oriented idea presented at [WiJa96] satisfies the input
interface requirements. It consists of several stacked differential pairs each
one performing a bell-shaped fuzzy label at one of its outputs (i.e. outputs
are currents). However, electrical slopes tuning is not easily affordable and
they must be fixed at the mask level by adequately sizing the transistors of
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the stacked differential pairs. On the other hand, as a consequence of the
totem architecture of the circuit, low-voltage applications may constrain the
minimum size of the transistors to be used and/or the maximum number of
labels per input to be allocated. Thus, degradation on the resolution of the
input space partition and/or a loss of flexibility for the choice of the FMF’s
slopes may be expected, unless a higher voltage supply source is used. For
instance, in [WiJa96] a 10V power supply has been needed for a 7-label
fuzzy partition circuit.

Based on [WiJa96], but making use of our triode transconductors, we
suggest in Figure 3.16 a fully-electrically programmable 5-label fuzzy
partition circuit. Each current I1…15 represents a direct fuzzy label.
Voltages Vk1…Vk4 (Vk1<Vk2<…<Vk4) determine the crossover points
between the contiguous fuzzy labels. In this way, all fuzzy labels I1…15 are
generated when Vin is swept along its range. In addition, the slopes of the
FMFs can be electrically programmed by voltages Vs1 …Vs4.

Figure 3.17 shows the simulated DC transfer characteristics of a fuzzy
partition circuit with seven fuzzy labels distributed along a 3V input voltage
range.

This fuzzy partition is performed by means of direct FMFs. Only six
transconductors are needed. Notice that trying to synthesize this input space
partition with individual FMFs, fourteen transconductors would be
necessary. Furthermore, the current consumption would raise to 14Io
(excluding the consumption of the loop differential amplifiers). In contrast,
in the fuzzy partition circuit the current consumption depends on the value of
the input voltage Vin, which range from Io to 11Io. Assuming Vin as a
random variable uniformly distributed along its input range, a mean current
consumption of 6Io should be attainable.
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Much effort must be paid however, in minimizing systematic and
mismatch errors in the PMOS and NMOS mirrors conveying the bias current
Io from one cell in Figure 3.16 to the adjacent one, specially when no tuning
facilities are provided (i.e. dedicated controllers). This design strategy must
be carefully followed when a large number of fuzzy labels is being intended,
assuming one tries to minimize the cumulative mirroring error at the last
cell. On the other hand, due to the cascade interconnection between the
transconductors, a relative higher delay must be expected with respect to the
individual fuzzifiers arrangement, specially for large input signal sweeps.

3.2 T-Norm and T-CoNorm Operators

Triangular Norms (T-Norms) are intermediate fuzzy operators taking
care of the computation of the firing degree of the rules in a fuzzy inference
scheme. The Triangular CoNorm (or S-Norm) is the dual operator of the
T-Norm performing the opposite logical operation. Thus, by applying De
Morgan’s law, it is easy to transform a T-CoNorm into a T-Norm by a
simple complementation of their inputs and outputs. Moreover, if the
membership functions preceding this operation deliver straight
complemented outputs signal (CFMFs), the implementation of the T-Norm
using T-CoNorm is further simplified [VaVi99] [DuVe00] [GuPe96]
[SaIn90]. In this case, one only must complement the output signal of the
T-CoNorm.
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In the most general case, there is one T-Norm (or T-CoNorm) per rule
connecting N Fuzzy Membership Functions outputs, where N stands for the
number of inputs of the controller. For this reason, circuits allowing multiple
inputs are well adapted for multiple-input Fuzzy Controllers. One important
issue to consider while designing multiple-input operators concerns its
complexity as a function of the number of inputs N. A naive approach to
design a N-input T-Norm or T-CoNorm consists in building a binary tree by
cascading 2-input operators [YaMi86] [LiHu93]. However, while the
complexity of the circuit is O(2N-1), the total input-output delay grows
proportionally to [Dual94]. In [SaIn90], in an attempt to avoid
binary trees, Multiple-Input T-Norm (MIN) and T-CoNorm (MAX)
operators are suggested. But the proposed topologies have complexity
whereas the input capacitance at each input is proportional to the number of
inputs N. Thus, when N becomes large enough, the performances in terms of
circuit size, current consumption and total delay decrease, when compared
with a binary tree with the same number of inputs [Dual94].

From the above discussion it turns out that the main criterions that should
be taken into account while designing these operators are:

Parallelism: cascading unit cells should be avoided, and the same
input-output delay obtained from every circuit input.
Inputs transparency: each circuit input must represent the same load to
any input signal, independently of N.
O(N) complexity: the size and the current consumption of the circuit
should be proportional to the number of inputs N.

Nevertheless, in particular cases some of the above general guidelines
could be ignored if the simplicity of the resulting circuit justifies it.

On one hand, the membership functions preceding the T-Norms or
T-CoNorms deliver current signals. On the other hand, it will be shown later
that the stage following the T-Norm or T-CoNorm (the aggregation of the
rule’s consequents) can be easily implemented in current domain. It turns out
that current mode is a practical choice for the input-output interface
requirements of these circuits. In this way, intermediate current-to-voltage or
voltage-to-current converters can be avoided.

The most widely operators used for the T-Norm and the T-CoNorm are
the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM functions respectively. Their electrical
implementation is based on multiple inputs rectifiers-like schemes, which
are easily achieved using CMOS transistors. Other T-Norm operators like
those presented in Chapter 2 perhaps yield better function approximations
than the "hard-switch" MAX or MIN operators do. However, they are not
easy to implement following the guidelines discussed above.
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In this section, two circuits performing the MAXIMUM operation are
presented. The first one is a modified version of another classical
MAXIMUM circuit, where accuracy and time response have been improved.
In a second MAXIMUM circuit presented, input signals are voltages that are
generated by the current delivered by a membership function through a
diode-connected transistor. In this way, by means of a simple wire, the same
signal coming from one membership function can be supplied to more
MAXIMUM circuits, which belong to different rules. The use of this
MAXIMUM is encouraged in the cases where the same membership
function is being shared by a large number of rules. With this circuit, one
can avoid the use of multiple current mirrors to distribute the output current
of a membership function among the different rules.

Considering the lack of direct multiple-input MINIMUM circuits
working in current mode, we have also investigated the feasibility of this
kind of circuits. In this respect, two new multiple-input MINIMUM circuits
are presented. One of them holds O(N) complexity [DoDu00] while the
other [DuVe01]. The latter results in a very simple circuit when a
small fan-in is required (up to 3 or 4 inputs), which is frequently the case in
Fuzzy Controllers.

3.2.1 Lazzaro’s Winner-Take-All and MAXIMUM 

Figure 3.18 a) illustrates the widely used N-input WTA-MAXIMUM
Lazzaro’s circuit [LaRy89]. It consists of N identical current-controlled
voltage sources (M1 and M2) connected in parallel. Consider first each
controlled voltage source isolated and assume its transistors working in
strong inversion. The controlled voltage is the voltage at the source of
transistor M1 and its value is proportional to the square root of its controlling
current (i.e. I1…IN). However, in the circuit of Figure 3.18 a) the source
terminal of transistors M1 are tied to a common diode-connected transistor
Mo, which is equally sized to transistors M2 of the cells. In this way, all
current-controlled voltage sources are connected in parallel and they fight to
impose their own voltage at the common node. The one holding the largest
voltage wins while switching off transistors M1 of the remaining cells. In
this way, the winner cell together with the output common-diode Mo
remains configured as a Wilson current mirror, which replicates the
controlling current of the winner cell (i.e. the maximum input current) in
Mo. As a result, transistors M2 in the loser cells remain in the triode region
featuring a small drain-to-source voltage drop.
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Figure 3.18 b) shows a modified version of this circuit where transistors
M2 have been cascoded by transistors Mc. These are properly biased with
Vbias in order to warrant the saturation of transistors M2 and Mo. In this
way, the winner current is more accurately mirrored to the output. The size
and consumption of this circuit rise proportionally to N. From Figure 3.18 a)
and b) we can realize that any input represents the same load to the signals
I1…IN. However, as long as more cells are being added, the output load at
the common node (the drain of Mo) is increased since more M2’s Cgs
capacitances are being lumped in parallel. Thus, the speed of the circuit may
be considerably influenced by the number of inputs [Vida96].

3.2.1.1 Systematic Errors in the WTA-MAXIMUM.
The first kind of systematic error of this circuit is associated to its

discrimination capability. For instance, for a 2-input MAXIMUM circuit, the
resolution of the circuit (or discrimination error) is given by the minimum
difference necessary between the two input currents that allows the circuit to
output the maximum.

In order to quantify the above defined resolution a 2-input MAX circuit is
assumed and is shown in Figure 3.19 b). In this figure, input I2 is held
constant while I1 ranges from 0 to a value far above I2. The evolution of the
output current Imax at the common-diode Mo is shown in Figure 3.19 a) as a
function of I1, while I2 is a horizontal line [Vida96]. If the circuit was ideal,
Imax would follow the well-defined broken-line path, being equal to I2
when I1 is the smallest current and vice versa.
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In a real circuit, Imax exhibits a different behavior when its inputs take
close values as represented by the curved line in the neighborhood of the
11=12 point. For the output Imax to match exactly the maximum input (in
this case I1), I1 should overpass I2 by a little quantity called in
Figure 3.19 a). This is the so-called absolute discrimination error or
resolution of the circuit. Figure 3.19 b) enables us to estimate the difference
between I1 and I2 as follows:

where is the inverse of the transistors M2 Early voltage and all transistors
are biased in strong inversion. Therefore, an expression for can be found
from (3.34) when Imax, and consequently Id1, becomes equal to I1 while
Id2 is zero. Assuming the relative discrimination error is equal to:

It is clear from the latter equation that either long-channel transistors M2
or transistors M1 working in moderate to weak inversion should improve
this error figure. However, to get also high-speed behavior, strong inversion
of M1 is recommended. Thus, we prefer to improve the discrimination of the
MAXIMUM circuit by cascoding transistors M2, which reduces
considerably the Early effect. For this case, equation (3.35) still remains
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(approximately) valid if is replaced by its equivalent expression after
including the cascoding effect of transistors Mc:

Another kind of systematic error is the propagation error or simply
relative error. This error figure intends to quantify the difference between the
maximum winner input and the actual output current value. In this circuit,
this error is related to the quality of the mirroring performed by transistor
M2 of the winner cell and the common-diode Mo in Figure 3.18 a). Since
both transistors hold different drain-to-source voltage drops, the Early effect
generates a difference between input and output currents. Considering I1 as
the winner, the relative value of this error can be approximated as follows:

where the expression within the parenthesis represents the Vgs voltage drop
of transistor M1. Therefore, this error can also be confined to a very small
value by using the proposed cascode configuration.

3.2.1.2 Mismatch Errors in the WTA-MAXIMUM.
Considering the circuit in Figure 3.18 b) we now focus on the error

introduced by the random mismatches between different transistors. While
the circuit propagates the maximum input current, the winner cell works as a
current mirror. Thus, the estimation of the mismatch error is reduced to
investigate the variance of the output current Imax as a function of the
variance of the threshold voltages VT and the current gains of transistors
Mc, M2 and Mo. For this purpose, we assume that VT and of all
transistors in the circuit are statistically independent random variables.

Since the mirroring is actually performed by the bottom transistors M2
and Mo, we can ignore the effect of the mismatch of the cascoding
transistors Mc. This is because the latter will only produce a tiny disparity of
the drain voltages of transistors M2 and Mo. This has no significant
influence on the drain currents of the latter transistors since they are
saturated. Thus, the relative mismatch error of the output current is given by:
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Table 3.4 shows some typical values of the systematic and mismatch
errors of this circuit for two different values of the output current Imax.

3.2.2 Mixed-Mode Multiple-Input MAXIMUM

The circuit shown in Figure 3.20 actually performs the MINIMUM
operation in voltage mode [CaRa00]. It consists of a set of N source-follower
cells, each one comprising an amplifier A and a PMOS transistor M2 whose
sources share the common-node C. The input signals are the voltages at the
non-inverting inputs of the amplifiers A. The output signal is the voltage of
the common-node C. Considering that the source followers are built by
PMOS transistors, the common-node C will follow the minimum input
voltage. Therefore, transistors M2 of the other cells with higher input
voltages are switched off. It is easy to understand that the specially adapted
scheme in Figure 3.20 can also calculate the MAXIMUM between the input
currents I1…IN: the maximum current yields indeed the minimum input
voltage at the gate of the corresponding transistor M1. Therefore, if we
consider that transistors M1 and Mpc are equally sized and neglect the finite
gain and the offset of the amplifiers A, the maximum current is mirrored in
Mpc. This maximum current can also be recovered through the NMOS
common transistor Mnc, which is also connected as diode.
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The circuit of the amplifiers A is also shown in Figure 3.20. It comprises
a differential amplifier (i.e. 2×Mn, 2×Mp, IQ) followed by a NMOS level
shifter (i.e. Ms, Ip). This is needed to avoid that transistor Mn at the
inverting input gets out the saturation region [CaRa00].

The use of this circuit as T-CoNorm is convenient when the same input
signal Ii (assumed to be the output of a Complementary Fuzzy Membership
Function circuit) takes part in several MAX operators corresponding to
different rules. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.21 where each MAX
block comprises the set of N amplifiers A and transistors M2 as well as the
common transistor Mnc, as shown in Figure 3.20. In this way, the signal
distribution at the inputs of the MAXs can be performed in the voltage
domain by means of a simple wire without loosing the current-mode
operation of the circuit. In addition, the use of multiple current mirrors for
the distribution of the signals Ii (for i=1…N) is avoided. Finally, we will
show later that the stage following these MAX operators (the defuzzifier)
performs optimally in the current domain. Consequently, keeping the output
of this operator working in current mode is also desirable. This is the reason
why we call this circuit mixed-mode maximum.
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3.2.2.1 Systematic Errors in the Mixed-Mode MAXIMUM.
To investigate the discrimination capabilities of this circuit we consider a

2-input MAXIMUM. Let us assume that the values of the input currents (I1,
I2) corresponding to each cell are close enough. In such a case, transistors
M2 of both cells are switched on and convey the drain currents Id1 and Id2
(see currents Id in Figure 3.20). Calling Ao the DC amplifiers gain, the
difference between the two input currents is given by:

From the above equation we can estimate the absolute resolution by
assuming, for instance, that Iout=Id1=I1 when Id2=0. Then, the relative
discrimination error is given by:

As should be expected the gain of the amplifiers plays an important role
in the discrimination. The larger the gain, the better the resolution because
the amplifiers can react to smaller voltage differences at their inputs caused
by smaller input currents differences.

Let us consider now the propagation error. Suppose that the first input
cell in Figure 3.20 conveys the highest current (i.e. I1). Therefore, taking
into account the finite gain of the amplifier Ao and its offset Voff, this error
is given by (3.41). Notice from this equation the incidence of the systematic
offset of the amplifier A. An expression for Voff is derived from [LaSa94],
as expressed by (3.42). In the latter, the letters n, p and s make reference to
transistors Mn, Mp and Ms belonging to the amplifiers A in Figure 3.20,
respectively.
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3.2.2.2 Mismatch Errors in the Mixed-Mode MAXIMUM.
If we consider a relatively high gain Ao of the amplifiers A while

assuming a mismatch between transistors M1 and Mpc, the output current
Iout can be expressed as a function of the winner input current I1:

where VTp1 and VTppc are the threshold voltages of the above mentioned
transistors. From this equation, we can find the expression for the relative
variance of the output current. Considering that under nominal conditions

(remember that the relative variance of Iout
is given by:

where the variance of the amplifiers offset Voff is derived from [LaSa94]:

Notice the strong influence of on the relative standard deviation of
the output current Iout. As a conclusion, biasing M1 and Mpc in strong
inversion will improve the mismatch error if considered that these transistors
mirror the winner current. Table 3.5 shows some typical values of the
systematic and mismatch errors of this MAXIMUM.
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3.2.3 New Multiple-Input LTA-MINIMUM

In the circuit depicted in Figure 3.22 a) all transistors Mp and Mn are
equally sized with respect to their homologues at each layer (row). The
output branch (column) at the right comprises the PMOS transistors Mp3,
Mp6 and a NMOS diode-connected transistor Mc. The circuit makes a
comparison between the input currents I1 and I2 [DuVe01]. The smaller
input current is mirrored to the other input branch whose corresponding
transistor Mn is driven to the triode region. The minimum input current is
also mirrored to the output branch and can be recovered through the NMOS
diode Mc. Additionally, the drain voltages drops Vo1, Vo2 of transistors
Mn1, Mn2 can be used to point out the minimum input current. Therefore,
the circuit can be also used as a LTA (Loser-Take-All).

From Figure 3.22 a), a multiple-input MINIMUM can be built by adding
branches (i.e. columns) with stacked transistors Mp. The circuit has
complexity, however, and the maximum number of inputs is limited by the
value of Vdd. In Figure 3.22 b) a simplified version is depicted. It performs
only the MINIMUM operation while holding a slightly reduced complexity

In both circuits, owing to the lack of symmetry, there is no input
transparency and the performance in terms of accuracy and speed depends
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on which input is being considered. Nevertheless, since the circuit performs
an exhaustive comparison between all of their inputs simultaneously, the
parallel processing mode is still sustained. Furthermore, for small fan-in,
which is frequently the case of Fuzzy Controllers, the use of this circuit is
justified. This is due to its simplicity, when compared with other MINIMUM
circuits even featuring O(N) complexity [DoDu00] [KeSc93].

3.2.3.1 Systematic Errors in the LTA-MINIMUM.
The propagation error of this cell is also related to the accuracy within

the minimum input current is being mirrored to the output branch of the
circuit. As mentioned before, the asymmetry of this architecture imposes to
perform an error analysis input by input. To get an idea about its accuracy
we have evaluated the systematic errors in the alternative shown in
Figure 3.22 b), assuming also two inputs.

With reference to the latter mentioned figure, when I1 is smaller than I2,
I1 is mirrored to the central branch by Mp5 and to the output branch by
Mp6. Thus, the voltages V2 and V4 fall abruptly due to the unsaturated
condition of the transistor Mn2. V3 follows the same tendency since it is the
source voltage of a PMOS transistor whose gate is driven by V4.
Consequently, the difference between the minimum input current I1 and the
actual output current Imin is caused by the Early effect in the PMOS
transistor Mp6 as a result of the difference between V3 and V1. Thus, the
relative error is given by:

Consider now the opposite case where I2 is smaller than I1. Transistors
Mp5 and Mp6 in the middle and in the output branches will be in triode
region holding identical drain voltage drops. Therefore, since the mirroring
of I2 (the minimum) to the output branch is actually performed by the
saturated transistors Mp2 in the middle branch, the propagation error is a
consequence of the difference between V4 and the drain voltage Vout of
Mp3 (see Figure 3.22 b)). Consequently, we have:
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From the two latter equations, it can be noticed that the channel length
modulation factor has a clear incidence on this error. Thus, larger Mp
transistors lengths or low-compliance cascoded mirrors should be adopted.

The discrimination capacity of this circuit is associated to the impedance
of the node V2 in Figure 3.22 b). Finding the absolute resolution
necessary to discriminate two close input currents is equivalent to find the
minimum currents difference needed at the central branch to produce the
maximum voltage swing at the node V2. Therefore, a rough approximation
for this error figure is given by:

where represents the small-signal resistance at the node V2. can be
approximated as:

where VEAn and VEAp are the Early voltages of transistors Mn2 and Mp5
at the central branch, respectively.

3.2.3.2 Mismatch Errors in the LTA-MINIMUM.
With regards to Figure 3.22 b), when I1<I2, transistors Mp5 and Mp6 in

the upper row of the circuit are saturated whereas the minimum input value
(I1) is mirrored to the output. However, we have to consider also the
mismatch introduced by the bottom NMOS current mirror (i.e. transistors
Mn1). Hence:
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When I1>I2 transistors Mp5 and Mp6 in the upper row of the circuit in
Figure 3.22 b) remain in the triode region. Let us call Vdp the
drain-to-source voltage drop of those transistors. Thus, taking into account
the mismatches of Vdp of transistors Mp5 and Mp6, an additional random
component appears. Therefore, the modified expression for the relative
variance of the output current is given by:

However, since Vdp depends on the minimum input current I2=Imin, the
difference equation used to calculate the variance of the output current Imin
should be reformulated taking into account such dependence. Therefore, the
relative variance of Imin is now given by:
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where gdp* and gmp* are the conductance and the transconductance of the
PMOS transistors in the ohmic region (i.e. Mp5, Mp6) respectively, whereas
gmp is the transconductance of the other Mp transistors in saturation. To
conclude, Table 3.6 shows some typical values of the systematic and
mismatch errors of this circuit.

3.2.4 Novel Multiple-Input O(N) Complexity LTA-MINIMUM

A novel current-mode circuit for the MINIMUM-LTA computation
[DoDu00] is presented in Figure 3.23 a). In this figure, the Cell-i is repeated
as many times as the number of inputs is desired. Currents Ii in each Cell-i
are the inputs of the circuit whereas the output Imin is retrieved at the
common-cell branch (i.e. M4, Mp, Iop). Input currents Ii are illustrated by
ideal current sources for clarity but, actually, they are implemented through a
PMOS current-mirror depicted in Figure 3.23 c). In short, the circuit behaves
as a set of current-controlled voltage sources (the Cells-i) that are connected
in parallel to a common-node Nc and fight to impose their own voltages.
However, in contrast to Lazzaro’s circuit, due to the source-follower
connected PMOS transistor M3 in each cell, the common-node Nc follows
the lowest voltage source rather than the highest.

In each Cell-i the controlling loop is made up by the common-source
connected transistor M2 driving the gate of transistor M3 through the
source-follower transistor M1, which is biased by Ion. This stage is needed
to adapt the DC level of the drain of M2 to the one required by the gate of
M3.

When the input current Ii becomes small, the drain voltage of M2 falls
while the gate and the source voltages of M3 follow the same trend. Thus,
the cell with the smallest input current defines the voltage at the node Nc
whereas transistors M3 in the other cells switch off. Consequently, the
common current source Iop at the common cell will be sunk by the
diode-connected transistor Mn corresponding to the Cell-i that conveys the
smallest (minimum) input current Ii. As a result, either the current Ioi or the
voltage Voi in Figure 3.23 a) can be used as digital output for the
Looser-Take-All (LTA) operation. On the other hand, transistors Mpi (see
Figure 3.23 c)) in all other cells conveying higher input currents remain in
the triode region while holding a high drain voltage level. Furthermore,
transistors M2 in all cells remain saturated while conveying the MINIMUM
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input current. Therefore, the MINIMUM input current will be mirrored at the
output by transistor M4 at the common cell.

In Figure 3.23 b) an improved version of this circuit is sketched. In this
case, diode-connected transistor M6 at the common cell replicates the
MINIMUM output current to all cells through mirrors M5. With this current
feedback, the accuracy of the MINIMUM function becomes superior. This is
because the common cell and the Cell-i that conveys the minimum input
current remain configured as a variant of an Enhanced Wilson current mirror
with cascoded output.

3.2.4.1 Systematic Errors in the O(N) Complexity LTA-MINIMUM.
Let us first considerer the propagation errors for the MINIMUM circuit

of Figure 3.23 b). Let us assume that the Cell-i sketched in this figure
conveys the MINIMUM input current Ii. In this case, the mirroring error is
also due to the Early effect if we consider the different drain voltage V4 and
V5 of transistors M5 and M6 respectively. Since the mirror is cascoded by
M2 and M4, a small propagation error should be expected. Hence:

where (V1–V2) is equal to:
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According to (3.53), since appears squared, this error can be confined
to a very small value. In order to find the discrimination error a two-input
circuit is assumed. When both inputs are close enough their corresponding
transistors M3 are switched on. Thus, the difference between the two input
currents is given by:

where and are the currents through each transistor M3.
Consequently, the absolute discrimination error is given by:

Notice that the discrimination of the circuit is inversely proportional to
the gm/I of transistors M3. Therefore, when a very accurate resolution is
desired, biasing the latter transistor in moderate inversion is encouraged.

3.2.4.2 Mismatch Errors in the O(N) Complexity LTA-MINIMUM.
In this case the mismatch between the output current Imin and the

minimum input current is also due to the mirroring mismatch errors inherent
to a cascode mirror (i.e. M2, M4, M5 and M6 in Figure 3.23 b)). Hence:
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Notice that the second term in (3.57) corresponds to the error due to
mismatches in the cascoding transistors M2 and M4. It can thus be
neglected. Table 3.7 shows the systematic and mismatch errors of this cell.

3.3 Defuzzifiers

Several strategies have been proposed for the calculation of the
defuzzified output value of Fuzzy Controllers. Analog Mamdani’s
defuzzifiers circuits have been reported in [BoTs97-98] [FaSh94] [PeRo93].
Because they demand high computational efforts, which make the
defuzzifying stage slow compared to other implementations, they will not be
considered for the implementation of our controllers. In contrast, Takagi-
Sugeno’s (TS) defuzzifier circuits are much easier to implement because
they perform only a normalized weighted sum (or Averaged Weighted Sum).
In the following discussion, we will only consider Zero-Order
Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers, which implies that the consequents of the rules
are singletons. These consequent singletons will be generically called 
independently on how they are physically implemented. In addition, the
firing degree of the rules, which can be represented by a current or a voltage
signal, will be generically called Ii. According to the method used to achieve
the normalization, these defuzzifiers could be classified differently.

In the first class of circuits that we call closed-loop defuzzifiers,
normalization is achieved by using negative feedback. One implementation
commonly used from the early stages of analog fuzzy hardware devices
[TsIn95] [Land93] [MaFr96] [GuPe96] [RoPe97-b] operates in voltage
mode and is illustrated in Figure 3.24 a). Assuming m rules, it comprises a
set of transconductors, one per rule, sharing the output terminal Vo. From
the output of the defuzzifier a negative feedback loop is ended at the
inverting input of each transconductor. A reference voltage representing
the rule’s consequent singleton, is applied to each non-inverting input. The
firing degree of the rules is represented by the values of the
transconductances Gi, which are controlled by signals Ii coming from the
T-Norms to each corresponding transconductor. Depending on the
implementation of the transconductors Gi, their controlling signal Ii may be
a voltage or a current.

Another kind of closed-loop defuzzifier that works in current mode
[RoPe97] [PaQu95] [SoQu98] is represented in Figure 3.24 b). In this case,
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the singletons are scalar current multipliers (i.e. scaled current mirrors or
current-mode D/A converters). The sum of the firing degrees of the rules Ii
is forced to be constant and equal to the current reference Io thanks to a
negative feedback loop. This feedback loop controls the gain of the previous
stages, namely the T-Norms or the Fuzzy Membership Functions FMFs
[RoPe96] [RoPe99]. Therefore, the currents Ii at the output of the T-Norm
are yet normalized and, after being multiplied by their corresponding
singletons they are simply summed to yield the final defuzzified output
value Iout.

The second class of defuzzifiers performs normalization without the need
for feedback; therefore, we call them open-loop defuzzifiers. In Figure 3.25
a) normalization is achieved by using a pseudo-normalizer [WiJa96]
[VaVi99]. It comprises a set of pseudo-resistances Ri whose values are
controlled by signals Ii that could be currents or voltages. The sum of the
normalized signals IiN across Ri is then constrained to be constant and equal
to the current reference Io. Assuming that signals IiN are currents, they are
scaled by means of current mirrors whose scaling ratio represents the value
of the singletons After this, the weighted signals are
summed in the output common node to yield the defuzzified output value of
the controller. This kind of normalization is actually non ideal. In a true
normalizer the normalized signals IiN are equal to In
pseudo-normalizers however, those normalized signals are given by
IiN=Ii/H(I1,...Ii,...Im), where H is a non-linear function of all unnormalized
signals Ii. In order to be close to the function H must be monotonously
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increasing concurrently with any of its inputs I1,...Ii,...Im [VaVi99].
However, this non ideality does not represent a major drawback considering
that the non-lineal functions that Fuzzy Controllers normally fit can also be
approximated by means of non-linear operators.

The last kind of open-loop defuzzifier explicitly uses an analog divider as
normalizer. This is illustrated in Figure 3.25 b) [KeSc93] [BaHu97]
[BoTs97] [DuVe00]. In this way the firing signal Ii of each rule is replicated
twice. The first replica is summed in a common node, which becomes the
denominator input of the divider. The other replica of Ii, after being scaled
by the singleton is summed in another common node, which becomes the
numerator of the divider.

Due to their inherent feedback, closed-loop normalizers present the major
disadvantage of needing frequency compensation techniques to stabilize the
output signal. For instance, in Figure 3.24 b) a relatively large capacitor must
be placed at the feedback control node. Therefore, a slower transient
behavior of the defuzzifier circuit, and consequently, of the controller itself
may be expected. Moreover, in the case shown in Figure 3.24 a), the silicon
surface and current consumption of the normalizer circuit increase with the
number of rules m of the controller. This is evident since one transconductor
per rule is required. In the case of the scheme in Figure 3.24 b), either the
membership function circuits or the T-Norm operators must be provided
with an additional input controlling the gain of these blocks. This makes
such implementation troublesome.
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Open-loop pseudo-normalizers can overcome the stability problem since
they do not require compensation. However, depending on how the
controlled resistors Ri are implemented their complexity may also become
very large when a Fuzzy Controller with a large number of rules is
contemplated. Furthermore, the non-linear relationship between the output of
the defuzzifier and its inputs Ii [VaVi99] turns the on-chip implementation
of a learning (tuning) circuit into a difficult challenge.

Some authors suggest avoiding dividers for the purpose of normalizers.
One of the main reasons lies on the fact that in pseudo-normalizers or in
closed-loop normalizers, the computation of the defuzzified output value is
carried out by means of a massive number of identical circuits. Therefore,
individual deviations due to technological spreading of the elemental circuit
should statistically cancel out at the output node provided the defuzzifier
circuit is large. However, the latter assertion is correct only if the whole
normalizer circuit remains active all the time. This situation never happens
in a Fuzzy Controller since mostly three or four rules only are fired
simultaneously while the cells related to the inactive rules are set off.

Another argument found in the literature that prevents the use of dividers,
is supported by the fact that in most reported MOS dividers circuits,
transistors operate in weak inversion. Consequently, those dividers exhibit
poor transient performances. On the other hand, some implementations of
dividers in strong inversion feature a complex signal interface. For instance,
in [HuBa97] a current-input voltage-output divider is presented. An
additional fully differential current-to-voltage converter is needed, however,
at one of the divider inputs. In [BuWa87], another current-input
current-output divider is proposed. In this device, one input current must be
supplied twice to two different nodes of the circuit, while the other input is a
floating current source.

In the light of the above discussions, we preferred to implement our
defuzzifier according to the open-loop policy and using a simple divider
circuit. The latter has been designed to operate in strong inversion while
allowing easy signal interfaces [DuVe98]. In this way, the complexity of the
normalization stage remains almost independent of the number of rules of
the controller. Only one extra mirroring transistor per rule is needed to
compute the denominator of the normalized weighted sum. On the other
hand, since normalization is taken care by only one circuit, special attention
can be paid during the design for optimizing its performance. In addition, as
it will be explained below, when the singletons are supposed to be
digitally programmable, using a divider together with a "common-
weighting" strategy leads to a further simplification of defuzzifying stage.
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Open-Loop Takagi-Sugeno’s Defuzzifier with Divider and
Digitally-Programmable Consequent Singletons

3.3.1

In digitally programmable Zero-Order TS’s controllers, a typical
approach for implementing the consequent singletons of the rules consists of
using current-mode D/A converters like the one illustrated in Figure 3.26. In
order to replicate exactly the scheme in Figure 3.25 b) one D/A per rule is
required. We will call this strategy the "local-weighting" approach [HuBa97]
[VaVi99] [WiJa96]. In this case, the value of the singleton is programmed
according to the state of the switches in Figure 3.26. However, the
number of transistors needed per singleton reaches Therefore, the total
number of transistors demanded by the whole set of singletons of the
controller increases considerably with the number of rules m and the
resolution n of the D/As. In addition, the load capacitance that each singleton
represents for each signal Ii raises to Cgs being the gate-to-source
capacitance of each elemental transistors in the D/A. Thus, the speed of the
weighting operation could be substantially diminished, as the resolution n of
the D/A gets high.

We discuss hereafter a strategy that minimizes the number of transistors
per singleton as well as the input capacitance of each singleton. We call this
strategy the "common-weighting" approach [Land96]. Figure 3.27 shows the
architecture of the defuzzifier stage we have implemented. The singletons
are now represented by n unit-gain current mirrors. One extra mirror is
required at each row for computing the sum of the firing degrees of the rules

However, the weighting operation is now performed by one D/A
only, which is a modified version of the circuit presented in Figure 3.26.
Each scaled mirror of the common D/A is independently accessible, as
shown in Figure 3.27. In addition, in order to minimize the current
consumption, the values of the singletons were defined smaller than one.
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This also conveys the current inputs of the divider to
range evenly. It will be shown in Chapter 4 that the divider can be sized and
biased properly upon such input range conditions.

In the following we will show that this "common-weighting" strategy
leads exactly to the same defuzzified output than the one yielded by
controllers that make use of the "local-weighting" counterpart.

For the consequent of each rule a discrete-singleton smaller than 1 is
given by:

where n stands for the resolution of the D/A, m is the number of rules and i
ranges from 1 to m. The coefficients adopt binary values
according to the state of their corresponding switches in Figure 3.27. In the
same figure, the outputs of the (n+1) current mirrors of the whole
m-singleton set are column-wise summed to give the following (n+1) values:
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The first term above is the denominator of the divider that follows the
D/A. All other terms in (3.59) are independently weighted and summed in
the common D/A before becoming the numerator input of the divider.
Hence, the output current of the D/A is given by:

In conclusion, with the common D/A the surface occupied by one
singleton as well as its input capacitance are reduced by a factor when
compared to the "local-weighting" approach. Moreover, in order to improve
the matching properties of the common D/A converter, this can be built
using non-minimum size transistors. Furthermore, it will be shown in next
sections that each bit of the D/A converter has its own mismatch figure,
which depends on the bit weight. Since our D/A is a set of n independent
binary-scaled current mirrors, each mirror can be sized independently
according to a desired accuracy specification for the total weighting process.
Finally, since the layout of the whole defuzzifier gets smaller, routing
capacitances are considerably diminished.

Previous idea on global weighting can be found in [Land96]. In the latter,
weighting is achieved in a pseudo-normalizer by exploiting a current
division technique by means of encoding splitters (one per singleton) and a
R/2R network. However, for discrete-programming singletons, splitters need
two switch transistors per bit and the availability of both complementary
digital programming signals (i.e. Ci and /Ci) applied at the gate of the switch
transistors. Thus, splitters demand 33% more silicon area and 50% more
routing space for the digital programming signals. Moreover, as a
consequence of the current splitting, the defuzzified output value results n
times more attenuated than in our case. Consequently, for a given dynamic
range, the signal-to-noise figure needed at the R/2R network results more
compromised. In addition, the defuzzified output is a current that requires an
extra current-to-voltage converter if the controller is inserted within a
voltage-mode controlled environment.

3.3.1.1 Novel Current-Input Voltage-Output Analog Divider.
A novel transresistive divider [DuVe98] was specially designed to carry

out the normalization operation in the defuzzifier. The circuit is shown in
Figure 3.28. Transistors in the right column are k times scaled with respect
to their homologues at each row, as shown at the bottom of the figure. The
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division is performed by means of transistors M1, M2, M3 at the bottom
layer, all of them being constrained to operate in the triode region. The
drain-to-source voltage drops Vds of those transistors are matched thanks to
the common-gate transistors M4, M5, M6, whose gate-voltage overdrives
(GVO) are identical. This is guaranteed by the upper PMOS mirrors (M7 to
M9), which replicate the current I2 to the left branch and the scaled current
k×I2 to the right branch.

While Vb1 and Vbo are fixed bias voltages, the gate voltage Vout of
transistor M3 is self-adjusted so that the drain current of M6 matches the
current imposed by M9. In this way, the following relations hold for the
drain currents of the triode transistors:
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where Vds is the common drain-to-source voltage drop for the three bottom
transistors while is the current gain ratio of M1 and M2. Therefore, upon
ideal matching conditions, from the latter three equations we can write:

Thus, if Vout is referred to Vbo, we obtain a two-quadrant divider. Given the
desired current ranges of IN and ID, the maximum output voltage swing is
defined by the difference (Vb1–Vbo) and the scaling factor k, which must be
chosen accordingly.

Whenever a voltage-mode external output inteface is required, the
transresistive property of this divider makes it suitable for Fuzzy Controllers
performing internally current-mode analog computations. Hence, there is no
need for extra interface converter circuits neither at its inputs [HuBa97]
[LiCh95] [VlSi99] nor at the output [LiHu94] [Wang91] [MaCo97].

3.3.1.2 Systematic Errors in the Analog Divider.
Like in any translinear network, the mobility reduction is the main source

of systematic errors in this circuit. Since the division is performed by means
of transistors operating in the triode mode, which have different gate
voltages, the mismatch between their mobility is likely to impair the
performances. Calling the mobility reduction coefficient, equations (3.61),
(3.62) and (3.63) must be rewritten taking into account this effect:

By introducing in the avobe equations the first order Taylor aproximation
of the denominators:
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after some manipulations we obtain the following approximated equation for
the divider output:

Considering that the first term at the second member of (3.69) is the
error-free output expression, we conclude that the relative error due to
mobility reduction is given by:

As may be expected, this error is proportional to the coefficient and
also to (Vb1-Vbo). Since the output swing is also proportional to the former
voltage difference, a trade-off between accuracy and output range appears.

Another kind of systematic error concerns the quality of the mirroring
operation performed by the upper PMOS transistors layer in Figure 3.28.
When the Early effect is being considered in transistors M7 and M9, the
expression for the currents IN and ID should be modified as follows:

where Vd7 is the drain voltage of M7 whereas I2 is the current in the central
branch given by (3.62). Considering this non ideality, we arrive to an
expression for (Vout–Vbo) that shows a gain error and an offset
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where:

Since the gain error and offset are proportional to the channel length
modulation coefficient the impact of Early effect can be further
diminished if the upper PMOS mirrors are cascoded. Table 3.8 shows some
typical values of the systematic errors of the divider.

3.3.1.3 Mismatch Errors in the Analog Divider.
It is very difficult to obtain a complete expression for the divider output

voltage spreading as a function of the variances of the threshold voltages VT
and current gains of each transistor in Figure 3.28. Therefore, let us
introduce some simplifications. Considering first that the performance of the
division operation is mainly related to the triode operating transistors M1,
M2 and M3, we must consider the spreading of the technological parameters
of these transistors (i.e. and ). However, if we consider these
technological parameters as independent random variables, their effects are
interrelated not only by equations (3.61) to (3.64) but also by the set of
relationships linking the Vds of the bottom triode transistors. These can be
expressed as:
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On the other hand, the relative variance of the current through a triode
transistor is given by:

Notice that an extra term due to the variance of the Vds drop appears
owing to the fact that the drain output conductance gd of the triode transistor
is not negligible. Consequently, the mismatches between Vds1, Vds2 and
Vds3 should be also introduced for the computation of the total output
variance of the divider. However, for low current level at the columns of the
divider, the main sources provoking the mentioned Vds disparities are the
threshold voltage fluctuations of transistors M4, M5 and M6 in the middle
layer (row) in Figure 3.28. Therefore, the root-squared terms in equations
(3.76) to (3.78), which represent the GVOs of transistors M4 to M6, can be
disregarded during the estimation of variances. As a result, the variance of
the output voltage of the divider can be expressed as:

Assuming the nominal conditions VT1=VT2=VT3=VT4=VT5=VT6,
Vds1=Vds2=Vds3=Vds and the analytical values for the
coefficients above are given in Table 3.9.
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Figure 3.29 a) illustrates the standard deviation of the output voltage of
the divider for different input current conditions satisfying In all
cases k=1, Vbo=1.7V and Vb1=2.7V. It is evident that largest mismatch
errors take place when currents IN and ID (specially ID) get small.
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For given Vb1 and Vbo, it can be demonstrated that the
drain-to-source voltage drops Vds of the triode-transistors M1, M2 and M3
are controlled by the denominator current. As long as the denominator
current gets small, Vds follows the same trend. Therefore, for small ID the
mismatch of the threshold voltages of transistors M4, M5 and M6 may
impact strongly on the mismatch of the Vds drops of the triode transistors.

3.3.1.4 Systematic Errors in the Consequent and the Common D/A.
According to Figure 3.27 systematic errors for the arrangement

consequent+D/A are due to the Early effect in the NMOS unit mirrors of the
singleton and the PMOS scaled mirrors of the D/A. Let us assume only one
fired rule in the controller whose corresponding singleton value is set to the
maximum allowed In order to compute the total systematic error at
the output of the D/A the individual contribution of each bit is first
addressed.

Figure 3.30 represents the connection between a consequent singleton
and the D/A, for the generic bit (N-j), N* being the resolution of the D/A
whereas j ranges from 1 to N. In the same figure Iout is the output of the
D/A that corresponds to the signal in Figure 3.27. In Figure 3.30, it

* To avoid misunderstanding with the coefficient n accounting for the Body effect, here we
prefer to denote N the number of bits.

Figure 3.29 b) shows the total output variance composition from the
individual contributions of the different parameters. Notice from the latter
figure the strong incidence of the mismatch of the threshold voltages of
transistors M4, M5 and M6 when the current ID adopts low values.
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is clear that as long as V2 differs from V1, I2 offsets Iin. In a similar way,
diverges from I2 due to the difference between voltages V2 and

Vout. Thus, the input-output relationship for this bit is given by:

where and are the channel length modulation coefficients of NMOS
and PMOS transistors, repectivelly, whereas V1 and V2 are given by:
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Since the output current Iout of the D/A is the sum of the individual bit
currents, it turns out that Iout is given by (3.83) In the above equations
and are the current gains of the NMOS and PMOS unit transistors
respectivelly. Notice from the latter cumulative error expression the
importance of using cascoded mirrors at the consequent singletons and the
D/A.

3.3.1.5 Mismatch Errors in the Consequent and the Common D/A.
With regard to Figure 3.30, we assume the threshold voltages VT and

current gains of all transistors at bit (N-j) to be statistically independent
random variables. Thus, the relative variance for the current I1 at the output
node of each bit is given by:

The first term in the second member of the above equation represents the
mismatch introduced by the down-scaled PMOS mirror in Figure 3.30.
Notice that it is affected by the factor that increases with the weight
of the bit (j=1 for the most significant bit). Hence, the least significant bit
contributes with the smallest fraction to the total variance.

The second term in the latter expression corresponds to the relative
variance of current I2 owing to the mismatch introduced by the bottom
NMOS mirror. Thus:

Assume again only one active rule with its corresponding singleton set to
the maximum value. Therefore, under nominal conditions we have:

Consequently, the final expression for the relative variance of the output Iout
of the D/A is given by:
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In this expression, and stand for the transconductance of the
unit PMOS and NMOS transistors in Figure 3.30. However, in the latter
procedure we have considered, for clarity, that currents I2 at each bit are
independent, which is not true. Since in the real implementation of the
circuit all those currents are mirrors of the same current Iin, they are
correlated (see in Figure 3.27 the circuit of a singleton). Therefore, the cross-
correlation coefficient between current I2 at bit (N-j) and current I2 at bit
(N-i) should be calculated for all pairs of currents with

Since the bottom NMOS mirror in Figure 3.30 is identical for all bits,
these correlation coefficients are identical for any pair of currents under
consideration. Thus, the amount to add to equation (3.87) due to the
cross-correlation between currents I2 at each bit is given by:

Figure 3.31 a) shows simulation results for the standard deviation of Iout
at the D/A. Figure 3.31 b) shows the contribution of each individual bit.

As predicted, the most significant bit yields the largest portion of the total
variance. However, we can take advantage of the fact that all inputs of the
weighting D/A are independent (see Figure 3.27). Thus, their corresponding
transistors size can be chosen independently one of each other while keeping
their own binary scaling ratio. In this way, the high order bits can be built by
transistors with increased active area (W×L) with respect to transistors
building the low order bits.
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3.3.2 Open-Loop Defuzzifier with Analog Programmable Singletons

For the sake of completeness, we have also investigated the possibility of
integrating analog programmable circuits in a technology providing analog
non-volatile storage capabilities (i.e. floating-gate programmable devices).
In such a case the structure of the Defuzzifier shown in Figure 3.25 b)
remains intact but the consequent singletons should be electrically
programmable.

Figure 3.32 a) shows a possible realization of an electrically tunable
current mirror that can be used for this purpose. The same circuit was also
used as a fully electrically-controllable transconductor to build a gm-C filter.
Its working principle and non idealities will be explained in details in
Chapter 5.

Briefly, the circuit comes from the divider previously presented but a
little modification has been introduced. Assuming the NMOS transistors at
the bottom layer working in the triode region, the former numerator current
(IN) is now controlled by a negative feedback loop. This is performed by
transistor M10 whose current is in turn B times up-scaled by mirror M11 that
delivers the output current Iout. Therefore, the set of equations defined in
section 3.3.1.1 for the divider still holds. From these equations and assuming
ideal matching conditions, we can write:
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Notice from the latter expression that not only the relationship between
input and output current is linear but also the current mirror gain can be
linearly tunable. For this purpose, the bias voltage Vb2, eventually derived
from an analog memory, can be used as the gain-controlling variable.
Figure 3.32 b) shows a SPICE simulation wherein the linearity of the mirror
can be appreciated all along a input-output range.

3.4 An Estimation of the Accuracy of a Fuzzy Controller

After a close look to the non idealities present in each building block, an
evaluation of their incidence on the global accuracy of the controller they
build is now addressed. Based on the approaches presented by [Vida96]
[Espe94], a method for estimating the propagation of the errors of the
different fuzzy operators along the signal path is discussed hereafter.

On one hand, systematic errors can be minimized by following proper
design strategies. On the other hand, since they are to some extend
deterministic, they can be incorporated into the ideal input-output
relationship of each block. This gives rise to a more accurate model that can
be directly used to fit a desired target function at the system level design
step. For those reasons systematic errors will not be considered for this
analysis. In contrast, mismatch errors can only be statistically estimated. An
investigation about the spreading of the controller behavior becomes
mandatory, specially when dedicated Fuzzy Controllers without tuning
capabilities are intended.

Figure 3.33 shows a block diagram of the controller involving the basic
operators taking part in a rule. In a first simulation, we will consider only
one fired rule at the controller. Some assumptions are to be made however:
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The singleton of the consequent of the rule under consideration is set to
its maximum value (i.e. ). It has been proven in the former section
that this situation corresponds to the maximum standard deviation at the
output of the consequent+D/A grouped blocks in Figure 3.33.
Since the T-Norm plays the role of a switch selecting the minimum value
among those provided by the set of membership functions in a rule, we
will consider this operator as the identity function. Therefore, the
T-Norm outputs the minimum value delivered by only one membership
function. This assumption remains valid even if a T-CoNorm (maximum)
followed by complementation is used.

Bearing in mind the above considerations we can start at the end of the
signal path by writing the variance of the output signal Vout as:

The first term in the above equation corresponds to the mismatch
error introduced by the divider itself calculated in section 3.3.1.3. The
second and third terms correspond to the errors carried by signals ID and IN
and propagated through the divider. The last term accounts for the
cross-correlation between the latter two signals, considering they are
generated from a common node at the output of the T-Norm (Iout1).
Therefore, we can write:
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where the expressions for the standard deviations can be found in
section 3.3.1.5, and is the standard deviation of the current of the
mirror before the denominator ID in Figure 3.33. Finally, the variance of the
error for the signal Iout1 can be calculated as the sum of the variance of the
error introduced by the T-Norm plus the one related to the membership
function FMF, which is propagated through the triangular operator. Hence:

where the expressions for and can be found in sections 3.2.1.2
and 3.1.3.3 respectively. In the latter equation, the variable T adopts the
value of zero when the T-Norm is a direct triangular norm (i.e. MINIMUM)
whereas it becomes one if a T-CoNorm (i.e. MAXIMUM) is used. In this

From (3.90) to (3.94) we can derive a clear-cut relationship that
illustrates clearly the contribution of the individual mismatch error from
each operator on the variance of the output of the controller. In this way, we
can write:

where the analytical expression for the coefficients a are given in Table 3.10.
Simulation results that illustrate the standard deviation of the output Vout

are shown in Figure 3.34 a) and b) as a function of the firing degree of the
only rule considered. The adopted membership function circuit corresponds
to the CFMF Type-I whose slopes were set to the minimum value. The
T-Norm comprises a Lazzaro’s WTA circuit followed by complementation.
For the divider, the following settings have been assumed: Vb1=2.7V,
Vbo=1.7V and k=1. Some remarks can be made as follows:

Io complementing the output of the T-CoNorm.      
case, not explicited in Figure 3.33, we must add the variance of the current
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As shown in Figure 3.34 a) the standard deviation of the output of the
controller decreases from 80mV to 20mV as the rule is being
increasingly activated. However, in any Fuzzy Controller, when only one
rule is fired, its firing degree turns to be high (near 1). Therefore, to be
more realistic, one should consider that the standard deviation of Vout
ranges from 20mV to 30mV (i.e. 2% to 3% of the output voltage swing).
From Figure 3.34 b) we see that the most important contribution to the
total variance of the controller output is due to the divider, followed by
the consequent+D/A and the mirror before the denominator ID. On the
contrary, the mismatch errors of the membership function and the
T-Norm circuits are not propagated towards the output when only one
rule is fired. This is due to the normalization performed by the divider
that cancels out any deviation simultaneously present at both inputs.

Considering that the former simulation did not allow us to find out how
the errors generated by the antecedent part of the rules are propagated we
carried out a second simulation. We stress this aspect by considering now
that two rules operate in a complementary way, i.e. the more one of the rules
is fired, the less the other is. This condition is frequently met in controllers
whose membership functions overlap considerably. However, in order to
facilitate the analysis some simplifications were introduced. In Figure 3.33
the mirror before the denominator ID and the consequent+D/A circuits are
now supposed to be error-free blocks.
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Consequently, the block diagram in Figure 3.33 was slightly modified by
adding a second membership function FMF cascaded with another T-Norm.
The output of this T-Norm is summed with the signal coming from the other
rule (FMF+T-Norm) block at the common node yielding the signal Iout1 in
Figure 3.33. The circuits used are the same as in the previous setup.
However, while the consequent singleton was fixed to 0.9 in one rule it
was now allowed to range from 0.1 to 0.9 in the other Simulations
results are shown in Figure 3.35 a) and b). The main conclusions are
summarized below:

As the difference between the singleton values of both rules gets large
(for instance and the mismatch errors of the antecedent
part of the rules (FMFs + T-Norms) are more propagated to the output.
This can be seen in Figure 3.35 a) and b). In contrast, the latter mismatch
errors are not propagated when both singletons adopt the same values
(i.e. When this happens, numerator and denominator of the
divider remain constant. As in the former case, the normalization
eliminates the deviations coming from previous stages when
Notice in Figure 3.35 a) that the standard deviation of Vout ranges from
15mV (1.5%) to 25mV (2.5%). Nevertheless, these figures should be
incremented by 1% (at least) when the mismatch errors introduced by the
consequent+D/A and the mirror before the denominator ID (neglected for
this simulation) are also considered.
Figure 3.35 b) attests that the main error contribution is again caused by
the divider. It has been demonstrated in section 3.3.1.3 that maximum
deviations of the divider take place when its denominator input current
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gets small. This explains the larger values of for the smaller firing
degrees (<0.4) in Figure 3.34 a). In this second simulation, owing to the
complementary rule activation mode, the denominator current remains
constant and equal to Thus, for a given pair of singletons
and in Figure 3.35 a), remains almost independent of the firing
degree of a rule and smaller than in Figure 3.34 a). Therefore, a good rule
of thumb for keeping small the mismatch errors introduced by the divider
is to avoid small denominator currents. This condition is ensured as long
as the membership functions overlap considerably to allow a
complementary activation of the neighboring rules. This is normally the
case in a Fuzzy Controller.

In conclusion, the error analysis technique presented above allows us to
get insight about the attainable accuracy in a Fuzzy Controller. It can be
applied without taking care neither of the number of rules that take part in
the process nor of their firing conditions. Certainly, each situation must be
characterized with its own block diagram clarifying the corresponding signal
path.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, an analog framework for the hardware implementation of
Fuzzy Logic Controllers has been established. It comprises mainly the
analysis of the basic functional blocks. Significant issues concerning their
performances can be drawn and used for the synthesis. The major items
regarding the circuit accuracy, programmability, interfacing and complexity
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have been focused. Some new circuits have been presented while others
have been optimized in view of an improved behavior.

Two Complementary Fuzzy Membership Functions circuits built around
regulated-cascode triode transconductors have been proposed. The main
improvements with respect to classical approaches rely on the fact that an
increased slope range can be obtained. Small slopes can be easily set without
the need for very long channel saturated transistors. As a byproduct, slopes
can be electrically tuned. Thus, these CFMF circuits are appropriate for
controllers implemented in technologies allowing analog storage.

Two multiple-input MAXIMUM circuits have been found to suit
optimally the interface requirements for implementing the T-CoNorm
operators when the current-domain processing mode is adopted. The first
one is the classical Lazzaro’s WTA circuit. In this one, some modifications
have been introduced in order to reduce the propagation errors. In the second
circuit, while the maximum computation is performed between currents, the
distribution of input signals is simply carried out by wiring. This avoids the
use of repetitive current mirrors for the distribution of the input signals,
leading to a considerably saving in routing space.

Two new multiple-input MINIMUM-LTA circuits have been presented.
The first one realizes an exhaustive comparison between all inputs while
delivering at its output a replica of the minimum input current. Despite its

complexity, its simplicity turns it attractive for being used in small
fan-in cases. The second proposed MINIMUM-LTA circuit shows O(N)
complexity and is more suitable for large number of inputs.

The choice of an open-loop architecture for the defuzzifier eliminates
stability problems that could arise in the closed-loop counterparts. In contrast
to open-loop pseudo-normalizers whose complexity may increase with the
number of rules of the controller, the use of a divider permits to concentrate
the optimization efforts in only one circuit. Furthermore, considering the
linear operation implicated in a D/A conversion the adopted configuration
permits the use of a single weighting operator. This defuzzifying scheme
benefits from the savings in silicon surface, improved speed and better
accuracy if compared with the approaches with a local D/A per rule.

A novel transresistive divider has been designed. It satisfies
straightforwardly the interface requirement for voltage-mode output
controllers. The division operation is actually performed by matched triode
transistors operating in strong inversion. Therefore, a better transient
behavior can be expected from this circuit.

With little modifications, the circuit of the divider can be adapted to
implement an electrically tunable linear current mirror. This fits the
requirements needed for the singletons of an analog programmable Fuzzy
Controller. Programmability is easily achievable by linear setting of a bias
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voltage. In addition, upon ideal matching conditions, the input-output
relationship does not depend on technological parameters. This adds to
enhanced robustness. Simulations predict good linearity and low offsets.

Finally, the explained methodology for the estimation of the global
accuracy attainable in a given controller becomes a useful tool for
optimization purposes at the design step. The contribution of each fuzzy
operator to the total output error can be identified. Moreover, all rule
activation situations commonly presented in a Fuzzy Controller can be
modeled with reduced mathematical manipulations.



Chapter 4

MIXED-SIGNAL PROGRAMMABLE FUZZY
LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Design, fabrication and test of demonstrators

4. INTRODUCTION

By employing the basic analog processing blocks studied in the previous
chapter, the design of programmable analog Fuzzy Logic Controllers is
addressed hereafter. An improved flexibility of the controllers allows using
them in wide range of applications. Therefore, main topics concerning their
architectures and programmability are discussed.

Lower power consumption, higher speed and reduced silicon die
distinguish analog circuits from their digital counterparts [EiKü96]
[WaDe90], for a given complexity of the intended controller. However, the
parameters defining the controller’s input-output relationships are also
analog values, which must be stored and adapted during programming and/or
tuning. From this point of view, analog controllers are more disadvantageous
than the digital ones if considered the troublesome implementation of analog
memories.

Nevertheless, a trade-off between accuracy and complexity is achieved if
only a finite discrete set of analog parameters is provided. For instance, a
voltage parameter can be settled by using a binary scaled set of currents
sources that yields a discrete set of voltage drops in a linear resistor. Thus,
we can use a digital memory to store the binary representation of each
current within the set. This technique gives rise to the so-called mixed-signal
analog computation circuits, which have been widely used for the
implementation of Artificial Neural Networks and Fuzzy Systems [BaHu97-
98] [MaHo94] [BoTs98] [Espe94] [LePa94] [MaRo98] [VaVi99]. It benefits

107
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from the above mentioned advantages of analog circuits for signal
processing together with the straight viability of digital circuits for storing
purpose only. Certainly, the maximum achievable precision will be limited
when using a finite set of analog parameters. Nonetheless, accuracy is not a
major concern in a considerable number of reported Fuzzy Logic
applications. Moreover, as long as learning procedures are being practiced
the precision of the controller can be further improved.

We are intending programmable controllers with medium accuracy (i.e.
2-4%) and delays below the microsecond. Several Fuzzy Logic applications
requiring such performance figures have been reported. For instance, in
[FrMa98] a PWM DC/DC converter is controlled by using non-linear laws
implemented in a Fuzzy Controller. The controller demands a small number
of rules (i.e. 5 or 6) and fast settling time. This timing constraint makes an
analog implementation of the controller very attractive, as it allows avoiding
the additional delays due to A/D and D/A conversion. Another interesting
application whose requirements can be fulfilled by our controllers is reported
in [MoPi94]. In this, a Fuzzy Controller is used to tune a filter by attempting
to place its frequency response curve within a typical window tolerance. The
frequency response curve does not have to match exactly a given shape as
long as it is found within the window. Therefore, the tolerance of the
window makes relaxing the accuracy needed for the controller. In Chapter 5,
we present another real-time Fuzzy Logic application in the domain of signal
processing: the automatic channel equalization after digital transmission. We
will show that even using a controller with a RMSE rounding 4% the
equalization is achieved. Finally, let us recall that not only performance
constraints justify the implementation of fuzzy algorithms on silicon. For
instance, the need of cost-effective volume productions [OeGr96] [NaVi00]
could also convey to ASIC implementations like the ones presented herein.

This chapter is divided in two sections. In the first one, a small
Zero-Order Takagi-Sugeno’s controller is presented. Only antecedent and
consequent parameters can be programmed whereas the number of rules,
inputs and outputs are fixed. The obtained performance measured in terms of
power consumption, speed and area turns this controller attractive to be used
as an on-chip subsystem. Besides its simplicity, this controller fulfils the
requirements needed for several real-time applications like the ones reported
in [FrMa98] [MoPi94] [BaDi00].

The second part is devoted to the design and test of a more complex
programmable and reconfigurable architecture. In this case, not only
antecedent and consequent parameters are programmable but also the
number of inputs, outputs and rules can be chosen from a maximum limit.
Moreover, with few manipulations of the inputs and outputs signals,
First-Order Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers can also be afforded.
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In both implemented demonstrators, signal processing is performed in the
analog domain, but their programming interfaces behave as static RAMs.
These are easily accessible through a PC parallel port, which allows loading
and verifying the controllers’ parameters.

4.1 A 9-Rule, 2-Input, 1-Output Fuzzy Logic Controller

It has been shown that current-mode processing lends to simple
rule-evaluation and aggregation circuits that can work at a reasonable speed
[BaHu97] [VaVi99] [LePa94]. On the other hand, most reported real-time
applications work in a voltage-mode controlled environment. If some of the
unwanted current-to-voltage and/or voltage-to-current intermediate
converters can be avoided, the delay through cascaded operators may be
even shortened and higher speeds and accuracy achieved. This comment is
interesting to take into consideration when fuzzifier and defuzzifier circuits
are being designed, as these blocks are found at the controller’s input/output
interfaces. Fortunately, the circuits developed for the fuzzifiers
(transconductor) and the output divider (transresistance) of the defuzzifier do
not need extra signal conversion. Thus, they are able to directly interface the
current-mode core of the controller with the voltage-mode environment.

In order to reduce die silicon area and power consumption some building
blocks can be shared without altering their functionality. This is the case of
the membership function circuit, whose output can be distributed through
mirroring and can be used in several rules. On the other hand, the strategy
adopted for the defuzzifying algorithm benefits from the use of only one
divider and one weighting circuit for all rules, as explained in Chapter 3.
This also leads to a low-complexity layout that contributes to improve the
speed of the controller.

4.1.1 Architecture of the Controller

Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of the 2-input, 1-output, 9-rule
singleton controller and highlights the three well-known basic fuzzy
operations: fuzzification, rules evaluation (inference) and defuzzification.
These operations are being performed concurrently. The choice of a Zero-
Order Takagi-Sugeno’s architecture is sustained on the good trade-off
between simplicity and accuracy that this simple fuzzy algorithm holds.

The fuzzifying step is performed by means of the complementary
membership function circuit called CFMF Type-II in Chapter 3. Since it
delivers complementary membership degrees, the MIN inference method
should be reformulated by applying De-Morgan laws and using
complemented T-CoNorms (MAX) operators. Thus:
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A set of three Complementary Fuzzy Membership Functions (CFMF) per
input, being shared by several rules, performs the fuzzification operation.
This allows setting up a grid partition that yields nine rules. Next, nine
2-input complemented MAXIMUM operators perform the rules evaluation
stage. The outputs of the MAXs are complemented to the current Io, which
represents the logical value "one" in (4.1). This current is also the maximum
value that a CFMF delivers at its output (i.e. the tail current of the
transconductors that build the CFMF). After complementing the outputs of
the MAX operators the firing degree of each rule is provided in the form of a
current-signal Ii, for i=1...9.

At the defuzzifier, each current Ii is replicated (n+1) times via unit-gain
mirrors, where n stands for the resolution of the discrete-value of the
consequent singletons of the rules (i.e. n=5). This value is codified
according to the state of the switches Finally, a shared current-
mode digital-to-analog converter (D/A), used as a weighting operator,
together with an analog divider take care of the computation of the Averaged
Weighted Sum (AWS). Hence, the defuzzified output value Vo is:
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where k is a voltage-dimension constant defined by the transfer function of
the divider itself.

4.1.2 Building Blocks: Sizing and Programming Strategies

In our designs, the sizing criterion for the circuits is mainly oriented
towards the achievement of controllers with delays below demanding
an acceptable power consumption and die silicon area. Thus, it is desired
that each fuzzy operator in the signal path presents delays ranging in the
order of one or two hundreds of nanoseconds. Moreover, in view of an
improved transient behavior, some circuits were modified from their
previously presented version. These modifications will be explained and
justified later.

Since programmability is provided to the antecedent and consequent
circuits, the sizing strategy based on strictly minimizing the mismatch errors
[VaVi99] can be relaxed to some extent. This strategy normally conveys to
very large size transistors with increased stray capacitances and,
consequently, with poor transient behavior. Therefore, we mainly prefer to
use medium/small size transistors. This leads to controllers of medium
accuracy where the mismatch errors could be further improved (to some
extent) by subsequent tuning. However, whenever it was possible to reduce
mismatch errors without compromising too much other performance figures
of the circuits (i.e. time behavior, circuits size); or even when reducing
mismatch errors became mandatory for the proper operation of some
circuits, we used larger transistors area.

A common parameter for the whole circuit that must be firstly defined is
the value of the logical "one", corresponding to the tail current Io of the
membership function circuits. The choice of the value of this current is
conditioned by several factors like power consumption, speed, circuit size,
and noise. This is discussed in the following.

Using a large current Io becomes necessary when small delays are being
intended. On one hand, the upper limit for Io is defined by the maximum
admissible power consumption. On the other hand, as long as Io augments
the gate-voltage overdrive of transistors follows the same trend and the
available voltage swing for the signal is reduced, for a given power supply
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value. This effect can be counteracted if larger transistors sizes were adopted
but the silicon area and the stray capacitances would result enlarged.

In Chapter 3 we have demonstrated that the mismatch errors of the
currents delivered by the membership function circuits, are proportional to
the relative mismatch error carried by Io itself. The latter error is, in turn,
inversely proportional to Io. When a small current Io is being set, mismatch
errors could be attenuated by using larger transistors size [PeDu89].
However, this would not only demand more silicon area (even for medium
accuracy controllers) but also the stray capacitances may result considerably
large, which compromises the transient behavior of the circuit.

Another issue that precludes from adopting a very small current Io arises
when noisy devices are contemplated. The rms thermal noise voltage
referred to the gate of transistors is given by:

where expressions (a) and (b) are valid in the saturation and triode region
respectively, K is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature
and is the bandwidth of the circuit where the transistor is being used
[JoMa97]. For a given transistor size its transconductance gm gets smaller as
the biasing current is reduced. Let us consider the case of the input
transistors of the membership function circuit. Suppose we want to uphold a
given noise figure, which upon (4.3) is related to a given gm of the input
transistors of the fuzzifier. However, working with smaller currents would
imply decreasing the input voltage swing of the fuzzifiers if we want to
sustain the same gm and consequently the same noise figure. In such a case,
the input voltage swing would result smaller and a degradation of the input
dynamic range of the membership function could be expected.

In the light of the above discussion and after performing some rough
estimations on current consumption and transient response, we fixed Io to

4.1.2.1 Membership Function Circuit.
Because of its simplicity, the fuzzifier circuit called CFMF Type-II in

Chapter 3 was used. Figure 4.2 illustrates the half of the circuit while
showing in details the schemes adopted for discrete programming of slopes
and knees.

The main specifications to meet are: input range, settling time (i.e.
accordingly we stipulate the bandwidth BW of the fuzzifier),
programmability range (slopes and positions), current consumption and
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silicon area. We summarize hereafter the main items concerning the sizing,
biasing and programming of this fuzzy block.

The input voltage range of the fuzzifiers defines the input voltage range
of the controller. A large input swing allows a large input dynamic range
and, on the other hand, the possibility of performing a fine fuzzy partition
(i.e. large number of fuzzifiers per input). From previous estimations carried
out in Chapter 3 we concluded that, for Vdd=5V, an input voltage range

(i.e. from 1.5V to 4.5V) is achievable with this circuit. This
allows a wide range of slopes and positions for the CFMFs.

To maximize the flexibility of the circuit, the ratio between the maximum
and the minimum available slopes was fixed to Assuming the
minimum slope corresponding to a non-symmetrical membership function
("shoulder type") extended all over the input range, the minimum
transconductance needed is Therefore, the maximum
transconductance is given by Trying to cover the
mentioned slopes range by changing only or Vs1 is not practical.
For this reason we used in combination a set of differently sized transistors
M1 together with a set of discrete values of Vs1 (or equivalently: a set of
currents in the DA1, see Figure 3.2 b)). This, in turn, corresponds to a
set of Vds1 values, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Since Ml must work in the triode region over a wide range of the input
Vin, the maximum value allowed for Vds1 is limited by the input range

(i.e.                      to 10%  of The minimum value for Vds1
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is limited by the minimum artificial offset that the non-symmetrical DA1 is
able to set with a tolerable error at the drain-source terminals of M1. We
have taken as a figure of error a typical random offset of a differential
amplifier Thus, to Thus, must be much greater than Voff.

From the previous calculated limits for gm1 and Vds1, we are able to
estimate the maximum and minimum size for M1. The choice of the channel
length of transistors M1 is a matter of further optimization taking into
account other performance figures like the desired transient behavior (i.e.
parasitic capacitances).

Transistor M2 is aimed to introduce the "knee" of conduction of the
transconductor at approximately Vin=Vk. Therefore, its gate-voltage
overdrive must be negligible.

Transistors Mn1 and Mn2 have been sized to supply the tail current Io
with the compliance needed for allowing the minimum desired input voltage
Vin at the membership function (see section 3.1.4.1 in Chapter 3).

Transistors Mc1, Mp1 and Mp2 have been sized in order to maximize the
signal swing. This has been achieved by choosing for those transistors
appropriate drain-to-source saturation voltages without yielding very large
aspect ratios with increased parasitic capacitances. Cascoded-transistors
Mp1 and Mp2 mirror the output of the CFMF towards the different MAX
blocks where the fuzzifier takes part. For the desired transient response of
the fuzzifier (i.e. settling time of 100ns to 200ns), it should be taken into
account that transistor Mp2 will be loaded by several mirrors (i.e. Cload) as
the membership function is shared by several rules. For this design, we
assumed Cload corresponding to a fan-out of ten, approximately.

The sizing and biasing of the differential amplifier DA1 is conditioned by
the desired transient behavior for the transconductor (i.e. settling time,
bandwidth) and, on the other hand, by the DC specifications (i.e. artificial
offsets). A comprehensive study of the time and frequency response of the
regulated-cascode amplifier can be found in [FlVi97]. Their main conclusion
is that the transition frequency of the loop amplifier must be larger than the
bandwidth of the regulated-cascode amplifier itself. In this way, the dynamic
behavior of the regulated-cascode loop does not tamper with the dynamic
behavior of the main amplifier. However, in our case the constraints for
sizing and biasing the loop amplifier DA1 are more relaxed. On one hand,
since the transconductor is loaded with a diode it features small gain if not
attenuation. On the other hand, the loop amplifier output is buffered with a
source follower. Finally, the transconductor works in open loop.

The choice of the size of transistors Md1, Md2 and the range of the tail
current (see Figure 3.2 b)) are conditioned by AC and DC constraints.
On one hand, the transition frequency of DA1 must be greater than the
bandwidth of the transconductor, for every value of the tail current of DA1,
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which changes upon programming. It should also be considered the
compensation capacitance Ccomp needed at the gate of Md6 for stabilizing
the loop. On the other hand, in order to yield the demanded artificial offsets
(i.e. for

the size of transistors Md1 and Md2 should be sharply
discernible one from each other (i.e. allowing clearly
the generation of those artificial offsets. Md3 and Md4 should be sized in
agreement with the signal swing needed at the gate of Md6. This mirror also
introduces a non-dominant pole that must be located beyond the transition
frequency of the differential amplifier [LaSa94]. Current Ip and transistor
Md6 in Figure 3.2 b) must be estimated so as to shift the output level of the
differential amplifier to the voltage level required at the gate of Mc1 in
Figure 4.2. The choice of Ip is related to the bandwidth needed for the source
follower that must be larger than the bandwidth of the differential amplifier.
After estimating the size of Md5 is derived in order to minimize the
compliance of the tail current source of DA1 and maximize the signal swing.

In view of a uniform allocation of the membership function along the
input Universe of Discourse, a discrete set of uniformly spaced voltages Vk
is required. For this purpose, a binary-scaled set of currents yields an
identically scaled set of voltage drops across a self-biased linear resistor R.
This comprises transistors MR1, MR2 and MR3 in Figure 4.2 [GrTe86]. The
particular connection between these transistors guarantees the triode
operation of MR1. In this way, the value of R is given by [GrTe86]:

The choice of a relatively large R allows minimizing the value of the
current Ik in view of a minimum current consumption. Figure 4.3 shows
some membership function shapes measured with a HP4145 equipment.
Table 4.1 summarizes the features of this circuit.

Concerning the transient behavior of the circuit two step response
simulations (large signal swing) have been carried out with SPICE by setting
the maximum and the minimum transconductance in each one. In both cases
the output current swing was allowed to reach The output of the
circuit has been loaded with a capacitor that represents the load
corresponding to the desired fan-out. Notice from Figure 4.4 a) and b) that
the settling time (i.e. to reach the 90% of the steady state value) ranges from
100ns to 150ns. In Figure 4.4 a), the overshoot at the beginning of the falling
edge is due to a transmission zero present in the transfer function of this
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circuit. Since transistor M1 in Figure 4.2 works in the triode region, its
gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd is not negligible. The magnitude of the
transmission zero is given by the ratio gm1/Cgd, gm1 being the
transconductance of the triode-transistor M1. As gm1 becomes smaller, the
position of the zero is shifted to the low frequencies while conveying the
circuit to get derivative properties. This is the case corresponding to
Figure 4.4 a) where the value of gm1 is the smallest. The occurrence of this
overshoot must not be considered as a drawback. On one hand, in this
simulation the circuit has been driven by an ideal input step with zero rise
and fall times. In a realistic situation, input signals are band-limited. Rise
and fall time are non zero and a smaller overshoot can thus be expected. On
the other hand, the circuits following the membership functions (i.e.
MINIMUM or complemented MAXIMUM) impel the propagation of this
overshoot towards the subsequent stages.
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According to Figure 4.4, rise and fall times limit the maximum
achievable speed of the CFMF. These delays are associated to the time
constant of the CFMF output node whose large capacitive load Cload is due
to the multiple mirrors distributing the current delivered by the fuzzifier.

4.1.2.2 MAXIMUM Circuit.
The Lazzaro’s WTA-MAX circuit presented in Chapter 3 was adopted

for the T-CoNorm operator. However, some modifications have been
introduced in order to speed up the transient response of this circuit.

Figure 4.5 a) shows the complete schematic of this operator including the
circuit that complements its output. The latter comprises Mio1, Mio2, which
convey Io, and replicas of transistors M4 and M5 that convey Imax. This is
needed for transforming the maximum into the minimum according to (4.1).
It can be noticed that two extra diode-connected transistors M2 and M3 have
been connected in series at each input. Without these diodes, the gate voltage
of transistor M1 would fall more deeply under the loser condition of the
corresponding cell. This is because, in a loser cell, transistors M4 and M5
are kept in the triode region whereas transistor M1 is switched off. To avoid
this effect, those diodes introduce a supplementary voltage drop of at least
2VTn that boosts up the voltage level at the gate of transistors M1 of the
loser cell. In this way, the recovery time of the cell (when the cell passes
from loser to winner) is improved. This is now possible because the voltage
swing needed to reach the voltage level that switch M1 on is considerably
reduced.

The improvement introduced in this circuit can be appreciated in
Figure 4.6 c). It shows several transient SPICE simulations that have been
performed by replacing the diodes by an ideal voltage source E whose value
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is allowed to change. Notice that a reduction of 60ns in the recovery delay
together with a smaller undershoot can be achieved if E is set high enough.

A practical limit for the maximum tolerable E value is determined by the
threshold voltage VTn of M1, taking also into account the spreading of the
latter parameter. As shown in Figure 4.6 b), in the loser cells, the
gate-to-source voltage drop of M1 must remain smaller than VTn.
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Transistors size and bias should be correctly set in view of the proper
operation of the circuit over the whole range of the input currents. This is
accomplished if the following relation is held for any value of the input
current Iin

where n accounts for the Body effect whereas all transistors are assumed
being biased in strong inversion.

Notice that M5 does not take part in the above relation. Its aspect ratio
can be chosen so as to keep its active area (W×L) considerably large. This
warrants small mirroring mismatch errors. However, an upper limit for the
size of M5 is imposed by the transient performance desired for the cell. The
output common node of the MAX circuit is loaded with the gate-to-source
capacitance of transistors M5 When the number of inputs of the
circuit is large (i.e. N-input MAX), this node results considerably loaded and
the transient behavior of the circuit deteriorated.

Transistor M4 must hold a relatively small saturation drain-to-source
voltage that allows maximizing the signal swing. This transistor is
aimed for cascoding in order to improve the systematic mirroring error.

Diode transistors M2 and M3 should be sized as large as possible in order
to minimize their gate-voltage overdrive. This ensures the desired signal
swing at the input branches in accordance with the drain-to-source voltage
drops demanded by transistors M4 and M5. However, an upper limit for the
size of those diode transistors is given by their time constant (the ratio
between their gate-to-source capacitance and their transconductance) that
must remain smaller than the maximum delay expected for the cell.

Finally, the size of transistor M1 must be chosen in order to satisfy (4.5)
for every value of the input signal Iin within its range.

For a 2-input MAXIMUM circuit transient simulations performed for
different input conditions reveal total delays shorter than 50ns. Figure 4.5 b)
shows a DC simulation of a 2-input MAX circuit for the whole range of the
input currents. Table 4.2 summarizes the performance of this circuit.
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4.1.2.3 Defuzzifier: Singletons, Weighting D/A and Divider.
Figure 4.7 a) shows an array of 5+1 unit-gain cascoded current mirrors

corresponding to a discrete singleton in Figure 4.1. At each mirror,
cascode-transistor Mc1 ensures low systematic errors.

Each singleton in Figure 4.7 a) represents to the previous MAXIMUM
circuit, which furnishes the current Ii, a load capacitance of in
parallel with a diode resistance Thus, the size of Mc2 results
after trading low mismatch errors (i.e. large Mc2 area) for short delays. With
the adopted size for Mc2, the simulated settling time for a singleton reaches
to 20ns for an input step ranging from to

Figure 4.7 b) shows the circuit of the weighting D/A, which comprises a
set of five independent binary-scaled current mirrors that sum their currents
in a common output node. In Chapter 3, it has been demonstrated that the
mismatch errors introduced by each bit of the D/A depend on the weight of
the bit. We profited from this property for sizing each mirror of the D/A
independently by assigning larger transistor areas to the bits that introduce
the larger fraction of the total mismatch error. However, the maximum size
for the transistors of the D/A is constrained by the desired transient response
according to the time constant of each mirror. The simulated D/A settling
time reaches to 60ns for an input step Ii ranging from to

The choice of consequent singletons smaller than one is sustained on
the saving on current consumption that can be achieved. On the other hand,
the divider can be optimally sized and biased because its inputs ID and IN
can, consequently, range evenly. In the opposite case with singletons
for a 5-bit resolution and a 1V output swing, the difference (Vb1–Vbo)
should be set to 32.2mV to manage representing the maximum quotient
IN/ID=31. Thus, the biasing of the divider would become delicate.

Concerning the divider shown in Figure 4.8 a), it has been sized in order
to allow the input currents IN, ID to range from 0 to The maximum
input current was estimated under the assumption of three
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simultaneous fired rules with the maximum firing degree (i.e. The
choice of (Vb1–Vbo)=1V gives rise to a 1V output swing. For the given
input/output ranges, the size of transistors M1,2,3 and the maximum drain-
to-source voltage drops that warrants their triode operation are
mutually constrained by the following relationship:

A high yields smaller transistors M1,2,3 aspect ratio with reduced
parasitic capacitances. The relative incidence of the mismatch of transistors
M4,5,6 on the triode-transistors Vds mismatch is also reduced. However, in
this case, Vbo, and consequently Vb1 should be increased in order to sustain
the triode condition of M1,2,3. Therefore, the mobility reduction in the latter
transistors is stressed. In contrast, a low allows smaller M1,2,3 gate
voltages while relaxing the mobility reduction. Nonetheless, the aspect ratio
of triode transistors grows leading to increased stray capacitances. In
addition, for a low the mismatch of the threshold voltages of
transistors in the middle layer (M4,5,6) strongly affects the matching
properties of the drain-to-source voltage drops of the triode transistors.

The transient behavior of the divider is considerably affected by the stray
capacitances of the triode transistors. Increasing their aspect ratio makes
proportionally increase their stray capacitances. However, the current at the
central branch does not increase in the same proportion. Thus, large size
triode transistors yield larger delays. On the other hand, the use of large area
triode transistors is encouraged for the mismatch and noise reduction. In
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summary, the actual size of transistors M1,2,3 is defined after trading speed,
systematic errors and mismatch errors.

As commented in Chapter 3, by cascoding the upper PMOS mirror of the
divider its systematic gain error and offset are minimized. This is achieved
by means of the low-compliance cascode configuration shown in Figure 4.8
a) (M7 to M12). On the other hand, it is desirable that the time constant
introduced by this mirror remains lower than the expected settling time for
the divider. Thus, M7-M12 must be kept operating in strong inversion. This
also ensures small mirroring errors.

Transistors M4,5,6 become responsible of the equalization of the
drain-to-source voltage drops Vds of the triode-transistors M1,2,3. Bearing
in mind that the correct operation of this translinear circuit lies mainly on the
good matching conditions of triode-transistors M1,2,3, biasing M4,5,6 in
strong inversion while keeping their areas relatively large is also
recommended.

Figure 4.9 a) shows some measured and calculated characteristic curves
of the divider. In Figure 4.9 b) the relative errors are shown.

The settling time of the divider is obviously affected by the capacitive
load at its output. Since this circuit is the last stage of the controller, the use
of a buffer is recommended for dealing with large capacitive loads. The
circuit of the buffer, which corresponds to a single-stage OTA, is shown in
Figure 4.8 b). It has been calculated in order to yield a 1 Vpp step on 5pF in a
20ns settling time, approximately. Figure 4.10 shows a SPICE transient
simulation of the cascade divider-buffer. It can be noticed that the settling
time of the divider itself (Vout-div.) results near to 60 ns.
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Table 4.3 summarizes the performance of the set of circuits belonging to
the defuzzifier stage, including the output buffer.

4.1.3        Test Results of the 9-Rule Controller

Figure 4.11 shows a block diagram corresponding to the measurement
set-up used for testing the prototype. The DC characterization has been
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carried out with the HP4145B equipment that furnishes the voltage sweeps
for the inputs Vin1, Vin2 of the controller while measuring its output Vout.
The controller is programmed from a PC through a parallel port that outputs
the antecedent and consequent digital codes. Stored data can also be read
from the PC in order to verify the correct working of the internal shift
registers of the chip. The measured analog data is retrieved through the
HPIB bus to the PC. The transient characterization of the controller was
performed by measuring the settling time of the controller’s output in
response to an input voltage step supplied by the pulse generator HP8112A.

Figure 4.12 a) shows the rules map and the digital codes of the
consequent singletons that correspond to a particular non-linear transfer
function, which is widely used in Control applications. Fuzzy labels defined
for each input variable are sketched around the rules map. For clarity, direct
membership functions are shown but the controller actually works with the
corresponding complementary ones (CFMF). Figure 4.12 b) shows the
values of relevant electrical parameters of the controller as well as the loaded
digital codes of the membership functions parameters for both inputs.

Figure 4.13 a) illustrates the target output surface, which has been
approximated after further manipulation of the nominal digital values of
some parameters previously defined in Figure 4.12 a) and b). This task has
been accomplished by simple inspection, without following a formal
adapting strategy. Figure 4.13 b) shows the measured output surface. The
relative errors between target and measured surfaces are shown in
Figure 4.13 c). These errors vary along the input domain but the magnitude
of most of them is found within a ±4% tolerance. This is shown by the
histogram in Figure 4.13 d). However, error peaks near 7% can also be
found. Taking a close look at Figure 4.13 c) one can realize that most error
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peaks are found at the boundaries of the fuzzy clusters (rules). This is
normally due to misplacement of the fuzzifiers or mismatch between their
slopes.
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In a wide range of applications, instead of estimating local deviations, the
precision of the controller is typified by means of the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE). This error figure gives an idea on the global accuracy of the
controller. Calling N the total number of measured points at the output
surface, the RMSE is defined as:

For the case of Figure 4.13 a) and b) the RMSE reaches to 27mV that
referred to the full-scale output swing gives rise to a 2.7% "global" accuracy.
To get an idea about the mismatch errors due to the technological parameters
spreading, the characterization of the statistical deviation between samples
has also been addressed. Several prototypes holding the same settings have
been measured. At each point of the input space the mean value and the
standard deviation have been calculated as follows:

where x and y stand for Vin1 and Vin2, respectively, whereas P is the
number of tested samples. Since the above figures depend on the value of the
inputs, the distribution of the standard deviation has been characterized.
While most values of are smaller than 0.055V (5.5%), the standard
deviation features a peak of 0.062V (6.2%) and a mean of 0.035V (3.5%).

Finally, the transient behavior of the controller has been characterized by
measuring its large and small swing step responses. In Figure 4.14 a) a
500mVpp step applied to one input yields a 100mVpp step at the output. The
other input is held constant. The measured delay reaches to 70ns and the rise
time (i.e. to reach the 90% of the steady state value) to 120ns. Thus, the total
settling time reaches to 190ns (90% of the steady state value). In Figure 4.14
b), a 3Vpp step was applied at the input whereas the controller outputs a
500mVpp step in 450ns (90% of the steady state value), which encompass
180ns of delay plus 270ns of rise time. The measured current consumption
of this controller rises to 2.68mA.
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4.1.3.1 Discussion.
Let us discuss the differences between the measured spreading figures

and the ones estimated in section 3.4 of Chapter 3. Several aspects must be
taken into account for a comparison. Firstly, the controller model used in
section 3.4 is a simplified version. It does not take into account, for instance,
the analog circuits used for programming and biasing the fuzzy blocks.
Moreover, we must also consider a certain amount of mismatch due to the
long distance between devices that has been neglected for the simulations.
Therefore, the non-modeled mismatches do certainly add to a larger
dispersion figure than the one estimated in that section.

In order to detect the critical blocks that yield the larger error fractions let
us now consider the measured RMSE. One can assume that after tuning the
remaining errors are due to mismatch only. Under this assumption, we can
use the results of the simulations performed in section 3.4 in order to
distribute the total error between the different blocks. In this way, the
contribution of each block to the total measured RMSE (2.7%) is:

The divider becomes thus the critical block affecting the precision of the
controller. Increasing the accuracy of the divider (i.e. by working with
higher denominator currents and/or using larger transistors active area) will
certainly improve all error figures. Fortunately, since it is only one circuit,
the impact on the total size and consumption of the controller will be quite
low if the proposed solutions are introduced.

In general, RMSE and relative errors can be further improved by
increasing the resolution of the antecedent and consequent parameters (i.e. in
view of a fine tuning) and/or using transistors with larger active area for
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minimizing mismatch errors. Certainly, those solutions impact strongly on
the size of the controller and the total storage capacity needed in a
mixed-signal design philosophy. Anyhow, the measured error figures of this
controller fulfill the requirements for the kind of applications quoted at the
beginning of this chapter. However, if more accurate controllers are needed,
one should orient the design towards the minimization of the deviations,
specially in the case when the controller works in open loop (i.e.
non-linearities correction of sensors using fuzzy networks [HuKe95]).

Considering the transient behavior of the controller we perform in the
following an intuitive analysis in order to identify critical sources of delay.
For this purpose, we have modeled each block in the chain of the controller
as a first-order system holding a settling time (large signal) equivalent to the
one obtained by simulations for each block in the previous sections. After a
step response MATLAB simulation, we could notice that the output of the
controller reaches 90% of the steady state value in approximately 330ns.
One can assign the difference between measured and simulated total delays
(large signal) to several issues that have not been modeled for the simulation.
On one hand, the extra delays introduced by the routing stray capacitances
and other stray capacitances present in the actual layout may represent a
considerable fraction of the total measured delay (i.e. just consider the
technology that was used). On the other hand, particularly in non-linear
circuits, the delay of each block depends on the working conditions and
excitation of the block (i.e. signals swing, biasing, etc). It is highly probable
that the blocks working conditions assumed for the transient simulation do
not match the actual working conditions of the same blocks in the chip,
which are hardly difficult to identify. Finally, the actual load capacitance at
the output buffer during measurements may have been larger than the one
estimated for the simulation.

According to the simulation result, the distribution of the total delay
among the cascaded fuzzy blocks gives rise to the following individual
contributions in percent:

Since the CFMFs are multiple-output, they are considerably loaded, as
analyzed in the corresponding previous section. Thus, these circuits are the
critical sources of delay. A solution that may improve the transient behavior
of the fuzzifiers consists in using active mirrors (i.e. buffered mirrors) for
distributing the output current of the CFMF. In this way, the total current
consumption and area will be increased by the extra amount demanded by
the active mirrors only (one per fuzzifier).
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4.1.4 Summary and Comparison with Other Approaches

Figure 4.15 shows the microphotograph of the controller. Its core
occupies including the digital circuits, which represent almost 50%
of the total area. Since digital data is stored in serially loading shift registers
(one for the antecedents and another for the consequents), the external digital
interface of the chip comprises only two bits. Table 4.4 summarizes the main
measured features of this demonstrator.
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According to the latter table, the processing speed of this controller
ranges from 2.22 to 5.26 MFLIPs (Mega Fuzzy Logic Inference per Second).
This feature must be taken as a proof of the optimal strategy adopted for the
design, namely the avoidance of intermediate current-to-voltage and/or
voltage-to-current converters, the reduced complexity of the defuzzifier and
the simplicity of the divider. Other relevant figures could be mentioned: 1.5
mW of power consumption per rule, a relatively low power-delay product of
5.6 nWs and 153 bits of memory needed for completely programming the
chip. These measured performances render this controller attractive for being
used as embedded subsystem for medium-speed, medium-accuracy and low-
power applications.

Table 4.5 reveals the main features of other approaches found in the
literature. Before performing any comparison however, it should be taken
into account the different number of rules, inputs, outputs and, above all, the
different technologies that have been employed for implementing the
demonstrators in each case. In addition, the lack of key information in some
of the cited references should be noticed.
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4.2 A 27-Rule General-Purpose Programmable and
Reconfigurable Analog Fuzzy Logic Controller

So far, we have demonstrated the functionality and modularity of the
discrete-programming fuzzy blocks for a low-complexity non-reconfigurable
Zero-Order controller. One step ahead, a more general architecture that
overcomes, to some extent, the mentioned lack of flexibility is presented
hereafter. It features the following characteristics:

Programmable number of inputs and FMFs per input.
Programmable number of outputs.
Programmable number of rules.
Programmable antecedent and consequent parameters.
Support of Zero-Order and First-Order Takagi-Sugeno algorithms.
On-chip digital storage.

First-Order Takagi-Sugeno algorithm yields better function
approximations: the output surfaces are continuous and smooth while
keeping better accuracy, as required for some applications. Moreover, given
a function to approximate, the number of rules and the total number of
parameters are further reduced compared to the needs of a Zero-Order
controller. To our knowledge, no analog implementation of First-Order
algorithms has been reported in the literature. This represents a good reason
to investigate its feasibility. It will be shown later that with little
manipulations of signals, the circuits already used in the previous controller
can also be employed to configure a First-Order TS’s controller.

Much effort has been put in achieving full programmability while
minimizing the digital storing capacity needed. This represents in most cases
a significant amount of silicon area devoted only for programming rather
than for signal processing. In our case, an acceptable flexibility has been
achieved with a relatively small size memory, if compared with others
approaches. This is the result of the architecture that has been employed,
which allows an optimal interface between the functional blocks and exploits
the operator-sharing philosophy.

However, the long-channel technology that has been used constrains the
capacity of the controller for a given tolerable chip area and power
consumption. Nonetheless, the physical design was oriented to be easily
scalable into a most modern CMOS technology that permits a larger
integration density.
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4.2.1 Architecture of the General-Purpose Fuzzy Logic Controller

Figure 4.16 illustrates the block diagram of a general mixed-signal
architecture corresponding to a controller with M rules, N inputs, Q Zero-
Order outputs and one First-Order output. It comprises mainly F independent
Complementary Fuzzy Membership Function circuits (CFMF) arranged in
two banks (for layout optimization), followed by a Switch Matrix. This
distributes the membership function outputs between the different T-Norm*
operators. Each T-Norm, built by complemented MAXIMUM T-CoNorm
circuits, corresponds to one rule. In addition, the T-Norms must support as
many inputs as the maximum number of inputs Vin is contemplated for the
controller (see Figure 2.9 in Chapter 2). The number of inputs of the T-
Norms can be programmed, as will be explained later.

Considering that normally more than one membership function per input
Vin is needed, it turns out that F must be greater than N. The inputs of all
CFMFs circuits are left available off-chip. In this way, for a given number of

* For simplicity, along this section we will reference the MAXIMUM circuits as the T-Norms
instead of complemented T-CoNorms.
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inputs Vin desired in the controller, the number of membership functions per
input Vin can be externally defined by wiring. In short, to configure a
desired number x of inputs Vin, the inputs of the used CFMFs must be
grouped in x groups (by off-chip wiring) whereas the T-Norms must be
programmed so as to support the same number x of inputs.

At the consequent parts of the rules, the singletons are staked in Q
columns. The number of singleton columns matches the number of
Zero-Order outputs (Q). Each singletons column comprises M independent
singletons in accordance with the number of rules M. Like in the former
controller, the outputs of the singletons in a column are column-wise
summed. On the other hand, each MAX circuit provides Q identical current
signals that after being complemented represent the firing degree of the same
rule. The complementing operation is not shown in Figure 4.16. The Q
identical firing degrees of each rule are distributed between the Q singletons
common to the same rule but belonging to the Q different columns (or
belonging to the Q different Zero-Order outputs). For each column of
singletons there is one weighting D/A and one divider that perform
weighting and normalization respectively. Each divider delivers the
defuzzified value of each Zero-Order output of the controller.

To configure the First-Order output all Zero-Order outputs are summed
in a common Q-input voltage adder. At the same time, each active input Vin
of the controller is connected to the reference input Vb1 of each divider (see
Figure 4.8 a)). This is not represented in Figure 4.16. It is intended to avoid
the use of multipliers and it will be explained later.

Similar to the 9-rule controller the external signal interface in this
architecture remains voltage-input voltage-output. The internal analog
processing is carried out in current mode, with the exemption of the
distribution of the membership functions’ outputs among the several rules,
which is now accomplished in voltage mode. The reasons of this innovation
will be explained later in the section dedicated to the MAXIMUM operators.

The parameters of the membership functions (antecedent parameters), the
values of the singletons (consequent parameters) and the configuration of the
controller (the rule base and the number of inputs of the T-Norms) are
independently programmable by means of three independent distributed
RAMs. They are represented by shaded blocks in Figure 4.16. The digital
memories are built by D flip-flops arranged in different shift registers that
make easy the distribution of the stored bits among the different
programmable blocks. Moreover, the use of shift registers prevents to
dedicate a large number of input/output pads that would be necessary if
classical matrix-arranged RAMs were used.

Aside the technological constraints that limit the capability of the
implemented demonstrator, our controller holds almost all the characteristics
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needed for a flexible mixed-signal architecture. In the fabricated prototype,
N was set to 5, F to 16, Q to 3, M to 27 and the singletons resolution n to 5.

Considering that we are dealing with a general-purpose controller, the
optimization of power consumption and silicon area led the design. Since
some of the building blocks and programming circuits have been already
used for the former 9-rule controller we will mainly address the novelties
that have been introduced in this one.

4.2.1.1 Membership Function Circuit.
In this case, we have chosen the CFMF Type-I detailed in Chapter 3.

Although it occupies a larger silicon area, owing to its symmetry the
systematic errors are smaller than in the CFMF Type-II. Similar
considerations than in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.2.1 have been taken into
account for sizing, biasing and programming the circuit.

Nevertheless, in contrast to the former controller the output current is not
replicated with mirrors as many times as the same circuit is being shared by
different rules. With reference to Figure 4.2, the gate voltage of transistor
Mp2 is now the signal representing the output of the CFMF. This signal is
routed using a single wire towards the different T-Norms operators (the
different rules) where the corresponding CFMF takes part. In this way, the
routing space requirements are minimized. Moreover, with the avoidance of
current mirrors for distributing the output of the CFMFs, the accuracy of the
controller is improved because mirroring errors are eliminated.

Figure 4.17 shows some measured curves corresponding to this
membership function. Notice that the attainable slope range remains large.
The transient behavior was also characterized by simulations and in all cases
the settling time (90% of the steady state value) remains in the order of
150ns.
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In the fabricated controller, there are two CFMF banks, each one
comprising eight membership function circuits. Each bank is independently
programmable by two 144-bit shift registers wherein digital values of the
CFMF slopes and crossover points, codified through 18 bits, are serially
loaded and stored. Thus, for programming purpose the CFMFs block
demands only two external pins for data loading.

4.2.1.2 MAXIMUM Operator Circuit.
The mixed-mode MAXIMUM circuit explained in section 3.2.2 of

Chapter 3 has been chosen for this implementation. In Figure 4.18 input
currents I1…IN are supposed to be the outputs of the CFMFs taking part in a
rule. In this circuit, one can select the inputs to be processed by the
MAXIMUM operator by means of the switches sw2_1…sw2_N. In this
way, the number of inputs of the MAXIMUM can be adapted to the number
of inputs Vin configured in the controller (Vin1... VinN in Figure 4.16).

The most important feature of this circuit resides in the fact that it can
handle voltage inputs while delivering a current output. In this way, the
interface with the membership functions is simplified. Each CFMF in the
banks of the controller (see Figure 4.16) conveys its output current to its own
PMOS cascoded-diode (Mp1_i, Mp2_i). Then, by simply wiring, the voltage
drop at the latter mentioned diode can be distributed among the several rules
where the same CFMF takes part. In addition, this MAXIMUM circuit also
fulfils the interface requirements with the subsequent defuzzification stage.
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In the latter, the aggregation and weighting of the singletons are performed
in current mode, as already explained in section 3.3.1.

Figure 4.19 depicts the detailed schematic of an input cell of the N-input
MAXIMUM circuit. It also includes the PMOS and NMOS cascoded diodes,
common to all cells in the MAXIMUM circuit (Mpc1, Mpc2 and Mnc1,
Mnc2 in Figure 4.18). For the correct operation of this circuit the following
issues must be considered. Firstly, the cascoded-diodes (Mp1_i, Mp2_i) (one
diode per membership function) and (Mpc1, Mpc2) (one diode per MAX)
must be correctly matched. Therefore, in the layout, they must be placed one
close to each other. Secondly, the offset of the amplifiers A1...AN must be
minimized so as to keep the propagation error as small as possible. Finally, a
relatively high gain for the amplifiers A1...AN warrants a good
discrimination capability for this circuit.

Figure 4.20 a) shows a DC nested-sweeps simulation for a two-input
MAXIMUM circuit. Figure 4.20 b) illustrates its transient behavior. For the
latter simulation, the common-node C was loaded with a capacitor that
represents the load of a 5-input MAXIMUM circuit. The settling time
remains in the order of 150ns. Table 4.6 summarizes the performance of the
MAXIMUM operator.

With reference to Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19 shows the schematic of an
amplifier A (M2 to M12), the PMOS source-follower transistor (M1, or
M1_i in Figure 4.18), the switch transistor Msw2 (sw2_i in Figure 4.18) and
an extra switch transistor per cell Msw1 (not shown in Figure 4.18). Since
the number of active cells in the MAXIMUM operator must be adapted to
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match the number of desired inputs Vin at the Fuzzy Controller, each cell is
connected or disconnected to the common-node C through the switch
transistor Msw2. In order to save current consumption, when a particular cell
does not take part to the MAXIMUM it is also disconnected from Vdd by
means of the switch Msw1. Both switches are driven by the binary signal EB
stored in memory.

Considering that the non-inverting inputs of the amplifiers A are
connected to the gate of a PMOS cascoded diode tied to Vdd
(Mp2_1...Mp2_N in Figure 4.18), these input voltages result relatively high.
Thus, the use NMOS input differential pairs for A1...AN is preferred, as
shown in Figure 4.19. On the other hand, since the common-node C in
Figure 4.18 is connected to the inverting inputs of the amplifiers, the DC
output level of A1...AN must be shifted down. This is accomplished by the
additional NMOS level shifter M12 in Figure 4.19. This strategy prevents
M2, in Figure 4.19, to get out the saturation region [CaRa00]. Finally, a
compensation capacitor at the drain of M2 guarantees a
first-order behavior of the cell without ringing.
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4.2.1.3 Switch Matrix and Configuration of the Controller.
Let us assume a controller with a total number of F membership function

circuits a maximum of N inputs Vin and M rules. In order to distribute
adequately the outputs of the shared membership functions between the
different rules several approaches could be considered. Figure 4.21 shows
three possible realizations of the switch matrix that are explained in the
following.

In Figure 4.21 a) T-Norms have N inputs. An analog switch matrix with
F inputs and M×N outputs gives rise to a maximum of flexibility. It allows
connecting any membership function’s output to any T-Norm’s input of any
rule. The total number of bits required to configure the matrix rises to
M×F×N plus M×N additional bits to configure the T-Norms in accordance to
the number of inputs Vin (not shown in the figure) intended for the
controller. For instance, in our case we have F=16, N=5 and M=27. Thus,
the storage capacity needed for the configuration would be equal to 2295 bits
while requiring 2160 analog pass gates in the switch matrix (an analog pass
gate comprises a pair of NMOS and PMOS transistors connected in parallel).
However, this situation is quite unrealistic because in practical applications
no membership function takes part in all rules defined in the controller.
Moreover, if this option was implemented, each membership function circuit
would be excessively loaded with a total capacitance corresponding to
Ct=M×N×Co. In the latter expression, Co represents the mean capacitance
value of the routing wires connecting each membership function circuit to
each corresponding pass gate of the cross-matrix. For example, let us
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consider that Co=50fF. In our case (M=27, N=5), Ct would rise to 6.75pF.
Therefore, the membership functions output should be buffered with the
subsequent increment of the power consumption and silicon area.

A second option is shown in Figure 4.21 b). It consists in building
T-Norms operators supporting up to F inputs whereas all CFMFs outputs in
the banks are directly connected to one input of all T-Norms of all rules.
Thus, each T-Norm would require F cells like the one shown in Figure 4.19.
In this case, the total number of bits needed for configuration is equal to
M×F (432 in our case). No pass gate would be needed in the matrix (wired).
The participation or not of a CFMF in a rule is decided by programming the
corresponding bit EB (see Figure 4.19) at the corresponding F-input T-Norm
operator. The load capacitance for each CFMF output is now
Ct=M×Co=1.35pF. Hence, the size and current consumption demanded by
the CFMF’s buffers, if used, are diminished with respect to the former
option. Nevertheless, this solution remains sub-optimal. On one hand, the F-
input T-Norm becomes a large circuit, with an impoverished transient
behavior, while demanding increased surface. On the other hand, as stated
above, the participation of a given CFMF in all rules of the controller never
happens in practical applications. In conclusion, a T-Norm handling F inputs
results over sized and inefficient.

Figure 4.21 c) illustrates the third alternative. This is a more practical
variant of the two previously explained ones. It consists in adopting a wired
switch matrix while using programmable N-input T-Norm operators, with
N<F. In this case the distribution of the CFMF’s outputs between the
different T-Norms of the rules is performed randomly but assuring a uniform
and equilibrated participation of each CFMF in the whole set of rules. On the
other hand, the random distribution of the CFMF’s outputs must warrant the
possibility of configuring some complete set of rules covering the whole
input Universe of Discourse (two and three-input controllers supporting full
grid partitions, for instance). This is the actual implemented option in our
controller. However, the maximum number of inputs Vin of the controller is
now limited by the maximum number of cells in the T-Norm (N). In our
case, after fixing N=5 and M=27, the storing capacity required for
configuration becomes equal to 135 bits. On the other hand, the random
wired matrix ensures grid partitions for:

2-input, 3 Zero-Order output, 5-CFMF per input, 25-rule controllers,
2-input, 1 First-Order output, 5-CFMF per input, 25-rule controllers,
3-input, 3 Zero-Order output, 3-CFMF per input, 27-rule controllers,

and tree and scatter partitions for:
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4-input, 3 Zero-Order output controllers,
5-input, 3 Zero-Order output controllers.

4.2.1.4      Consequent Singleton Columns and Defuzzifier.
Like in the former controller, we implemented the defuzzifier following

the "common-weighting" strategy. Each singleton comprises (5+1) mirror
transistors. Let us recall that an extra mirror must be provided at each
singleton in order to compute the denominator current of each divider. The
circuits used for the singletons, the weighting D/As, the dividers and the
output buffers are similar to the ones used in the previous controller. Some
of them have been resized. Particularly, the dividers and the output buffers
have been modified in order to attain a 2V output voltage swing.

In the divider shown in Figure 4.8 a), the size of transistors belonging to
the right column has been halved with respect to the corresponding
transistors in the central and left columns. In this way, according to the
general expression developed in Chapter 3 (k=1/2), we can double the output
voltage swing while holding the same bias voltages values Vb1 and Vbo.

Finally, an enhanced version of the OTA buffer following the divider was
sized to allow an input common-mode range and output swing of 2V. The
differences with respect to the scheme in Figure 4.8 b) rest on the fact that
transistors Mb4 to Mb9 and Mb1 have been cascoded in order to improve the
systematic offset and the finite-gain error. Concluding, Table 4.7
summarizes the performance of the circuits of the defuzzifier stage.
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4.2.1.5 Implementation of the First-Order Output.
Let us remind from Chapter 2 that in First-Order Takagi-Sugeno’s

inference systems the consequents of the rules are linear combinations of the
inputs of the controller. In our implementation, it is possible to configure a
2-input, 1-output, 25-rule programmable controller of this type. Since there
are three independent singletons columns we can use one of them to program
the constant terms of the linear expressions of the consequents. The two
others columns can be used for programming the coefficients multiplying the
inputs variables Vin in the linear expression of the consequents. This
situation is clarified in Figure 4.22 that illustrates the three singletons
columns with their corresponding weighting D/A and divider. When the
switches sw1 and sw2 are set to Vb1, the controller yields three independent
Zero-Order outputs, namely Vout0, Vout1 and Vout2. In the opposite case,
when the switches are set to the controllers’ inputs Vin1 and Vin2, the
First-Order output is retrieved after the adder. This sums the outputs of the
dividers to deliver the signal Vout in Figure 4.22.

Let us assume a First-Order controller with two inputs, Vin1 and Vin2,
and M rules. The linear expression for the consequent of the rule i can be
written as:
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It turns out that the defuzzified output value of the M-rule First-Order
controller is given by:

where Ii is the firing degree of rule i. It can be noticed from (4.10) that this
operation implies the use of analog multipliers to multiply the controllers’
inputs by their corresponding averaged coefficients of the consequent linear
expressions. On the other hand, a 3-input voltage-mode adder is also needed
to get the final defuzzified value Vout for the First-Order controller
configuration.

However, multipliers in (4.10) can be straightforwardly avoided by
exploiting the entire transfer function of the divider itself (see section
3.3.1.1). In fact, if the inputs Vb1 of the dividers in the central and right
columns in Figure 4.22 are modulated by inputs Vin1, Vin2 respectively, the
multiplication operation is naturally performed (if input and output signals
are referred to Vbo). Thus, the output of these two dividers becomes now
equal to:

On the other hand, trying to perform in voltage mode the addition
operation requested by (4.10) requires additional input buffers, if the typical
inverting configuration with an operational amplifier is used. This is shown
in Figure 4.23 a). Buffering the inputs of the adder becomes necessary in
order to prevent loading the dividers’ output. Indeed, even if the resistors R
were implemented by using the typical four-transistors transresistive array,
the adder’s inputs would demand a DC current component. If no buffers
were provided these DC currents should be supplied by the dividers.
Consequently, the translinear relationships in (4.11) would be no longer
accomplished.
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4.2.1.6 Novel MOST-Only Multiple-Input Voltage Adder.
To overcome the problem explained above and based on the circuit of our

divider [DuVe98], a new high input impedance multiple-input adder was
designed. It is a much simpler circuit than the above mentioned classical
approach and it is illustrated in Figure 4.23 b). In the latter, Q independent
input voltages V1...VQ are applied to the gates of the Q triode-operating
transistors Mi1...MiQ at the left column. The latter transistors are equally
sized to the triode-transistors M2 and M3 in the other two columns.
Transistors M4, M7 and M10 are also Q times up-scaled with respect to their
homologues at the same layer. Upon ideal matching conditions, calling the
current gain of any triode transistor and Vds its equalized drain-to-source
voltage drop, we can write:

where is the drain current of transistor M2 and n accounts for the Body
effect. After replacing expression (4.12) (a) in (4.12) (b) and (c) we have:
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Therefore, if input and output voltages are referred to Vbo, a Q-input
voltage adder is obtained. Additionally, the values of the currents IN, ID can
be set according to the desired output swing for the adder.

A three-input version of this circuit has been integrated in the controller
and measured. Figure 4.24 a) and b) show the measured DC characteristic
and the relative errors for several input conditions, respectively. Currents IN
and ID have been set to and respectively, whereas Vbo has been
set to 1.5V. Therefore, a 2V output voltage swing has been reached for
Vdd=5V. Notice from Figure 4.24 a) the relatively high swing allowed to the
input voltages (~2V). Figure 4.24 b) attests that the relative errors can be
kept below ±2%. Table 4.8 summarizes the main features of this circuit.

4.2.2 Test Results of the General-Purpose 27-Rule Fuzzy Controller

The measurement set-up for testing this prototype is the same as used for
the previous controller (see Figure 4.11). This controller has been first
configured as a Zero-Order type. The DC and statistical deviation
characterizations have been performed. Then, a First-Order Takagi-Sugeno’s
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controller has been configured, measured and compared against a
Zero-Order type that attempts to perform the same input-output relationship.
Closing up this section the measured transient response of the controller is
presented.

4.2.2.1 Zero-Order Controller: DC Test.
A 25-rule 2-input, 5-label per input 1-output, Zero-Order TS’s controller

has been first configured in the chip. Two different sets of singletons
corresponding to the two different test functions mentioned above have been
loaded. Figure 4.25 a) shows the fuzzy grid partition of the input space
together with the rules map, which are kept identical for both testing
functions. Figure 4.25 b) shows the electrical settings of the controller as
well as the digital codes that define the membership shapes of the five
fuzzifiers {NB, N, Z, P, PB} of each input. A uniform fuzzy partition for
both input variables has been achieved by placing the fuzzy labels equally
spaced along the variables input range. All membership functions have
identical slopes.

For each testing function, Figure 4.26 shows the digital codes of the rules
consequent singletons, the measured output surfaces and the relative error
distribution after a comparison with the target output surfaces. As in the
previous controller, the nominal values of some parameters have been
modified in order to approach the target function as much as possible.

The first testing surface a), corresponds to a classical control law used in
Fuzzy P+D Controllers. This surface presents relatively gradual transitions
between fuzzy clusters (rules); it was defined in order to test the controller’s
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output over its maximum swing (i.e. 2V@Vdd=5V). The measured RMSE
for this function is 80mV (4% of full scale). Most relative errors between
target and measured surfaces are found within a ±6% tolerance with a
reduced number of outliers close to ±7.5%. The spread between chips was
estimated by measuring eight prototypes programmed with the same surface.
The maximum standard deviation  raises to 180mV (9%) whereas the
mean reaches to 64mV (3.2%).

The results of the test of the second programmed transfer function are
shown in Figure 4.26 b). In this case, considerable level differences between
contiguous regions have been programmed in order to provoke abrupt slopes
at the rules boundaries, wherein the larger deviations are normally found.
The RMSE in this case raises to 94mV (4.7%). Most relative errors are kept
within ±8% but they can rise up to 15%. The maximum standard deviation is
240mV (12%) while the mean reaches to 75mV (3.75%).

4.2.2.2 First-Order Controller: DC Test.
Concerning the characterization of the First-Order Takagi-Sugeno’s

controller, a 2-input, 1-output, 4-rule controller has been configured and its
DC behavior has been measured. Each input variable Vin1, Vin2 has been
fuzzified by means of two complementary membership functions, {P, N}.
These have been defined over a 1V input range (2.2V<Vin1,Vin2< 3.2V).
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Figure 4.27 shows the input partition, the electrical settings and the
loaded digital codes of the antecedent and consequent parameters. This
particular set-up performs an interpolation between two different planes
defined by the linear expressions of consequents of the rules. It can be
noticed from Figure 4.27 b) (in the table of Coefficients of the Consequent
Linear Expressions) that each plane has been defined twice in two different
rules. Accordingly, the 4-rule set can be linguistically expressed as follows:

where Vin1 and Vin2 are the inputs of the controller.

Figure 4.28 a) depicts the measured membership functions (CFMFs)
extended along the 1V input range of each variable Vin1, Vin2. Notice the
versatile characteristic of the implemented membership function circuits
built by triode transconductors, which allow setting up small slopes. This
difficulty is affordable if saturated transistors transconductors were used, as
in most reported approaches. Figure 4.28 b) shows the measured DC transfer
function for this configuration. In the latter, the continuous and smooth
transitions between clusters can be appreciated. This is due to the direct

R1(R4): "if Vin1 is N(P) and Vin2 is N(P) then C1(C4) = a01 + a11 ×
Vin1 + a21×Vin2";
R2(R3): "if Vin1 is N(P) and Vin2 is P(N) then C2(C3) = a02 + a12 ×
Vin1 + a22×Vin2";
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correlation between the inputs and the output of the controller through the
linear expressions defined at each rule’s consequent.

By using the ANFIS learning method, the measured surface in
Figure 4.28 b) has been fitted by means of three controllers configurations
and the results are illustrated in Figure 4.29. In the case of Figure 4.29 a) the
same configuration and type of algorithm like the one loaded in the chip has
been employed. With a RMSE of 0.8%, it corresponds to the best fitting
among the three configurations used. In Figure 4.29 b) a 4-rule, 2-
membership function per input, Zero-Order controller has been configured.
Its RMSE results in 2%. By increasing to nine the number of rules in the
former configuration while using now three membership functions per input
a better RMSE figure (1.4%) could be obtained. The resulting surface is
shown in Figure 4.29 c).
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Notice from the latter experience that even increasing the number of rules
in the Zero-Order configuration, the First-Order type remains always
superior in terms of the attained RMSEs. Moreover, geometrically speaking,
the First-Order approximation in Figure 4.29 a) fits the measured surface in
Figure 4.28 b) quite better than the others approximations in Figure 4.29 b)
and c). Furthermore, let us assume that in terms of the obtained RMSE the
Zero-Order controller configured in Figure 4.29 c) remains competitive with
respect to the First-Order type in Figure 4.29 a). However, the Zero-Order
type demands nine rules and a total number of 33 parameters (antecedents +
consequents) whereas the First-Order type demands only 4 rules and 28
parameters.

A real-time application of First-Order controllers in the domain of Power
Electronics is reported by [GoAl01]. In the latter, a switching regulator is
controlled by means of a 6-rule First-Order controller following a piecewise
sliding global control policy. The resulting Fuzzy Control scheme provides
soft-switching interpolation among the different control laws and a much
reduced complexity, if compared against other implementation that makes
use of a 25-rule Zero-Order controller for a similar control task. [GoAl01]
emphasize on the resulting low-count rule base that makes the design
suitable for being implemented on an application-specific high-speed analog
First-Order Fuzzy Controller, as the one presented above.

4.2.2.3 Zero-Order Controller: Transient Test.
Closing up the characterization of this prototype its transient behavior has

been addressed by means of the large and small swing step responses. For
this purpose the chip has been configured with the set-up corresponding to
the surface shown in Figure 4.26 a). Figure 4.30 a) shows the measured
small swing step response. In this case, one input is held constant whereas an
800mVpp step is applied to the other. The output of the controller delivers a
200mVpp step (10% of the full output range). For this case, the measured
settling time (for 90% of the steady state value) reaches to 570ns that
comprises 200ns of delay plus 370ns of rise time. For the large swing step
response shown in Figure 4.30 b) the input step ranges from 1.5V to 4.5V
(full input range) whereas a 1Vpp step is delivered at the output in
(90% of the steady state value). The latter encompasses a delay of 300ns and
a rise time of 800ns. Accordingly, the processing speed of this controller
ranges from 0.9 to 1.75 MFLIPS.

Obviously, the large dimensions of this controller affect strongly its
transient behavior. If we perform the same analysis than in the previous
controller, the sum of the delay introduced by each operator (without
considering routing capacitances) in the cascaded chain differs considerably
from the actual measured delay. Undoubtedly, this difference is mainly due
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to the increased routing stray capacitances. On one hand, the CFMFs are
considerably loaded by the long wires needed to distribute their outputs
between the different MAXIMUM and by the input capacitances of the
MAXIMUM circuits themselves (each CFMF is involved in 10 to 15 rules,
approximately). On the other hand, the mixed-mode MAXIMUM circuit
used for this controller is slower than the one used in the previous one. Apart
from the fact that the two MAXIMUM circuits are different, this one handles
more inputs than the previous one. Thus, it holds larger dimensions with
increased parasitic capacitances. Finally, the consequents+D/A block
becomes also considerably loaded by the routing capacitances of the wires
that sum the current of the singletons columns.

4.2.3 Summary and Comparison with Other Approaches

Figure 4.31 shows the microphotograph of the chip fabricated in
CMOS-2.4 MIETEC technology and encapsulated in a JLCC-84 package.
Involving a total number of 21000 transistors, its core occupies
67% for the analog circuits and 33% for the digital. The total silicon area
including pads raises to (i.e. For a 5V power
supply, the total measured power consumption reaches to 63mW (i.e.
2.33mW/rule), 18mW (28.5%) accounts for the buffers whereas 45mW
(71,5%) for the analog core.

The crossover points and the slopes of the CFMFs are 5-bit and 4-bit
programmable, respectively. Since each T-Norm is 5-bit programmable the
maximum number of inputs Vin of the controller is also limited to five. The
consequent singletons are 5-bit programmable. The digital interface of the
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chip comprises an 8-bit word: two bits are used for loading the parameters of
the membership functions in both banks, one bit for the T-Norms
configuration and the remaining five bits for the consequent singletons. Only
909 bits of memory are required for full programming and configuring of
this controller.

Table 4.9 summarizes the main measured features of our 27-rule
general-purpose programmable and reconfigurable controller. Table 4.10
shows the characteristics of two reported analog fuzzy processors that hold a
complexity similar to ours. We will briefly summarize their features in the
following.
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In [FaMa94] a Fuzzy coprocessor for digital controllers and DSPs is
presented. Internal computation is carried out in the analog domain whereas
inputs and outputs variables are digital. Allowing up to eight inputs and four
outputs, a 32-rule programmable and reconfigurable Fuzzy Inference System
has been fabricated in a CMOS technology. The processing mode is
performed in sampled-time by means of switched-capacitor techniques. On
the other hand, the implemented defuzzifying algorithm consists of a variant
of Mamdani algorithm.

[FrMa98] reports an analog continuous-time Fuzzy Controller. It has
been implemented in a CMOS technology and it can be programmed to
support up to 15 rules, 3 inputs and 1 output. Only the Zero-Order TS
algorithm can be configured. Each rule comprises an independent set of
three membership function circuits. With the exception of the slopes of the
membership functions, which are fixed at the mask level, the antecedent and
consequent parameters are programmable. For this purpose, a discrete set of
voltage values are generated only once on-chip from a voltage reference that
bias a resistive ladder attenuator. From the ladder, the parameters values are
distributed to all programmable circuits in the chip (antecedents and
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consequents) through a programmable analog cross-matrix. The chip
requires a 16-Kbit digital memory to be fully configured.

4.3 Conclusions

The design and test of programmable analog Fuzzy Logic Controllers
built from the basic analog processing blocks studied in the previous chapter
has been addressed in this one. Issues concerning the architectures of the
controllers, the blocks interfacing and the programming strategies have been
specially focused in view of the efficient implementation of flexible Fuzzy
Controllers. The attained flexibility and processing speeds render our
demonstrators useful for a broaden domain of applications that may range
from Control to Signal Processing.

A trade-off between accuracy and complexity has been accomplished by
means of discrete sets of analog parameters that configure the controllers.
The use of widespread digital memory circuits to store the digital
representation of those parameters simplified extremely the on-chip
programming strategy implemented. We have exploited a mixed-signal
design framework that holds the advantages of the analog circuits for
massive and fast computation together with the feasibility of digital circuits
for storing and programming.

Sharing functional operators and avoiding the use of intermediate signal
converters, have played an important role during the design step. Practiced in
depth these general guidelines led to an improved modularity, which is
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reflected in smaller silicon area, lower power consumption, reduced storage
capacity and even shortened internal delays.

In the first implemented 9-rule, 2-input, 1-output Fuzzy Controller
[DuVe00], only antecedent and consequent parameters can be programmed
with a resolution ranging from four to five bits. The obtained performances
in terms of power (8.4mW), speed (<5.26MFLIPS) and area
render this controller attractive to be used as an on-chip programmable
subsystem embedded with a specific application. The use of fast controllers
with small number of rules has been reported in several real-time
applications [MoPi94] [FrMa98] [BaDi00], whose requirements are fulfilled
by this prototype.

In the second general-purpose Fuzzy Controller the reconfiguration
capability has been introduced. This controller can support up to 5 inputs, 3
outputs and 27 rules in Zero-Order mode. Antecedent and consequent
parameters remain programmable with identical resolution than in the
previous small prototype. Furthermore, as a merit of the flexible architecture
and circuits that build the controller, a 2-input, 1-output, 25-rule First-Order
Takagi-Sugeno’s controller can be efficiently afforded. This only requires
little manipulation of the input-output signals and the use of an extra
voltage-mode adder, which has been specially designed for this purpose. It
has been demonstrated that, with smaller number of rules and parameters,
First-Order controllers can yield high-quality function approximations. In
summary, this controller demands of silicon area in a
technology and consumes 63mW for a 5V power supply. Its processing
speed ranges from 0.9 and 1.75 MFLIPS. Only 909 bits of memory are
needed for programming.

Unfortunately, the restrictions imposed by the technology we have used
did not allow us to further increase the capacity and the accuracy of the latter
presented fuzzy processor. Obviously, one can improve all error figures by
increasing the resolution of the controllers parameters. This solution,
however, impact strongly on the total silicon area, power consumption and
digital memory demanded. Nevertheless, in view of an easily scalable
architecture to be remapped onto a much modern technology, special
attention has been paid to the layout design for placing, routing and
interfacing the elemental blocks. Let us consider the general-purpose
controller being now implemented in a CMOS technology, for instance.
For the same silicon area and power consumption demanded by the actual
implementation, rough estimations let us to foretell a more powerful
controller supporting three times more of rules, inputs and outputs.
Furthermore, short-channel CMOS technologies normally features better
matching properties [KiSt96] than the long-channel ones. Thus, improved
spreading figures should also be expected.



TIME-DOMAIN SIGNAL ANALYSIS USING
FUZZY LOGIC
An on-chip real-time oscilloscope and its application to
self-adaptive channel equalization

In the last years the application of Fuzzy Logic has been extended
beyond classical Process Control. Signal Processing, Image Processing and
Switching Power Control are being increasingly considered as potential
fields where this technique brings interesting solutions. Some
implementations in the latter mentioned domains are reported in [MaDa95]
[BaDi00] [HuKe95] [LeLe93] [LiMe00] [PaKo00] [MoPi94] [OeGr96]
[ChJo99] [KaLa98] [YuCh96] [ToHa98] [CrLi98]. Most of these
applications claim for: low-power consumption, autonomy and fast time
response for real-time processing. Therefore, the implementation of
embedded Fuzzy Controllers becomes an attractive option, if not the unique
in some cases.

For the sake of the demonstration of the usefulness of analog Fuzzy
Controllers as embedded subsystems, we introduce in this chapter an
investigation concerning the employment of Fuzzy Logic for the analysis of
signals in real-time. The basic idea consists in exploring the signal over time
and converting it into a geometrical figure, as in any oscilloscope. On the
other hand, clusterizing the input Universe of Discourse [Time,
Signal_Value] by means of fuzzy partitions, any attribute can be graphically
identified in the resulting figure. Supported on the mentioned input partition,
a fuzzy decision-making arrangement can be settled and after a comparison
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with a reference pattern, the fuzzy rules set may infer meaningful assertions.
According to the application, those assertions can be used for adaptation,
detection, testing, etc. This technique is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

The above general idea suggests a straightforward methodology for
automatic channel equalization after digital transmissions. It can be derived
as follows: Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) at the received signal is
recognized by scanning the input stream over time at the data clock
frequency. The resulting 2D-figure is compared against an ideal opened Eye
Pattern encoded into a two-input one-output analog Fuzzy Logic Controller.
Any deviation from the reference eye results in an error signal used to
properly locate the symmetric zeros of an analog amplitude-equalizer gm-C
filter, which is intended for the inversion of the transfer function of the
channel. In this way, the adaptation can work on-line during transmission.

In view of the future implementation of the whole system suiting the
specific equalization requirements for a particular case, a first prototype
consisting of the Fuzzy Controller and the equalizer was fabricated and
tested in a CMOS technology. However, the methodology was validated by
simulations for cable equalization wherein the controller as well as the filter
were modeled with some of their actual measured features. The system
shows self-adapting capabilities for diverse cable length settings while the
ISI is removed in all cases.

This chapter is divided in five sections: firstly, a brief introduction to
adaptive channel equalization after digital transmissions is presented.
Following, a system-level description of the self-adaptive equalization
scheme based on the Eye Pattern and Fuzzy Control is detailed. After that,
the design issues and the test results of the fabricated prototype are
discussed. Next, the results of the simulations of the entire system for the
case of cable equalization are presented and compared against other methods
for adaptive equalization based on geometrical information. At the
conclusions of the chapter, future works and an extension of the proposed
technique to others applications are commented.



In real communication systems, channels are non-ideal and their
characteristics change slowly over time. Even for the same kind of
transmission system, each channel characteristic may differ considerably
from each other. Similar to the impulse response of an ideal channel (i.e. the
"sinc" function), the non-ideal channel impulse response tends normally to
decay over time in both directions. Therefore, inter-symbol interference
could be removed by leaving enough space between symbols i.e. by
transmitting more slowly than the Nyquist rate. However, greater speed,
reliability and flexibility for digital transmissions can be achieved by means
of adaptive equalization techniques [WiSt85].

Figure 5.2 illustrates a general scheme of a digital transmission system
with adaptive equalization. As depicted in Figure 5.3, the adaptive equalizer
performs the inverse transfer function of the channel within the desired
passband BW. Outside the passband its gain is ideally zero or smaller. In this
way, the resulting magnitude gain of the cascade channel-equalizer is nearly
constant inside the passband. In addition, the cascade phase over frequency
curve must be linear in order to avoid phase distortion. As long as these
requirements are fulfilled, for a given transmission rate fs<2BW, the ISI can

The Need of Adaptive Equalization5.1.1
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5.1 Adaptive Equalization of Channels after Digital
Transmissions: a Review

In digital transmission, channel dispersion produces interference between
successive symbols making difficult a reliable reception of signals. For this
reason equalization is needed. The degree of success of the equalization
process can be evaluated through the degree to which the ISI is eliminated
and the Bit-Error-Rate (BER) improved. These, in turn, depend on the
accuracy of the equalizer when fitting the inverse of the channel frequency
response. Automatic adjustment of the equalizer parameters provides
flexibility and robustness whenever the channel characteristics are time-
variant and/or they depend on variables inherent to the communication
system set-up (i.e. the cable length in wired transmissions). Furthermore,
adaptive channel equalization allows transmitting signals at higher baud
rates than the actual channel bandwidth [WiSt85].

Without loosing generality, we will focus the transmission of NRZ (Non
Return to Zero) binary symbols in base-band; this is to say that no carrier
signal is modulated by the digital information to be transmitted. This is the
case of several digital systems like: magneto-optical disk drive read channels
[LaGr93] [BrHu95] [LeLa96], magnetic recording [MeDa87], HDTV cable
transmissions [Bake96] and LAN Ethernet transceivers [TaFr98].
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be eliminated and the set channel-equalizer represents just a bulk delay.
Nonetheless, adaptation of the equalizer becomes mandatory for dealing
with the unknown and/or time-variant characteristic of the channel.

In order to adapt the equalizer for tracking channel changes, a training set
or reference signal is needed as in most classical adaptive system. Assuming
in Figure 5.2 the training data sequence to be also known at the receiver
stage, adaptation is carried out when the switches are set to Tr. In this way,
the training data set is sent through the channel and compared at the receiver
against the same, previously known, data set. Therefore, an error signal ek
results from the comparison between the reference training set and the actual
output of the equalizer. By using a criterion leading to minimize ek, the
parameters of the adaptive equalizer are updated in such a way that feq in
Figure 5.3 could be placed as close as possible to fch.

However, in this case the adaptation process must be periodically
repeated by interrupting the transmission of information while sending the
previously known adapting sequence. For this reason, the implementation of
this methodology is worrisome and becomes more and more obsolete, giving
place to the so-called self-adapting equalization techniques.
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Self-adaptive equalization methods do not make use of a reference
training data set to adapt the equalizer. One of the most popular methods for
self-adaptive equalization is the "decision-directed" learning method
presented in [WiSt85]. It utilizes the equalizer’s own output to yield the
adapting signal without the need for a training data set. In Figure 5.4, a
reference signal dk=sign(yk) is obtained by quantizing the output of the
equalizing filter. Comparing the actual filter output against its binary version
yields the error signal ek, which is used for adapting the parameters of the
equalizer. The strategy is based on the hypothesis that the quantizer decision
is true most of the time what is highly probable when the channel is
relatively noise-free and there is no severe phase distortion.

However, adaptation is enabled only at the center of the incoming "sinc"
pulse, where the signal level reaches the best estimation of the actual logical
value encoded in such a pulse. Therefore, the error signal ek must be
sampled with strobe pulses synchronized to the transmission rate fs.

Apart from the simplicity of this method that makes it attractive for
hardware implementation, it is sensible to noise, ringing or other kind of
distortion altering the ideal pulse shape of the incoming signal. These non
idealities may convey the adapting controller to incorrectly assess at the
decision strobe time that, in turn, impels the parameters of the filter to
converge towards their appropriate values.

In [Mage94], another self-adaptive method also based on a geometrical
criterion is presented. Figure 5.5 illustrates this technique. It consists in
sampling the input stream at twice the baud rate fs. Therefore, two samples
per bit are obtained. The adapting strategy, performed by a Fuzzy Decision
Making unit, consists in comparing these two samples. For instance, assume

Discrete-Time Self-Adaptive Equalization Based on
Geometrical Information of Signals

5.1.2
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the present sample at the peak of the pulse and the previous one near the zero
crossing, as shown in Figure 5.5. Thus, one can assert: "If S(k) is
considerably greater than S(k-1) then the pulse is well equalized".
Otherwise: "the amount of high frequency boosting must be increased". In
others words, the decisions for the adaptation are taken accordingly with the
quality of the pulse edges rather than with the quality of the peak level of the
pulses, as in the former method.

However, two extra sample and hold circuits are needed. Moreover, since
the sampling frequency must be twice the transmission rate fs it
compromises the power consumption of the circuits that should perform the
adaptation. These shortcomings turn the implementation of the system on a
chip a little more complicated, specially for high transmission rates.

In summary, adaptive equalization eliminates inter-symbol interference
and makes possible to broaden the channel bandwidth while achieving
higher transmission rates. Using this approach in a telephone channel, for
instance, the bit-error-rate (BER) can be reduced from down to      or
even lower [WiSt85].

In digital transmissions, the quality of any equalization can be evaluated
by means of the well-known Eye Pattern. This is obtained by observing the
incoming stream through an oscilloscope whose time base is synchronized to
the data clock fs. Therefore, the cycles of the signal are overlaid on the
screen as time goes on. Figure 5.6 a) shows the resulted pattern before
equalization. Severe ISI distortion can be noticed. When equalization is
achieved, the Eye Pattern is open and clear as shown in Figure 5.6 b). In this
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situation, the probability of a wrong discrimination of the pulses true value is
completely reduced.

5.2 Continuous-Time Self-Adaptive Equalization Based
on the Eye Pattern

The Eye Pattern presented in the last section provides enough
geometrical information that can be exploited for a knowledge-based
approach to self-adaptive equalization [DuVe01]. If the incoming digital
stream after the equalizer is swept periodically at the baud-rate frequency,
like in any oscilloscope, it should resemble an ideal eye, if well equalized.
Otherwise, by comparing the actual eye with an encoded reference eye, a
correction signal can be generated and used to update the parameters of the
equalizing filter in closed loop. Considering that the adjusting procedure can
be easily described through common-sense rules, one can make use of Fuzzy
Logic to efficiently encode the non-linear adaptation strategy into a servo
controller.

Figure 5.7 shows the block diagram of the continuous-time self-adapting
equalization system for the transmission of data symbols at fs bauds. The
channel is assumed presenting low-pass characteristics. The first block at the
receiver stage is an adaptive high-frequency boost equalizing filter that will
be described later. It inputs the equalized signal Vs into a Fuzzy Controller.
The second input of the Fuzzy Controller, Vt, is fed from a resetable free-
running ramp oscillator whose period Tr equals the inverse of the symbol
rate fs. It furnishes a true time base to the Fuzzy System in order to explore
the signal over time, like in any oscilloscope. Synchronization is achieved by
detecting every rising edge of the signal after the equalizer. As a function of
the actual values of Vs and Vt, the Fuzzy Controller bears continuously the
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adaptation step for the adjustable parameter Kz that results after
integrating such step. On the other hand, the magnitude of two symmetrical
real zeros belonging to the transfer function of the equalizer is proportional
to Kz. Since both zeros have opposite signs, they boost-up the magnitude of
the incoming signal without phase shift. In short, the smaller Kz the bigger is
the high-frequency boost.

With regards to the Fuzzy System, each input variable is fuzzified by
means of an odd number of labels: {NB,...Z,...PB}={negative
big,...zero,...positive big}. Consequently, the input plane [Vs×Vt] is also
partitioned in an odd number clusters, each one corresponding to one rule.
This is shown in Figure 5.8 a). Considering that the goal is to keep the figure
described by the set of the successive points (Vs(t),Vt(t)) as close as possible
of an opened eye, the strategy for the adaptation may be easily formulated in
terms of fuzzy statements. For example, if the signal is poorly equalized, the
2D-figure will concentrate at the center of the input plane as a consequence
of the severe remaining ISI distortion. It turns out that the central rule should
look like: "if the signal is found at the center of the input plane [Vs × Vt],
then Kz must decrease". After executing this rule, the zeros of the equalizer
will move towards lower frequencies attempting to open the actual eye by
increasing the amount of boosting.

5.2.1 Fuzzy Controller’s Rule Base and Output Control Surface

In order to clarify the control policy needed for the adaptation task, let us
take a close look at the rules implemented in the Fuzzy Controller.
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Figure 5.8 a) shows the partition (grid partition) of the input plane [Vs×Vt]
that has been chosen to encode the Eye Pattern. Figure 5.8 b) illustrates the
corresponding control surface for the output variable as a function of
the inputs Vs and Vt.

Assuming a Zero-Order Takagi-Sugeno’s controller each input variable
has been fuzzified by means of five labels {NB, N, Z, P, PB} whereas only
four singletons values have been defined for the output space: {Negative,
Zero, MediumPositive, Positive}. With regards to the Figure 5.8 a), the 25
rules building the decision-making of the controller are explained as follows:

Rule 13: this is the central rule that has been mentioned previously.
When the digital stream is bad equalized the high frequency components
of the signal concentrate in this region. Then, Kz should be decreased for
increasing the high-frequency boost. The rule can be expressed as:

"if Vs is Z and Vt is Z then is Negative".

Rules 6, 10, 11, 15, 16 and 20: these rules are intended to control the
amplitude of the positive and negative pulses after the eye is opened. In
this way, over-equalization is avoided. This control action impels to
increase the total bandwidth of the system unnecessarily. Indeed, together
with the central rule R13, these ones try to keep the signal inside the
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dashed area in Figure 5.8 a). Thus, for these rules we have the following
format:

"if  Vs is Y and Vt is W then is Medium Positive",

where Y can take the values {PB, NB} whereas W can take the values
{N, Z, P}, in accordance to Figure 5.8 a).

Rules 1, 5, 21 and 25: the four corner rules have a larger consequent
singleton value than the one of the previous rules, as shown in Figure 5.8
b). The goal is to detect and to weight more strongly the probable
appearance of overshoots after or before the peak of the pulses to
equalize. In this manner, the amplitude of these overshoots is limited
because the excess of boosting is strongly reduced. Thus, these rules have
the format:

"if Vs is (NB or PB) and Vt is (NB or PB) then is Positive".

The rest of the rules in dashed define the region wherein the actual eye
must be kept when equalization is achieved. Thus, the inferred control
action must be null when the signal lies inside this region. Consequently:

"if Vs is U and Vt is T then is Zero",

where U can take the values {N, Z, P} whereas T can take the values
{NB, N, Z, P, PB}.

It should be noticed that employing this widened rectangular area rather
than a fine-shaped Eye Pattern is advantageous. By sizing it properly, noise
and/or ringing superimposed to the signal could be filtered out. This prevents
the controller to infer wrong decisions for adapting Kz.

5.2.2 Transfer Function of the Adaptive Equalizing Filter

Equation (5.1) suggests one possible realization of the transfer function
for the equalizer [ScGh90]. It represents a low pass filter comprising two
symmetrical real zeros that introduce amplitude boosting at high frequencies
without phase shift. It will be shown later that it can be synthesized starting
from a general transconductor-capacitance (gm-C) analog biquad scheme.
Actually, pure zeros transfer functions are not physically realizable. For this
reason a pair of poles (normally complex) appears at the denominator.
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However, these poles must be located beyond the desired transmission
bandwidth to avoid counteractions over the boosting frequencies range.

From the above equation, the position of the zeros and the poles are given
by:

where wo is the resonant frequency of the complex poles and is their
transient damping ratio. Assuming and Figure 5.9
displays the frequency response of the filter for several values of Kz from
0.1 to 1. It is worth noticing that the phase shift of this equalizing filter is
kept essentially independent of Kz. On the other hand, the position of the
poles defines the maximum amount of boosting for each Kz. Hence, for a
given Kz value, the higher wo the larger is the attainable boosting peak.

Since the poles of the filters define its transient response, small values of
the damping ratio yields a poor transient response with ringing. An optimal
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value for guarantying a fast settling time and tolerable overshoot with no
ringing was found to be 0.707 [LaSa94]. As a rule of thumb, wo must be
approximately equal to the desired system passband. Therefore, if Kz is
always kept smaller than one the zeros z1, z2 remain inside the passband of
the system while yielding the desired boosting effect.

On one hand, the time constant of the monostable must be suitably
large to fully discharge the capacitor. On the other hand, transistor M1 must
be correctly sized in such a way that the discharge time does not exceed a

Synchronization and Time Base Generation5.2.3

Despite the ramp generator in Figure 5.7 was not fabricated, only for the
completeness of this work we present herein a simple realization that
corresponds to a classic time base generation scheme available in any
oscilloscope. It has been used for simulating the whole equalizing system.

In Figure 5.10, the ramp voltage Vt results after charging the capacitor C
with a constant current source Ir. There are two ways to discharge C via
transistor M1. The first is carried out by comparing the actual amplitude of
Vt against its maximum peak value Vtmax allowed by the Fuzzy Controller
at this input. When the ramp reaches the peak, a positive step is yielded at
the output of the comparator Cp2. The cascade of the derivative block and
the half-wave rectifier detects the positive edge of the mentioned step by
delivering a short positive pulse. This triggers a monostable that, in turn,
delivers a pulse with a controlled width The pulse after the monostable
enables M1 to discharge C to ground, and a new cycle starts. In order to
synchronize the ramp with the binary data stream, a second triggering
mechanism is provided. It resets the oscillator by detecting all positive edges
of the signal Vs. The comparator Cp1 and a second set of derivative-rectifier
blocks take care of this process.
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small fraction of the ramp period Tr=1/fs, as a fast retrace is desired. Given
the transmission rate fs, the following relation must hold:

Considering the tolerances along the horizontal axis Vt in Figure 5.8 a)
together with the synchronization capabilities of the ramp generator, the
accuracy and stability requirements for Ir can be relaxed.

5.3 A Preliminary CMOS Testing Prototype

In view of the future implementation of the whole system suiting a
specific application requirement, a first prototype consisting of the Fuzzy
Controller and the equalizer has been fabricated and tested in a
technology. We considered that we could get good insight about the system
behavior if at least those two fundamental circuits were implemented. In this
way, the full characterization of these blocks would allow us to perform
simulations including their actual measured performances.

In this section, issues concerning the design of the Fuzzy Logic
Controller, as an embedded subsystem, and the equalizer will be addressed.
Main topics related to their architectures, sizing criterion, and power
consumption are highlighted. With regards to the Fuzzy Controller, some of
its building blocks are identical to the ones used in the previous
configurations in Chapter 4. Therefore, only the innovations will be focused
herein.

5.3.1 Implementation of the Analog Fuzzy Logic Controller

Understanding the controller as a subsystem, simplicity and low-power
consumption are primary requirements to be fulfilled. Bearing in mind the
kind of application being intended, together with the fact that the controller
works in closed loop followed by an integrator, the accuracy needed is not
high. It will be demonstrated later that by choosing the integrator bandwidth
appropriately the resolution needed for the controller can be considerably
relaxed. Even, the exact shape of the output surface is not relevant.

Figure 5.11 illustrates the block diagram of the Zero-Order TS’s
controller, which is close to the architecture of the first controller presented
in the previous chapter. Nevertheless, several fuzzy operators have been
changed. According to the low-complexity and the low-power specifications,
two five-label compact fuzzy partition circuits has been conceived. The
currents delivered at their outputs represent the direct fuzzified values of the
inputs Vs and Vt. These currents, after being mirroring, are made available
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to the 25 two-input T-Norm circuits to set up the rule base. Considering that
the adopted membership functions are not complementary as before, the
MIN operator was used as T-Norm. From the T-Norms, the firing degrees of
the rules are conveyed by currents I1-I25 towards the Defuzzifier. The
structure and the circuits used for the latter stage are the same as used for the
previous controllers, which have been already explained.

Owing to the experimental purposes of this first prototype, some degree
of programmability has been considered. Namely, the placement of the
membership functions along the input range of the variables Vs and Vt is set
via external voltages. Additionally, the consequent singletons of the rules are
5-bit discretely programmable by an internal digital FIFO memory.
However, whenever a well-defined target application is contemplated,
programmability resources should be eliminated whereas fixed circuits used.
In such a case, these fixed circuits must be properly sized and biased
following a minimum statistical deviation criterion [PeDu89] [VaVi99].

Figure 5.12 depicts a compact circuit generating all fuzzy labels needed
for each input variable. It is similar to the one presented in Chapter 3 at
section 3.1.5. However, for this embedded application we do not need full
programmability. Therefore, in order to reduce the complexity of the
controller we can fix some parameters of the fuzzifiers at the mask level. In
this particular implementation, four differential pairs of transistors Ma are

5.3.1.1 Fuzzy Partition Circuit.
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interconnected by the upper and bottom cascoded current mirrors. These are
built with transistors Mb1-2 and Mc1-2 respectively. The only difference
with the scheme in section 3.1.5 resides in the differential pairs whose
transistors are saturated [WiJa96]. Thus, the slopes of the membership
functions are fixed by the size of Ma and the value of the current Io
according to:

Voltages Vk1<Vk2<Vk3<Vk4 define the 50%-overlapping crossover
points between contiguous membership functions. According to the relative
values between these voltage references, the position and the width of the
fuzzifiers can be modified. In this manner the five current labels {INB,... IPB}
are spawned when Vin is swept along its range. The latter currents are
supplied to the different MIN operators by cascoded mirrors not shown at
Figure 5.12. Figure 5.13 shows a simulation of the DC circuit behavior.

The total current consumption of this block depends on the actual value
of the input Vin. It can range from Io up to 7Io. Assuming the input Vin to
be a uniformly-distributed random variable, the mean current consumption is
equal to 4Io. This represents a considerable improvement with respect to the
use of individual fuzzifiers per label [DuVe00] [VaVi99] [MaFr94], where
the total consumption is constant and rises to 10Io for the same number of
membership functions per input.
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For the same number of inputs this circuit exhibits superior performance
in terms of power consumption and complexity with respect to the other
O(N) minimum circuit presented in the Chapter 3 [DoDu00]. Figure 5.14 b)
shows a nested-sweeps DC simulation performed with SPICE. Note the

5.3.1.2 MINIMUM T-Norm Circuit.
Figure 5.14 a) shows the circuit used for the 2-input MINIMUM T-Norm

operator that has been already explained in Chapter 3. Despite its
complexity, the circuit results very simple when a small number of inputs is
being handled. Therefore, its use is justified in this case.
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sharp definition of knees at each switching level what can be taken as a
qualitative measure of the discrimination capabilities of the circuit.

5.3.1.3 Fuzzy Controller: Sizing and Biasing.
Table 5.1 shows a detailed summary of the sizes and bias of all circuits of

this controller including the total current consumption and active silicon area
occupied. At the fuzzifiers in Figure 5.12, for the same reasons as argued in
Chapter 4, the logical "one" Io was set to Using a 5V power supply,
the size adopted for transistors Ma gives rise to FMF slopes of This
allows allocating the five labels along the input range of Vs and Vt.
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Due to the low-compliance cascoded mirrors schemes in Figure 5.12
(PMOS and NMOS) the drain-to-source saturation voltage of their
transistors can be kept large enough without compromising neither the input
voltage range of the fuzzy partition nor the value of the voltage supply
needed. Consequently, the resulting transistor sizes at the mirrors ensure low
mirroring mismatch errors, as those transistors remain biased in strong
inversion. This working condition also conveys to transistors with relative
small size that guarantees small stray capacitances at the internal nodes.

In Figure 5.12 the values of bias voltages Vbiasn and Vbiasp have been
set so as to guarantee the saturation of transistors Mb1 and Mc2. Those bias
voltages values also contemplate a tolerance to cover the statistical
fluctuation of the pinch-off voltages of Mb1 and Mc2 and the threshold
voltages of Mb2 and Mc1.

Since the operation of the MINIMUM circuit in Figure 5.14 a) is also
based on current mirroring, the same design strategy commented above for
sizing and biasing the low-compliance mirrors has been practiced in this
circuit. From the simulation results in Figure 5.14 b) the propagation errors
were found around 2%. However, due to unavoidable mismatches the latter
errors figure is expected to increase at least 1% more.

The rest of the circuits at the defuzzifier stage, namely the consequent
singletons, the weighting D/A and the divider have been identically sized
and biased as in the 27-rule controller presented in Chapter 4 (i.e. 5 bits of
resolution for the singletons and 2V of output swing). The output of the
divider was also buffered for testing purposes.

5.3.2 Implementation of the Adaptive Equalizing Filter

Nowadays, a technique frequently used for the implementation of
continuous-time adaptive filters makes use of operational transconductance
amplifiers (OTAs) and capacitors. These are the so-called gm-C filters.
Implemented in CMOS technology, they have shown superior performance
than other continuous-time methods like MOSFET-C, for instance, specially
in the high-frequency range (i.e. above 2MHz).

Starting from the general structure of a gm-C biquad section, the
amplitude boosting transfer function given by (5.1) can be easily
synthesized. A single-ended version of the gm-C equalizer is depicted in
Figure 5.15 [WySc93].

According to [ScGh90], transmission zeros can be created by injecting a
current Iin proportional to Vin into any internal node of the circuit. This is
carried out by the transconductor gm5 in Figure 5.15 and does not affect the
position of the poles of the original biquad. Applying Kirchhoff’s currents
law at each node and solving for Vout we have:
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Adaptability is accomplished by fixing gm1, gm3, gm5 to a maximum
value called while allowing gm2=gm4 to be tunable. Thus, without
loading the output node, the transfer function of the filter becomes equal to:

According to (5.6), (5.1) and (5.2), Kz, wo, z1, and z2 are equal to:

In order to improve noise and distortion figures, power supply and
common-mode rejection ratios, a fully balanced version of the filter in
Figure 5.15 has been implemented. This also gives the possibility of using
floating capacitors (C1, C2) with half the capacitance value needed for a
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single-ended realization of the same filter. However, for implementations on
double-poly CMOS technologies, grounded capacitors are favored because
their parasitic bottom-plate capacitances can be eliminated [WySc93].
Furthermore, one can use the own grounded capacitors of the filter for
stabilizing the common-mode loop of the transconductors driving those
capacitors (i.e. floating capacitors do not represent a load to common-mode
signals). This common-mode loop is performed between the active load of
the transconductor and the Common-Mode Feedback circuit (CMFB), as it
will be explained in the next section.

5.3.2.1 Novel Full Electrically-Tunable Triode Transconductor.
Based on the circuit of the divider shown in Figure 5.16 b), a novel

pseudo-differential triode transconductor is presented in Figure 5.16 a). For
this case, the gate voltage of transistor M3 in the divider is now released to
become the input of the transconductor. However, the current
through M10 (former IN at the divider) is now controlled by the negative
feedback loop performed via the latter mentioned transistor. Additionally,
the up-scaled mirror M11 delivers at the transconductor output.
Similarly, transistors M12 to M16 set up the complementary branch for the
input

Upon ideal matching conditions and provided that M1, M2, M3 and M12
in Figure 5.16 a) are being biased in ohmic region, the whole set of
equations developed for the divider in Chapter 3 still holds. Therefore,
assuming a floating load at the differential output of the transconductor (see
Figure 5.17 a)) the differential current through such load can be expressed
as:
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Notice in Figure 5.16 a) that the section of the circuit comprising
transistors M1, M2, M4, M5, M7 and M8 plays the role of a biasing scheme
only. In addition, the conditions Iz>0 and Vb1>Vbo must be always
sustained for the correct operation of the transconductor.

Bearing in mind that in the latter equation k and B are transistors size
ratios, the transconductance gm becomes fully electrically-controllable by Iz
and (Vb1–Vbo). This is to say, upon ideal short-distance matching
conditions, the transconductor features complete independence on
technological parameters In this way, one can disregard the
long-distance matching conditions between the transconductors gm building
the filter. This characteristic turns this circuit attractive for implementing
gm-C filters, which are typically built by an arrangement of identical
transconductors gm. On the other hand, as long as the electrical variables
controlling gm are being supplied by reference bias circuits, stability against
temperature and power supply drifts are guaranteed.

Figure 5.17 a) shows the complete transconductor gm including the
cascoded active load and the CMFB circuit. The latter is detailed in
Figure 5.17 b).

The CMFB circuit allows setting the DC common-mode voltage VCM
(i.e. normally set to half the value of the rail-to-rail voltage supply) at the
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balanced outputs of the transconductor. Its working principle is explained in
[MaJo97]. In [DuCa93] the good performance of this circuit has been
demonstrated, namely high processing speed for both the differential and
common-mode signals, and small THD induced. The latter property is due to
the high common-mode loop gain that this CMFB circuit holds, which
attenuates the non-linearities introduced by saturated transistors Me1-Me4
[DeDu00-b]. In addition, the common-mode feedback loop can be stabilized
with the own load capacitors of the transconductor, if those capacitors are
grounded.

However, the main drawback of this CMFB circuit arises when the
quiescent currents at the transconductor branches change
during tuning. In such a case, assuming in Figure 5.17 b) fixed currents Io
biasing the CMFB circuit, the only way this circuit could supply the suitable
quiescent currents to the transconductor is by a non-symmetric current
splitting at each transistors of the differential pairs of the CMFB (Me1, Me2
and Me3, Me4). Consequently, the actual DC output voltages of the
transconductor, and offset the intended reference VCM. In
short, the outputs DC level shift as long as the transconductor is being tuned.

This problem has been overcome in [DeDu00] by means of the use of
adaptive currents Io at the CMFB circuit instead of fixed ones. An adaptive
bias generator circuit provides to all CMFBs in the filter the current Io,
which is exactly matched to the quiescent currents and
changing upon tuning. In our case, however, a simpler way to generate the
adaptive current Io for the CMFBs is by mirroring the transconductor tuning
current Iz while accomplishing with:

As a by-product of adapting biasing, the current consumption of the
CMFB is optimized if compared to classical CMFB circuits with fixed bias
Io. In the latter, Io must be set to the maximum quiescent current demanded
by the transconductor.

Another important issue to consider for the design of the transconductor
concerns its frequency response. Figure 5.18 illustrates the small-signal
equivalent circuit of one side of the transconductor (the branch
corresponding to in Figure 5.16 a)) together with the parasitic
capacitors identification. The gate voltage of transistors M6 and M9 are
fixed by the section of the circuit consisting of transistors M1, M2, M4, M5,
M7, and M8. As stated above, this section of the circuit plays the role of a
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biasing scheme. Thus, after some simplifications, the small-signal transfer
function of the transconductor is given by:

Note that it comprises three poles and a right half-plane zero. The latter
appears as a consequence of the increased gate-to-drain stray capacitance
Cgd of transistor M3, provided this transistor is biased in the triode region.

Two conditions are needed for an acceptable behavior of the
transconductor in the frequency domain. The first concerns the absolute
stability that imposes to get a first order system. This is guaranteed if the
circuit presents only one low-frequency pole. In fact, this is the case of this
circuit and the dominant pole is found at the output node Vout in
Figure 5.18. It is related to the time constant product between the high output
impedance and the large load capacitor CL. At first glance, the node V2 in
Figure 5.18 seems also to be a high-impedance node. Nevertheless, due to
the negative voltage feedback performed by transistor M10, the actual
impedance seen at such node results in two orders of magnitude much
smaller. Consequently, the pole associated to this node is located at high
frequencies, far beyond the transition frequency of the transconductor.

The second condition to accomplish is related to the phase errors that all
singularities of the transfer function of the transconductor may introduce.
The position of the dominant pole of the transconductor with respect to its
transition frequency causes "lead" phase errors. The relative position of the
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others singularities outside the passband produces "excess" phase errors.
Both kinds of phase errors are measured with respect to the 90° at 0dB gain
of an ideal integrator (in fact, a transconductor loaded with a capacitor is just
a gm-C integrator). While large "lead" errors in the transconductors of a
filter may considerably deteriorate its quality factor Q, large "excess" errors
may yield magnitude peaking at the corner frequency of the filter [KhGr84]
[Kard92]. The latter phase error may also provoke parasitic oscillations.
Therefore, in order to avoid these shortcomings all singularities of the
transfer function in (5.10) must be kept at least one decade above and/or
below the transconductor transition frequency. Accordingly, the following
relationships should be accomplished:

where wT is the transconductor transition frequency wpo is the
dominant pole, wp1 and wp2 are the non-dominant poles and wz is the right
half-plane zero, all expressed in [rad/s].

5.3.2.2 Filter and Transconductors Sizing.
The design parameters for the equalizing filter (see Figure 5.15) were

chosen to achieve a 10MHz passband. On the other hand, a transient
damping ratio of 0.707 implies (C1/C2)=2, in accordance with (5.7).
Consequently, considering the values of the grounded capacitors C1=6pF
and C2=3pF, in equation (5.6) and (5.7) must be set around for
attaining the desired bandwidth. Following the filter specifications the sizing
of the transconductor for a +5V power supply is considered in the following.

The input-output voltage range of the transconductor (see Figure 5.16
and Figure 5.17) is conditioned by the bias voltage Vbo, on one hand, and by
the common-mode DC voltage VCM, on the other hand. The latter has been
set to half the rail-to-rail power supply. For proper operation of the
transconductor the following relation must hold:

According to the above equation, the smaller Vbo the larger the input-
output swing and the larger the attainable dynamic range for a given noise
floor. However, as long as Vbo decreases, the aspect ratio of the triode
transistors of the transconductors should be increased for keeping these
transistors unsaturated. On the other hand, to move the zero wz at high
frequencies the use of relative small size triode transistors is encouraged, as
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their gate-to-drain capacitances would result diminished. A final aspect to
consider is that the transconductance given by (5.8) can also be increased if
(Vb1-Vbo) is kept small. In such a case however, the quiescent current given
by (5.9) will also result high. In conclusion, for a given needed in
(5.6), the value of Vb1, Vbo and the size of transistor M3 must be carefully
chosen so as to trade input-output swing, current consumption and the
correct placement of the right half-plane zero wz. At the same time tolerable
values for k, B and Iz should be adopted.

Consider now transistors M6 and M9 in Figure 5.16 a) and the node V2
in Figure 5.18. Small phase errors have been targeted by adopting a suitable
geometry for those transistors for minimizing stray capacitance effects. On
the other hand, according to (5.8) the transconductance is also proportional
to k, which can be set greater than one. Therefore, for a given
increasing k allows decreasing B. This, in turn, reduces the stray
capacitances at node V2 because transistor M11 (Figure 5.16 a)) becomes
smaller, with reduced Cgs capacitance. Finally, the maximum
drain-to-source saturation voltage of M6 and M9 should be set in
accordance to the power supply value and the signal swing desired at each
node.

Taking into account all above commented items the transconductor was
sized and biased in such a way that equations (5.11) are sustained over the
whole transconductor tuning range. Table 5.2 summarizes the filter and
transconductor characteristics.
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Simulations predict a linear dependence of the transition frequency
on the tuning current Iz at a tuning rate. Phase errors

result smaller than 2° (in excess) in all cases. The transconductor outputs DC
level is kept within a ±10mV tolerance band around VCM over the whole
tuning range. The maximum current consumption of the transconductor,
including its CMFB circuit, is lower than

Table 5.3 performs a comparison of our transconductor against a classical
approach based on transconductance linearization by source degeneration
[KrJo88]. To conclude, let us remark that owing to the possibility of
controlling the transconductance value by means of electrical references, this
transconductor becomes an interesting alternative for applications with strict
stability requirements (i.e. gm/C oscillators, accurate gain gm-based
amplifiers, etc).

5.3.3 Testing the Preliminary Prototype of the Equalizing System

Due to the different nature of the two circuits implemented in this first
prototype, each one has been separately submitted to its corresponding static
and dynamic testing strategy. Extracting the maximum ratings of each circuit
(i.e. input-output voltage ranges, current consumption, processing speed,
bandwidth, etc) allows performing a computer simulation of the whole
equalizing system including some of the measured features.

5.3.3.1 Fuzzy Controller: Test Results.
The DC characterization of the controller, its accuracy and the statistical

fluctuation between samples have been addressed in the same manner as in
the previous controllers in Chapter 4. The measurement set-up corresponds
to the one shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 5.19 a) shows the measured output surface resulting after loading
and setting the corresponding parameters. The values of the singletons have
been chosen intending to approximate the control surface shown in Figure
5.19 b). The RMSE between these two surfaces reaches to 90mV, which
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represents 4.5% of the maximum output swing (2V). Most relative errors are
comprised within ±5%. Nevertheless, they can reach up to 14% in some
points. These outliers normally take place at the transition between
contiguous sub-regions (rules cluster) characterized by a considerable
difference between their associated singleton values.

To perform the statistical characterization of the circuit six prototypes
holding the same set-up have been measured and the resulting surfaces are
shown superimposed in Figure 5.20 a). The standard deviation at each point
of the control surface has been calculated and its distribution is drawn in
Figure 5.20 b). The maximum standard deviation is close to 140mV (7%)
whereas the mean reaches to 75mV (3.75%).

It should be mentioned that the errors and spreading figures strongly
depend on the function programmed in the controller. However, for this kind
of application the exact shape of the control surface is meaningless. Even
with the measured RMSE the control task is fairly accomplished. Moreover,
we have also performed system-level simulations by using controllers with
similar shapes but different RMSE. In all cases, no significant change could
be observed. When higher accuracy is needed but no tuning capabilities are
being provided, a major emphasis in transistors sizing aiming at minimizing
the random errors should be focused [VaVi99]. However, if this design
strategy is put in practice, increased transistor sizes should be expected.
Therefore, stray capacitances would result larger [VaVi99] whereas higher
biasing currents should be used if the same processing speed is desired.

The transient behavior of the circuit was typified by measuring its step
response. For the large swing step response, the input Vt was set to a
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constant value whereas a 2.5Vpp step was applied to the input Vs. This gives
rise to a 1Vpp step at the output. The measured input-output delay reaches to
150ns whereas the fall time resulted in 750ns (for 90% of the steady state
value reached). This results in a total settling time of 900ns. For the small
swing step response, the amplitude of the pulse applied to the input Vs was
reduced to 380mVpp. This yields a 50mVpp step at the output. In this case,
the delay and fall time result in 150ns and 230ns, respectively. Thus, the
settling time reaches to 380ns (90% of the steady state value). Certainly, as it
is difficult to identify the inputs biasing condition for the largest delay, these
results give only an idea about the transient behavior of the controller, which
may change from one point to another in the input space. However, in this
controller the delay introduced by the fuzzifiers represents an important
fraction of the total delay. This is due to the cascade interconnection of the
differential pairs of the fuzzy partitions. Improved delay figure should thus
be obtained if the intermediate mirrors of the circuit in Figure 5.12 were
biased (i.e. Mb1, Mb2, Mc1, Mc2).

5.3.3.2 Equalizing Filter: Test Results.
The testing strategy for the gm-C equalizer filter comprises its frequency

response characterization. Magnitude and phase over frequency were
measured with the HP4195 Network Analyzer.

Before discussing the measurement results, let us consider an additional
effect. As long as stray capacitors (i.e. compensation capacitor of the CMFB
circuit and routing wires) are connected at the outputs of the filter, a third
pole appears in the filter transfer function. This makes the actual frequency
response of the filter differ from the expected one explained in section 5.3.2.
This effect can be observed in Figure 5.21, which shows the measured
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magnitude and phase curves for different Iz values. Notice from Figure 5.21
that the additional pole defines now the peak values and the peak positions in
the magnitude over frequency response curve.

We could measure the AC response of the filter for Iz ranging from
to (@Vcc=5.5V). The boosting peaks are found at 7MHz, nearly. As
expected, the amount of boosting increases as the current Iz decreases.
However, for lower Iz values the phase characteristic of the filter results
considerably degraded bearing small damping ratios. This conveys to
impoverished transient behavior. Therefore, the effective tuning range of the
equalizer gets smaller than the expected one.

The attractiveness of this filter lies mainly in its relative small complexity
for implementing symmetrical zeros if compared with other approaches
[TaFr98]. Nonetheless, it has been shown that its frequency response is
sensitive to the capacitive output loads that can modify the filter transfer
function while limiting its tuning range. One can minimize this effect by
using other kind of CMFB circuit whose compensation capacitor does not
load the transconductor (i.e. at least for the transconductor driving the output
of the filter) [MaNe89].
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5.3.3.3 Summary and Conclusions on the Testing Prototype.
Figure 5.22 shows the microphotograph of the testing prototype

encapsulated in a JLCC-68pins package. Table 5.4 summarizes the main
measured features of the controller and the equalizer.

In a full-ended prototype supporting the whole equalizing system, the
buffer at the output of the Fuzzy Controller and the internal digital FIFO can
be eliminated. Upon this condition, the controller represents the 35% of the
total area and the 11.5% of the total power consumption. These figures
encourage the use of this Fuzzy Controller as an embedded subsystem for
this kind of application.

The minimum bandwidth that a channel must hold for being properly
equalized is defined by the frequency wherein the magnitude response of the
equalizer in Figure 5.21 attains 3dB (before the boosting peak). Hence, this
equalizer can boost channels with a minimum bandwidth of 1.5MHz while
extending the cascade channel-equalizer bandwidth up to 7MHz. This limit
is defined by the frequency wherein the equalizer attains the boosting peaks.
In agreement with the Nyquist rate [Proa95], a maximum (theoretical)
transmission rate of 14Mbauds should be achievable. However, according to
the measurements, the speed of Fuzzy Controller becomes the limiting factor
for the maximum transmission rate allowed through this preliminary
prototype.
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Loss and phase dispersion presented in a long cable must be compensated
when high-speed digital cable transmissions are intended. Moreover, for
applications where the cable length may vary, the use of adaptive
equalization becomes mandatory. An adaptive cable equalizer comprises
mainly an analog adaptive equalizing filter, which must adapt its transfer
function according to the cable characteristics [Bake96].

For this particular experiment, a CAT5 UTP (Unshielded Twisted Pair)
cable type has been chosen. It corresponds to the 100Base-TX Fast Ethernet
transceiver application for digital transmission rates up to 125Mb/s. The
equalization requirements can be drawn from the characteristic of the cable
propagation loss, which is given by:

5.4 An Investigation on Self-Adaptive Cable
Equalization
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where the cable length, L, is expressed in meters and the frequency, f, in
MHz [TaFr98].

Despite that this transmission norm contemplates only a maximum cable
length of 120m, we will consider also transmission over longer cable
lengths. This is due to the  fact that our circuits work at lower frequencies
than those required for a transmission at 125Mb/s. Consequently, to produce
a significant attenuation at the maximum working frequency of our
prototype, the cable length be considerably increased. It must be kept
in mind that this experiment intends validating an idea rather than solving a
particular well-defined equalization problem.

5.4.1           System Stability and Parameter Convergence Considerations

Starting with the block diagram of Figure 5.7 and incorporating some
measured performances of the filter and the controller, the stability analysis
focuses mainly on the behavior of the two later mentioned blocks working in
closed loop. They are redrawn in Figure 5.23 together with the differential
equations describing the system behavior in time-domain. The most
important requirement to fulfill is the absolute stability of the system that
must be ensured for every value of the adapting parameter Kz.

In the above equations, A(Vs,Vt) represents the non-linear DC transfer
function of the Fuzzy Controller. Its model was obtained by fitting with
ANFIS (RMSE=2.8%) the actual measured surface shown in Figure 5.19 a).
A new block consisting of a transport delay d and a real negative pole
was added in order to model the measured response of the controller
(delay + rise time). The value of was chosen so that its associated time
constant matches the measured rise of the controller. A band-limited
integrator with a transition frequency of is assumed. For
simplicity, only the measured wo, the maximum attainable amplitude boost
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and the ideal transfer function given by (5.1) have been considered for
modeling the filter.

By solving the system in Figure 5.23 one could find the final transfer
function from Vin to Vs from which the stability conditions could be drawn.
Unfortunately, equation a) is time variant (i.e. Kz(t)) whereas c) is highly
non-linear. Thus, the system cannot be solved in closed form. However, a
linear approximation of the transfer function A(Vs,Vt) of the Fuzzy
Controller around a particular point conveys to a numerical small-signal
solution. This can be done for different initial values of the parameter Kz, for
different values of the linearized gain A(Vs,Vt) and for different values of
the transition frequency of the integrator wTi. It will be shown below that
the latter parameter plays an important role on the asymptotic convergence
of the filter adapting parameter Kz.

In a linearized small signal analysis, the actual value of Vt only alters the
value of A(Vs,Vt) according to the point of the input plane [Vs×Vt] wherein
the linearization is being carried out. Therefore, Vt can be eliminated from
equation c). Moreover, taking a close look at the block diagram in
Figure 5.23, one can realize that the integrator and the controller are
cascaded in the same signal path. Hence, the gain A(Vs,Vt) is multiplied by
the parameter wTi. Consequently, instead of performing transient
simulations for a range of linearized gains A(Vs,Vt) we can fix it to its
maximum value while allowing to change wTi. In this way, we are able to
find out the stability conditions for different values of wTi only.

The stability criteria is thus reduced to investigate numerically if a
bounded-input Vin yields a bounded-output Vs for several initial conditions
of the parameter Kz and for different values of the integrator transition
frequency. In this direction, the integrator transition frequency was set to
7.5KHz and 75KHz in two different simulations, assuming in each one three
different initial conditions for Kz. In all cases the gain A(Vs,Vt) was fixed to
2, its maximum value extracted from Figure 5.19 a), whereas a very short
pulse was applied to Vin. By using a numerical method of MATLAB for
dealing with differential equations the above system was resolved and the
results are displayed in Figure 5.24 for the different cases. Several remarks
can be stated from this figure:

Despite that, for small values of Kz, Vs presents a large initial undershoot
followed by an overshoot, the signal energy of the response is finite with
zero steady-state value. Since Vs is bounded the system is stable over the
whole range of Kz.
The appearance of the above mentioned undershoot is due to the
derivative nature the equalizer acquires when its symmetrical zeros
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approach to the zero frequency as Kz decreases. With real band-limited
input signals these undershoots result further diminished.
The peak values of Vs are not affected by the integrator transition
frequency wTi whereas the total settling time of Vs, rounding to is
almost independent on the initial value of Kz.
The response of Kz is also bounded. However, as expected, the
steady-state value of Kz strongly depends on wTi: it increases as a larger
integrator transition frequency is being used.

Concerning the latter remark above, the fact that the incremental step of
Kz depends on wTi does not represent a drawback from the stability point of
view. Nevertheless, the inappropriate choice of the integrator transition
frequency makes difficult the convergence of the parameter Kz. Indeed, as in
most adaptive system, if the incremental steps of the adapting parameters
("learning rate") are not properly settled such parameters could not converge
asymptotically [WiSt85] [Hayk91]. In such a case, the parameters final
values are not stable. They oscillate with increasing amplitude as a larger
updating step is used. In our case, the learning rate of Kz is given by the
bandwidth of the integrator: the faster the integration, the faster the
adaptation but the less accurate the final value of Kz. This effect is
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illustrated in Figure 5.25 a) and b), which show the evolution of Kz along
the adapting period for several values of wTi. Notice that as long as wTi
increases the time required for adaptation is shortened but the accuracy of
the final value of Kz is impoverished.

However, by no way the oscillations shown in Figure 5.25 b) can be
interpreted as a stability problem in the frame of the usual meaning of
stability. Upon the simulations presented in Figure 5.24 we can state that
there are no poles with positive real part in the closed loop transfer function
of the system. The periodicity of the oscillation shown in Figure 5.25 b) is
due to the fact that the digital input stream used for such simulation is a
repetitive sequence of 64 bits of length. If a true random binary stream with
an infinite sequence length is used, the periodicity in Figure 5.25 b) will
disappear whereas the fluctuations of Kz around its steady state value will
also be random. In summary: the lack of convergence of Kz as wTi increases
is a problem associated with the accuracy of the adaptation process rather
with the stability of the system (from the usual sense of stability point of
view).

One can improve the accuracy of the convergence by reducing the output
swing of the Fuzzy Controller. In this way, the error signal provided by the
controller to the integrator would be attenuated. As a result, the integration
would be carried out slowly. In our case, in order to perform a realistic
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simulation as much as possible, we have employed the actual measured
swing of the controller (2V@Vdd=5V). However, if the values of the loaded
consequent singletons were redefined, we would be able to reduce the output
swing of the controller up to a tenth of the actual measured swing
(0.2V@Vdd=5V). In this case, the same control surface would result down
scaled onto a much reduced output range. If a further reduced output swing
is still needed, one should increase the resolution of the consequent
singletons above the 5 bits that has been defined in our implementation. For
this reason, accounting with wTi as a design parameter to control the
adaptation rate of Kz represents an advantage: just consider that the
resolution needed for the Fuzzy Controller can be relaxed if the value of wTi
is appropriately set.

5.4.2 Channel Equalization for Different Cable Lengths

In order to prove the self-adapting capabilities of the system to different
cable settings, three lengths of cable were adopted for the transmission of a
bipolar NRZ random sequence at 5Mb/s.

Figure 5.26 a) illustrates the transmitted, received and equalized signal
after adaptation is achieved for the case with the most severe ISI that
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corresponds to L=360m. For the same case, Figure 5.27 a) and b) shows the
Eye Patterns before and after the equalizer, respectively. For these
simulations, the transmission rate has been chosen according to the speed of
the controller. Since the maximum baud rate tolerable by our prototype is
relatively low (i.e. ~5Mb/s) and intending to produce a considerable ISI at
such a low frequency, the cable length L was set to 120, 240 and 360m in
each respective simulation.

Figure 5.26 b) shows the evolution of Kz during adaptation for the three
different cable settings. Starting with the same initial value, it is worth
noticing the asymptotic convergence of the parameter Kz in both directions
according with each case. This is accomplished in less than that
represents the total time required for the transmission of 750 bits at 5Mb/s.

5.4.3 Adaptation Performance for Noisy Channels

Additive gaussian noise with zero mean and 0.03 of variance has been
added to the signal transmitted at 5Mb/s through the 360m length cable. All
others set-up parameters remain unchanged as in the former simulations.
Figure 5.28 a) illustrates the convergence of Kz, which is attained in almost
the same time than in the case of a noiseless channel. Small amplitude
oscillations can be observed around the steady state value.
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In order to perform a comparison, the same channel under the same
conditions was attempted to be equalized using the "decision-directed"
learning rule explained in section 5.1.2. The evolution of Kz is shown in
Figure 5.28 b) wherein no convergence is observed. As it was previously
commented, besides the simplicity, the high sensibility to noise and to the
shape of the signal represents the main drawback of the "decision-directed"
learning method. Simulations, not shown herein, confirm that even without
noise the adapting parameter Kz converges but with considerable
fluctuations around the asymptotic value. This could be a sign that some bad
decisions are taken by the adapting mechanism, probably due to non-ideal
shape of the signal being equalized. Moreover, under the same conditions,
the time demanded to attain the convergence doubles the one demanded in
our approach. This is probably due to the fact that only one decision per bit
is taken in contrast to our method where Kz is updated continuously around
the whole bit cycle.

Another simulation in a noisy environment by using the method
presented in [Mage94] has been performed. The evolution of Kz is
illustrated in Figure 5.29.

The cable length, the transmission rate, the integrator transition
frequency and the noise properties were identically set as in the previous
simulations. Notice from Figure 5.29 that despite the convergence, the
steady state of Kz is more affected by the noise than in our case.

Finally, let us remark that in our case the system works in continuous
time and we can account on the integrity of the signal concentrated in the
Eye Pattern rather than on individual samples.
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5.5 Conclusions

This chapter intends to demonstrate the potential application of Fuzzy
Logic in other domains beyond the classical Process Control. The Signal
Processing field has been chosen for testing the performance of this soft-
computing technique applied to a real-time, high-speed and low-power
application.

A methodology to perform self-adaptive equalization of digital signal
carrying ISI distortion has been derived from the general set-up for
time-domain signal analysis. After a comparison of the actual eye diagram
with an ideal one encoded in a Fuzzy Inference System, amplitude
equalization is achieved by controlling in closed loop the adapting parameter
of the equalizing filter. To get primary insight on the system feasibility, the
design, fabrication and test of an embeddable Fuzzy Controller and an
analog adaptive equalizer have been addressed.

According to the power consumption and the area occupied, the
implemented analog Fuzzy Controller suits optimal as embedded subsystem
in well-targeted applications. This is the merit of the compactness of both the
fuzzy partition circuits and the defuzzifying scheme employed. A RMSE of
4.5% between target and measured surfaces has been reached. For the case
of self-adaptive equalization, the achieved precision fulfills the requirements
for an asymptotic and smooth convergence of the adapting parameter Kz of
the equalizer. This is possible if the choice of the bandwidth of the integrator
wTi is properly made.

In order to implement the analog gm-C adaptive equalizer, a novel full
electrically-tunable triode transconductor has been designed [DuVe01].
Upon ideal local matching conditions, the transconductor features absolute
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independence on technological parameters: the transconductance can be
controlled by the ratio between a reference current and a reference voltage.
This permits to disregard the long-distance matching conditions between the
technological parameters of the transconductors building the filter.
Simulations carried out on a gm-C integrator predict also small phase errors
and linear tuning.

Automatic cable equalization has been simulated for different cable
lengths. Simulations confirm that even for noisy channels adaptation is
achieved. Noise, ringing and other kind of distortions that make the actual
pulses to look different from the ideal ones are filtered out by means of a
null-action region foreseen at the non-linear control surface. This could be
straightforwardly defined by taking advantage of the ability of Fuzzy Logic
for dealing with non-linear functions.

Scanning signals over time permits to identify signals patterns, like in
any oscilloscope. After a comparison against an encoded reference, the result
can be used for several purposes. Therefore, the applicability of this
technique exceeds the topic of channel equalization. From an explicit 2D
signal representation, Fuzzy Logic allows to infer meaningful assertions that
can be used for adaptation, detection, testing, etc.

As an open path, we propose to exploit the time-domain signal analysis
technique based on Fuzzy Logic for other kind of analog applications. For
instance, in [MoPi94] on-chip analog filter tuning is addressed by using
Fuzzy Logic too. However, in the mentioned reference a kind of discrete
frequency-domain signal analysis is performed by measuring the filter
response on a finite set of frequencies. The control strategy intends to fit the
curve of the actual frequency response of the filter within a window
specification. Certainly, the same task could be accomplished in time-
domain by means of a built-in "oscilloscope". According to the set-up in
Figure 5.1, it is possible to encode into the Fuzzy Controller the pattern
corresponding to the response of a well-tuned filter to a reference square
wave, for instance. Thus, tuning can be achieved by comparing against the
encoded pattern the actual time response of the filter to the same reference
signal. In this way, the tuning system may result more simplified than in
[MoPi94], which needs the on-chip generation of several sinusoidal testing
signals at different frequencies.

Time-domain signal analysis could also be employed in the field of
Analog Integrated Circuit Testing, which becomes nowadays a challenging
domain of research. For instance, it is possible to implement analog BIST
units (Built-In Self-Test units) supporting an "on-chip oscilloscope". This
should be capable to analyze in time-domain the signal delivered by the
analog circuit under test and verify its quality.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

All along this book, we addressed the design, implementation and test of
programmable analog Fuzzy Controllers using standard CMOS technologies
for applications of medium to high speed. From the analysis perspective of
the different fuzzy algorithms proposed in the literature, the implementation
of Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers has been found to be highly feasible
considering the good trade-off between simplicity and accuracy that these
models feature. The book has been organized in two fundamental stages: a
comprehensive study of the basic blocks implementing a Fuzzy Controller
and the design and test of programmable architectures. Moreover, in order to
demonstrate the usefulness of approximate reasoning algorithms in areas
beyond the classical Control, a preliminary study of a real-time embedded
Fuzzy Logic application in the Signal Processing domain has been
undertaken. Let us summarize the main achievements and discuss future
improvements and open challenges.

In Chapter 3, an analog framework for hardware implementation of
Fuzzy Logic Controllers has been established. The study encompasses the
analysis of the elementary fuzzy blocks: Fuzzifiers, Inference Operators
(T-Norms and T-CoNorms) and Defuzzifiers. Major topics regarding circuit
accuracy, interfacing and complexity have been focused. Some novel circuits
have been presented while others were optimized in view of an improved
behavior. After having characterized most circuit non-idealities, an
estimation of the global accuracy attainable for a given configuration has
been carried out by means of an error propagation analysis technique that
allows identifying critical sources of imperfections.

In Chapter 4, the design and test of programmable analog Fuzzy Logic
Controllers has been focused by making use of the basic analog processing
blocks previously studied. Issues concerning controller architectures and the
programming strategy have been specially focused towards the
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implementation of front-end Fuzzy Processors. The objective is to feature
enough flexibility, acceptable delays and power consumption that make
them useful for a broad domain of applications. Sharing functional operators,
as well as optimizing the interfaces between blocks by avoiding intermediate
signal converters, has played an important role during the design step. These
general guidelines led to architectures with improved modularity. However,
technology limitations favored mixed-signal design, which holds the
advantages of analog circuits for massive and fast computation together with
the feasibility of digital circuits for storage. In this way, a trade-off between
accuracy and complexity has been chosen to configure the controllers by
means of a discrete set of analog parameters.

Two programmable Fuzzy Controllers have been designed and tested.
Compared to reported works, they achieve good results for low to
medium-complexity Fuzzy Systems, like those implemented by means of
analog circuits. On one hand, the maximum precision is limited by the
discrete set of analog values allowed for the parameters. In our circuits, the
RMSE errors range from 2.7% to 4.7% and the speed from 0.9 to 5.26
MFLIPs. This may be considered an acceptable result for several kinds of
applications ranging from Control to Signal Processing [FrMa98] [BaDi00]
[OeGr96] [GoAl01] [MoPi94] [DuVe01] [NaVi00]. On the other hand, the
tolerances between samples due to transistor mismatch become a weakness
in our implementations. However, if larger transistors are used, the mismatch
errors decrease. Unfortunately, in order to keep the total die of the chip
reasonably small (with small routing stray capacitances) we were forced to
use relatively small size transistors for building the demonstrators.
Nevertheless, it is well known that shorter channel technologies present
better transistor matching properties. Indeed, for the same transistor sizes, a
rough estimation allows us to foresee a substantial mismatch improvement if
the controllers were implemented in such technologies. Certainly, working
with a short-channel technology also leads to improve the speed of the
controller because of the reduced stray capacitances that may be expected.
Therefore, future improvements should be endeavored by implementing our
circuits in a more modern CMOS process for applications demanding
increased accuracy and/or speed.

In Chapter 5, the potential use of Fuzzy Logic has been demonstrated for
Signal Processing, in an application where the design of a dedicated analog
Fuzzy Controller is justified. A knowledge-based methodology to perform
signal analysis in the time domain has been discussed. The general idea
consists in building a "kind" of built-in oscilloscope transforming the signal
into a figure in the Universe of Discourse [Signal-value , Time] that can be
"examined" through a Fuzzy Inference System. In this way, the Decision
Making unit of the latter could be settled to infer meaningful assertions that
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could be used for adaptation, detection, testing, etc. Self-adaptive
equalization of digital channels has been chosen as the target application.
Amplitude equalization is achieved by tuning an analog adaptive equalizing
filter after the comparison of the actual Eye Pattern against an ideal one,
which is encoded in the Fuzzy Controller. To get insight about the feasibility
of the system and its behavior, a preliminary prototype consisting of the
equalizing filter and the controller has been fabricated and tested. Some
measured features extracted from this prototype have been used for
modeling the equalizer and the controller in a system-level simulation of the
whole equalizing system.

Scanning signals over time permits to identify signal patterns, like in any
oscilloscope. Therefore, the applicability of this technique should be further
exploited for other kinds of analog applications. For instance, we have
discussed at the end of Chapter 5 the possibility of performing on-chip
analog filter tuning in time domain. We have also proposed this technique
for building analog BIST units (Built-In Self-Test units) supporting an
"on-chip oscilloscope" based on Fuzzy Logic. In this way, the
knowledge-based BIST units can perform a time-domain analysis of the
signal delivered by the analog circuit under test in order to verify its quality.

Finally, through the application discussed in the previous chapter, we
hope that we succeeded in demonstrating the need of non-linear transfer
functions for optimally performing special tasks in an electronic system.
However, in the Analog Design field, no great efforts has been put in
developing straightforward techniques for the synthesis of non-linear
circuits. In earlier years, some non-linear synthesis solutions have been
frequently met by the use of translinear networks [ToLi90], for instance. On
one hand, the implementation of complex functions with translinear
networks becomes a cumbersome task, specially when MIMO systems
(Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) are being considered. Moreover, the
structure of a translinear network does not follow a general arrangement
criterion [Wieg93] and may be quite different for two functions to
synthesize. On the other hand, translinear relationships are usually dependent
on the physical characteristics of devices. Hence, a translinear network is not
easily transportable from one technology to another. In contrast, the fuzzy
approach to the non-linear synthesis is performed from a higher abstraction
level. In any Fuzzy System, without concerning the kind and the complexity
of the function to approximate, one can find only three basic components:
Fuzzifiers, Inference Operators and Defuzzifiers. These operators are always
arranged in an invariant network structure to compute the if-then rules. As
technologies moves on and newer devices appear we only need to care about
readapting those three basic operators but never the entire network, whose
structure remains essentially the same. Moreover, we have demonstrated
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through this book the possibility of building general-purpose programmable
Fuzzy Networks useful for a wide range of applications. These properties
permit us, to some extent, to consider Fuzzy Logic as a
technology-independent systematic approach for the analog synthesis of
non-linear functions. Therefore, it is our belief that this soft-computing
technique must take an important place in the toolbox of analog designers.
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